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1 Introduction
These are the notes of lectures given by Ralph Henstock at the New Univer-
sity of Ulster in 1970–71.
Sections 2 to 19 (pages 1–70) deal with the Riemann-complete (or gen-
eralized Riemann) integral, also known as the gauge integral, or Henstock-
Kurzweil integral. These sections cover, essentially, the same ground as ([2],
1963), the first book on the subject; but perhaps in a clearer and simpler
style.
Robert Bartle’s paper, Return to the Riemann integral ([1], 1980), is a
good introduction to the Riemann-complete integral.
The rest of these notes—Section 20 onwards—deal with Henstock’s ab-
stract or general theory of integration, which in [6] is called the Henstock
integral. Originally mooted in [3] (1968), this general theory was still in a
formative stage in 1970–71, and received fuller expression in [5], (1991). Also
in MTRV ([6], 2012).
– P. Muldowney, November 16 2015
2 Riemann Integration
We consider this integration in Euclidean space En of n dimensions, assuming
that we are given n co-ordinate1 axes at right angles, the axes x1, . . . , xn.
Then for each collection of n pairs of numbers a1 < b1, a2 < b2,. . .,an < bn,
we can define the brick I formed of all points P with co-ordinates x1, . . . , xn
satisfying
a1 ≤ x1 ≤ b1, . . . , an ≤ xn ≤ bn.
1The symbol P usually appears as an alternate for x, y, . . ., generally denoting associ-
ated point or tag-point of interval. –P. Muldowney
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The volume of I is defined by
µ(I) = (b1 − a1) · · · (bn − an).
The integration process depends upon cutting up I into a finite number of
smaller bricks J and the result of this cutting up is called a division D. We
also call I alone a division of I.
We are integrating a function f(P ) = f(x1, . . . , xn), and to integrate by
Riemann’s original method we sum the terms f(P )µ(J), for an arbitrary
choice of points P in J , one P for each such J , and we write
R(f ;D) = (D)∑ f(P )µ(J).
We would expect that for “smooth” functions, as the bricks J shrink in size,
R(f ;D)→ limit.
We define the diameter of I to be
diam(I) =
√
(b1 − a1)2 + · · ·+ (bn − a2n).
The norm of the division D, norm(D), is defined to be the greatest diam(J)
for all J in D. Riemann’s original definition is that
R(f ;D)→ (Riemann)
∫
I
f(P )dµ
of f(P ) over the brick I as norm(D)→ 0.
More strictly (and holding even if f is complex-valued), a number r is
the Riemann integral (R)
∫
I f(P )dµ of f(P ) over the brick I if, given ε > 0,
there is a δ > 0 such that
|R(f ;D)− r| < ε
for all divisions D of I with norm(D) < δ and for all choices of points P in
the bricks J of D. In this case we could have f complex-valued or real.
But Darboux’s modification has to assume f to be real. Instead of using
f(P ), Darboux uses
M(f ; J) = l.u.b. {f(P ) : P ∈ J} , m(f ; J) = g.l.b. {f(P ) : P ∈ J} ,
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and then considers
S(f ;D) = (D)∑M(f ; J)µ(J), s(f ;D) = (D)∑m(f ; J)µ(J).
The Riemann-Darboux integral is defined in the following way. It exists if
and only if, given ε > 0, there is a δ > 0 such that for all divisions D with
norm(D) < δ, we have
|S(f ;D)− r| < ε, |s(f ;D)− r| < ε.
Theorem 1 Riemann’s and Darboux’s methods are equivalent for real-valued
functions.
Proof. For each P ∈ J ,
m(f ; J) ≤ f(P ) ≤M(f ; J).
Therefore
s(f ;D) ≤ R(f ;D) ≤ S(f.D).
So if s(f ;D) and S(f ;D) tend to the same number r, then R(f ;D) must also
tend to r. Conversely, let ε > 0. Then as M(f ;D) is the lub of f(P ) in J
there is a point Q in that range for which
M(f ;D)− ε < f(Q) ≤M(f ; J).
Taking such Q for each J in D we have
S(f ;D)− ε(D)∑µ(J) < R(f ;D) ≤ S(f ;D).
Hence if R(f ;D)→ limit, for all choices of P , we take P = Q and this shows
S(f ;D)→ limit r. Similarly s(f ;D)→ limit r. ©
A corollary of this is that if the Riemann integral exists the function
is bounded; otherwise either m(f ; J) = −∞ and then s(f ;D) might not
be defined, or M(f ; J) = +∞ and S(f ;D) might not be defined, for some
intervals I, and the Riemann-Darboux integral cannot exist.
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3 The Calculus Indefinite Integral
An earlier definition of an integral is due to Newton. If f(x) has finite values
in b < x < c in one dimension, and if by some means we can find a function
F (x) continuous in b ≤ x ≤ c such that F ′(x) = f(x) in b < x < c then we
say that the calculus integral of f(x) in b ≤ x ≤ c is
(Cal)
∫ c
b
f(x)dx = F (c)− F (b) = F ]cb.
In practice Newton only integrated continuous functions and then it is easily
proved that the calculus integral is the same as the Riemann integral. But
about the year 1900 mathematicians decided to throw away Newton’s limita-
tion to continuous f and take the definition as it stands. In about 1910 Den-
joy showed that the newly-defined Lebesgue integral was not strong enough
to integrate every function that was calculus-integrable and had to define his
own integral to deal with the problem; e.g. if F (x) = 2x
1
2 in x ≥ 0, then
F ′(x) = x−
1
2 in x ≥ 0, and that is not integrable by Riemann’s method in
0 ≤ x ≤ 1 as it is unbounded. But (Cal)∫ 10 F ′(x)dx = 2− 0 = 2. If
F (x) = xp sin x−q for x 6= 0, F (0) = 0,
then
F ′(x) = pxp−1 sin x−q − qxp−q−1 cosx−q (x 6= 0),
while
F (h)− F (0)
h
= hp−1 sin h−q → 0 as h→ 0 if p > 1.
For instance, if p = 2, then, for x 6= 0,
F ′(x) = 2x sin x−q − qx1−q cosx−q.
If, say, q = 3 then the second term in F ′(x) is −3x−2 cosx−3 and this is not
integrable by Lebesgue’s method, as |3x−2 cosx−3| has an infinite integral
over 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
The exact definition of the calculus integral is as follows. Given ε > 0, a
function δ(x) > 0 is defined in b ≤ x ≤ c:∣∣∣∣∣F (y)− F (x)y − x
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε or |F (y)− F (x)| < ε, |f(x)(y − x) < ε, b < x < c, (1)
|F (y)− F (x)| < ε, |f(x)(y − x)| < ε, x = b, c, F continuous at b, c. (2)
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If b < x < c, b ≤ u < v ≤ c, x− δ(x) < u ≤ x ≤ v < x+ δ(x), (1) gives
|F (v)− F (u)− f(x)(v − u) ≤ |F (v)− F (x)− f(x)(v − x)| +
+ |F (x)− F (u)− f(x)(x− u)|
≤ ε(v − x) + ε(x− u) = ε(v − u).
(3)
Theorem 2 If a finite number of closed intervals [u, v] of the type (3) form
a division D of b ≤ x ≤ c, then for the various x and u, v,∣∣∣(D)∑ f(x)(v − u)− (F (c)− F (b))∣∣∣ < ε(c− b+ 4).
Proof. If the division D is given by b = t0 < t1 < · · · < fm = c where each
[tj−1, tj] is a [u, v] and if the corresponding x is ξj, then
|(D)∑ f(x)(v − u)− (F (c)− F (b))|
=
∣∣∣∑mj=1 (F (ξj)(tj − tj−1)− F (tj) + F (tj−1))∣∣∣
≤ ∑mj=1 ε(tj − tj−1 + 2ε+ 2ε = ε(c− b+ 4).
©
This shows that if we can arrange our divisions to satisfy the conditions
involving the δ(x) > 0, for all such δ(x) > 0, we can consider a limit process
in which ε→ 0 and so
(D)∑ f(x)(v − u)→ F (c)− F (b).
Theorem 3 Let b < c and let δ(x) > 0 be a positive function defined in
the closed interval b ≤ x ≤ c. Then there is a finite number of points
b ≤ x1 < x2 < · · · < xn ≤ c such that each x in b ≤ x ≤ c lies in at least
one of the open intervals xj − δ(xj) < u < xj + δ(xj). A corollary of this is
that we can arrange that each point of [b, c] lies in at most two of the finite
number of open intervals.
Proof. Let ∆(x) be the interval x−δ(x) < t < x+δ(x). Then for x = u, v, w
with u < v < w, let the ∆(x) have a common point. If v − δ(v) ≤ u − δ(u)
then
δ(v) ≥ δ(u)+v−u > δ(u), v+δ(v) > v+δ(u) > u+δ(u), ∆(v) ⊃ ∆(u),
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and we can omit ∆(u). Similarly, if v + δ(v) ≥ w+ δ(w) then ∆(v) ⊃ ∆(w),
and we can omit ∆(w). Thus we can assume
u− δ(u) < v − δ(v) < v + δ(v) < w + δ(w).
As all these intervals have a common point, ∆(v) ⊆ ∆(u)∪∆(w) and we can
omit ∆(v). Thus if three intervals have a common point we can omit at least
one. Eliminating the finite number of intersections of intervals in this way,
we obtain the corollary. Finally, to obtain the required divisions D we use the
corollary and have ∆(ξj) intervals, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where b ≤ ξ1 < · · · < ξm ≤ c,
and where we can have ξ1 = b,, ξm = c. If
t1 ∈ ∆(ξ1) ∩∆(ξ2), t2 ∈ ∆(ξ2) ∩∆(ξ3), . . . ,
we put t0 = b, tm = c, and then
[tj−1, tj ] ⊂ ∆(ξj), tj−1 ≤ ξj ≤ tj .
Hence in one dimension we can find divisions D of [b, c] that are compatible
with δ(x) > 0. ©
4 The Generalised Riemann Integral
Theorem 2 shows that if n = 1 and if we restrict the divisions of [b, c] forming
them from intervals as in (2), (3), and if we have a limiting process that uses
smaller and smaller δ(x) > 0 so that we can let ε→ 0, then we can integrate
the derivative f(x) = F ′(x).
Let δ(P ) > 0 be a positive function of points P in n-dimensional space,
and let S(P, δ(P )) denote the open sphere (ball) with centre P and radius
δ(P ). So if P = (p1, . . . , pn) the ball (open ball) is the region of all points
Q = (q1, . . . , qn) with
n∑
j=1
(qj − pj)2 < δ(P )2.
If I is a brick aj ≤ xj ≤ bj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, with bj > aj , and if D is a division of
the brick I that has a point P associated with each brick J of D such that
P ∈ J , and J ⊆ S(P, δ(P )), we say that D is compatible with δ(P ). We call
P an associated point of J .
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Theorem 4 Given δ(P ) > 0 defined in a brick I, there is a division D of I
that is compatible with δ(P ).
Proof. Suppose false, i.e. there does not exist such a division. We bisect I
in the direction of each of the co-ordinate hyperplanes to obtain 2n smaller
bricks. (If the brick is given by aj ≤ xj ≤ bj , we use 12(aj + bj), 1 ≤ j ≤ n.)
If each smaller brick has a division compatible with δ(P ) we could put the
divisions together to form a division of I. Thus at least one of the smaller
bricks has no division compatible with δ(P ). Take one such brick and call it
I1, and repeat the construction to obtain I2, etc. We thus obtain an infinite
sequence of bricks in I. Taking the point Pk whose coordinates are pj =
min{xj} for all (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Ik, the sequence {Pk} is monotone increasing
in each co-ordinate. Also each Pk lies in I, so that each co-ordinate pkj is
bounded above. Therefore each pkj → limit pij as k →∞. Call the limit P .
Then δ(P > 0 so that, for some k,
norm(Ik) = 2
−knorm(I) < δ(P ).
therefore Ik ⊂ S(P, δ(P )) and P ∈ Ik. Therefore Ik forms a division of itself
that is compatible with δ(P ), giving a contradiction. ©
Having shown the possibility of the construction of suitable divisions we
can now define the (generalised Riemann) integral of a function f(P ) of points
P over a brick I, with real or complex values. We say that f is integrable
over I, with respect to the volume function µ, and that F is the integral of
f over I, F =
∫
I fdµ, if ∣∣∣(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)− F ∣∣∣ < ε (4)
for all divisions D of I that are compatible with δ(P ) (i.e. P ∈ J ∈ D,
J ⊆ S(P, δ(P ))). In passing, it is just as easy to define the (generalied
Riemann) integral H =
∫
I dh of a function h(P, J) of a brick J and its
associated point P over the brick I, simply by replacing (4) by∣∣∣(D)∑h(P, J)−H∣∣∣ < ε (5)
Uniqueness: For fixed f, µ, I, let F and G have the property (4) for all
ε > 0, i.e. we can replace F, δ,D by G, δ1,D1, respectively. We take
δ2(P ) = min{δ(P ), δ1(P )} > 0.
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Then each division D2 compatible with δ2(P ) is also compatible with δ(P )
and δ1(P ). Hence D2 is a D and a D1, so∣∣∣(D2)∑ f(P )µ(J)− F ∣∣∣ < ε, ∣∣∣(D2)∑ f(P )µ(J)−G∣∣∣ < ε,
and
|F −G| =
∣∣∣F − (D2)∑ f(P )µ(J) + (D2)∑ f(P )µ(J)−G∣∣∣ < ε+ ε.
As ε is arbitrary we get F = G. Similarly, if H exists it is uniquely defined.
5 Elementary Properties of the Integral
We begin with a theorem on the geometry of the system.
Theorem 5 Let bricks Ij form a division of a brick I, and let δj(P ) > 0 be
defined in Ij (1 ≤ j ≤ m). Then there is a δ(P ) > 0 defined in I such that
δ(P ) ≤ δj(P ) (P ∈ Ij) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and such that if J ⊆ I, with associated
point P , compatible with δ(P ), and does not lie in any Ij but overlaps with at
least two, then P is on the boundary of two or more of the Ij, and J can be
divided up into bricks J1, . . . , Jk such that each Jk lies in an Ij, has associated
point P ∈ Ij, and os compatible with δj(P ).
Proof. When P ∈ Ij , P not on the boundary Bj , let ρ(Bj , P ) be the least
distance from P to Bj and put
δ(P ) = min
{
δj(P ),
1
2
ρ(Bj , P )
}
.
If P ∈ Bj then P might be on several boundaries. Let d > 0 be the distance
from P to the nearest vertex (or nearest other vertex) of the Bk that contain
P . Then we define
δ(P ) = min
{
1
2
d, δk(P )
}
for all k with P ∈ Bk. By constrction, if a brick J ⊆ I, with associated
point P , is compatible wth δ(P ) and overlaps with several Ij, then P lies on
a Bj and that part of Bj on which P lies in part of an (n − 1)-dimensional
hyperplane that cuts across J . Hence the result. ©
The function h(J) of bricks J is additive in I if, for each I1 ⊂ I and each
division of D of I, (D)∑h(J) = h(I1). For example, the volume has this
property.
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Theorem 6 Let bricks Ij form a division of a brick I, such that f(P ) is
integrable over Ij, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then f(P ) is integrable over I, and the
integral is additive over divisions of I. More generally, a similar result holds
for a function h(P, J) of bricks J and associated points P if h is additive
with respect to J or h is integrable in I.
Proof. Given δj(P ) > 0 in Ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we construct the δ(P ) of Theorem
5 so that a division D over I and compatible with δ(P ) has the properties
given in Theorem 5. In particular if a J of D overlaps with two or more Ij ,
we can cut up the J into two or more bricks J1, . . . , Jr, each with associated
point P , each lying in an Ij , each compatible with δ(P ), and
f(P )µ(J) = f(P )µ(J1) + · · ·+ f(P )µ(Jr).
Thus we can reduce the sum (D)∑ f(P )µ(J) to a sum in which there is no
overlapping, and then we can separate the sum into m parts, each part being
the sum for a division of Ij compatible with δj(P ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. By choice of
δj(P ) we can ensure that each such part is within εm
−1 of the corresponding
integral. Therefore
|(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)− A| < ε where A = ∫
I1
fdµ+ · · ·+
∫
Im
fdµ,
and where A is independent of D. As ε is arbitrary, the integral of f over I
exists and is equal to A. For the more general case just replace f(P )µ(J) by
h(P, J). If we already know that h(P, J) is integrable over I, we need only
choose the original D so that there is no overlapping. ©
Theorem 7 If f(P ) is integrable in I, and if the brick J ⊂ I, then f(P ) is
integrable in J . A similar result holds for h(P, J).
Proof. If δ(P ) > 0 is such that the sums over every division of I compatible
with δ(P ) are within ε > 0 of the integral of f over I, then two such sums
differ by at most 2ε. Now let s1, s2 be the values of two sums for divisions
of J compatible with δ(P ). By extending the sides of J to cut the sides of
I, the part of I lying outside of J can be cut up into one or more bricks
I1, . . . , Ir. There is a sum s
∗
J over a division of Ij compatible with δ(P ) for
1 ≤ j ≤ r so that
s1 + s
∗
1 + · · ·+ s∗r and s2 + s∗1 + · · ·+ s∗r
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are two sums over I for divisions compatible with δ(P ). Hence s1−s2 satisfies
|s1 − s2| < 2ε. (6)
Using a Cauchy sequence argument, take ε = m−1 and then write the δ(P )
as δm(P ). The function
δ∗m(P ) = min{δ1(P ), . . . , δm(P )} > 0
has the same properties as δm(P ), and is monotone decreasing in m. Thus
there is no loss of generality in assuming that
δm(P ) ≤ δm−1(P ) (m ≥ 2). (7)
Let sm be a fixed sum and s
′
m an arbitrary sum for divisions of J compatible
with δm(P ). By (7), sk is an sm when k > m, so that, by (6)
|sm − s′m| <
2
m
, |sm − sk| < 2
m
(k > m). (8)
Thus the sequence {sm} of special sums, one for eachm, is a Cauchy sequence
of real or complex numbers, and so converges to the value s, say. Therefore
by (8), for all sums s′m over divisions of J compatible with δm(P ),
|s′m − s| ≤ |s′m − sm|+ |sm − s| <
4
m
,
and the integral of f over J exists and is equal to s. ©
Theorem 8 Let F (J) be the integral of f(P) over the brick J ⊆ I. Given
ε > 0, let δ(P ) > 0 be defined in I so that |s−F (I)| < ε for all sums s over I
compatible with δ(P ). Suppose p is a sum of terms {f(Pj)µ(Jj)−F (Jj)} for
any number of distinct bricks Jj of a particular division D of I compatible
with δ(P ), together with the associated points Pj. Then
|p| ≤ ε, (9)
and
(D)∑ |f(P )µ(J)− F (J)| ≤ 4ε. (10)
A similar result holds for h(P, J) when it is integrable in I.
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Proof. We number the bricks of D so that J1, . . . , Jk are the bricks used for
p, and Jk+1, . . . , Jm are the rest. For each j in k < j ≤ m, there is a sum
sj for a division of Jj, compatible with δ(P ), that is as near as we please
to F (Jj). If q =
∑k
j=1 f(Pj)µ(Jj), then q + sk+1 + · · · + sm is a sum over a
division of I compatible with δ(P ), so
|q+ sk+1+ · · ·+ sm−F (I)| < ε, |q + F (Ik+1) + · · ·+ F (Im)− F (I)| ≤ ε.
By the additivity of the integral,
|p| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
j=1
(f(Pj)µ(Jj)− F (Ij))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |q + F (Jk+1) + · · ·+ F (Jm)− F (I)| ≤ ε.
If p is complex then the real and imaginary parts have modulus ≤ ε. Taking
in turn the set of bricks of D for which the real part of f(Pj)µ(Jj)− F (Jj)
is positive, then those for which it is negative, we have
(D)∑ |ℜ (f(Pj)µ(Jj)− F (Jj))| ≤ 2ε.
Similarly for the imaginary part, and hence (10). ©
Theorem 9 Let F (J) be additive for bricks J ⊆ I and satisfy (10) for every
division D of I compatible with δ(P > 0, where δ(P ) depends on an arbitrarily
small ε > 0. Then f(P ) is integrable in I, the integral over each brick K ⊆ I
being equal to F (K). Similarly for h(P, J).
Proof. Let D be a division of K compatible with δ(P ). Extending the sides
of K to meet the sides of I, we can cut up the closure of I \K into a finite
number of bricks over which we can take divisions compatible with δ(P ),
giving a division D1 of I compatible with δ(P ). (Thus D is a partial division
of D1.) Then
|(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)− F (K)| = |(D)∑ (f(P )µ(J)− F (J)) |
≤ (D)∑ |f(P )µ(J)− F (J)|
≤ (D1)∑ |f(P )µ(J)− F (J)| ≤ 4ε.
©
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Theorem 10 (Levi monotone convergence theorem) Let {fr(P )} be a
sequence of real functions, each integrable in I. For each P let {fr(P )} be
monotone increasing and convergent to the value f(P ). If Fr(I) =
∫
I fr(P )dµ
has a finite least upper bound F as r varies, then f(P ) is integrable in I with
integral equal to F . A similar result holds if µ is replaced by h(J) ≥ 0 where
h(J) is additive.
Proof. For each integer r there exists δr(P ) > 0 such that if Dr is an
arbitrary division of I compatible with δr(P ),∣∣∣(Dr)∑ fr(P )µ(J)− Fr(I)∣∣∣ < ε
2r
. (11)
Further, as {fr(P )} is monotone increasing in r for each P , Fr is monotone
increasing, and so tends to F , its l.u.b. (least upper bound, supremum, sup).
Thus there exists integer r0 such that
|F − r(I)− F | < ε (r ≥ r0). (12)
Also, for each P ∈ I, there exists integer r = r(P, ε) ≥ r0 such that
|fr(P )− f(P )| < ε, (13)
δ(P ) ≡ δr(P, ε) > 0. (14)
By (13), if D is a division of I compatible with δ(P ),∣∣∣(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)− (D)∑ fr(P,ε)(P )µ(J)∣∣∣
≤ (D)∑∣∣∣f(P )µ(J)− (D)∑ fr(P,ε)(P )µ(J)∣∣∣
< (D)∑ εµ(J) = εµ(I). (15)
Grouping the fr(P,ε)(P )µ(J) into brackets with equal values of r(P, ε), and
using (11) and Theorem 8,
∣∣∣(D)∑ fr(P,ε)(P )µ(J)− (D)∑Fr(P,ε)(J)∣∣∣ ≤ m∑
r=1
ε
2r
< ε. (16)
Now Fr(J) ≤ Fr+1(J) since fr(P ) ≤ fr+1(P ), each P . Let g and h be the
least and largest integers in the finite collection of values of r(P, ε). Then by
(12),
F − ε < Fg(I) = (D)
∑
Fg(J) ≤ (D)
∑
Fr(P,ε)(J)
≤ (D)∑Fh(J) = Fh(I) ≤ F.
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Therefore
F − ε (µ(I) + 2) < (D)∑ f(P )µ(J) ≤ F + ε (µ(I) + 1) .
As ε > 0 is arbitrary, we have proved the result. ©
If X is a set of points in n-dimensional space let χ(X,P ) be its charac-
teristic function, i.e.,
χ(X,P ) =


1 if P ∈ X,
0 if P /∈ X.
Let δ(P ) > 0 in a brick I and let
V (χ(X, ·)µ; I; δ) := sup{(D)∑χ(X,P )µ(J)}, (17)
the supremum being taken over all divisions D of I compatible with δ(P ).
Then
0 ≤ V (χ(X, ·)µ; I; δ) ≤ µ(I). (18)
If 0 < δ1(P ) ≤ δ(P ) at each P ∈ I, then every division of I compatible with
δ1(P ) is also compatible with δ(P ), so
V (χ(X, ·)µ; I; δ1) ≤ V (χ(X, ·)µ; I; δ). (19)
The g.l.b.2 of V (χ(X, ·)µ; I; δ), for all δ(P ) > 0 is written as
V (χ(X, ·)µ; I) = V (µ; I;X), (= µ∗(X ∩ I) in Lebesgue case,)
and is called the outer measure of X in I. (19) shows that the g.l.b. is the
limit as δ(P ) shrinks. If χ(X,P ) is integrable in I to the value K then, for
suitable δ(P ) > 0,
K − ε < (D)∑χ(X,P )µ(J) < K + ε,
K − ε < V (χ(X,P )µ(J); I; δ) < K + ε,
V (µ; I;X) = µ∗(X ∩ I) =
∫
I
χ(X,P )dµ. (20)
In this case we say that X is measurable in I, or that X ∩ I is measurable,
and we call µ∗(X ∩ I) the measure µ(X ∩ I) of X in I. In particular this
happens when µ∗(X ∩ I) = 0, for then there exists δ(P ) so that
0 ≤ (D)∑χ(X,P )µ(J) ≤ V (χ(X, ·)µ; I; δ) < ε,
2Greatest lower bound, infimum inf
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i.e.
∫
I χ(X,P )dµ exists and equals 0.
More generally, let h(P, J) be a function of bricks J and their associated
points P . Let
V (h(P, J) : I : δ) := sup{(D)∑ |h(P, J)|, (21)
the supremum being taken over all divisions D of I compatible with δ(P ).
Sometimes the sums are unbounded, in which case the supremum is written
as +∞. However if V is finite for some δ(P ) > 0 then V is monotone
decreasing as δ(P ) decreases at each P . Thus we use the g.l.b. of V (h; I; δ)
over all δ(P ) > 0 and we call it the variation V (h(P, J); I) of h(P, J) in I,
and we say that h(P, J) is of bounded variation in I. On the other hand, if
V (h; I; δ) = +∞ for all δ(P ) > 0, we write symbolically V (h(P, J); I) = +∞.
Replacing h(P, J) by χ(X,P )h(P, J) we can define
V (h(P, J); I;X ; δ) = V (χ(X,P )h(P, J); I; δ),
V (h(P, J); I;X) = V (χ(X,P )h(P, J); I).
In the definition of the integral of f over I, using µ, we can replace f(P )µ(J)
by |h(P, J)| and then we have defined the integral of |h(P, J)|. If it exists we
have a result like (20). As a special case, if f(P ) ≥ 0 is integrable then
∫
I
f(P )dµ = V (fµ; I). (22)
Theorem 11 1. If X ⊆ X1 then V (h(P, J); I;X) ≤ V (h(P, J); I;X1).
2. If I ⊆ I1 then V (h(P, J); I) ≤ V (h(P, J); I1).
3. If X =
⋃∞
j=1Xj then V (h(P, J); I;X) ≤
∑∞
j=1 V (h(P, J); I;Xj).
Corresponding results for µ∗ are:
4. If X ⊆ X1 then µ∗(X ∩ I) ≤ µ∗(X1 ∩ I).
5. If X =
⋃∞
j=1Xj then µ
∗(X ∩ I) ≤ ∑∞j=1 µ∗(Xj ∩ I).
Proof. For 1 we can use χ(X,P ) ≤ χ(X1, P ). For 2 the bricks used to cover
I can be used to cover I1 if we use extra bricks to cover the closure of I1 \ I.
Using 1 in 3, we can assume that the Xj are mutually disjoint (i.e. no pair
has a point in common). If the sum in 3 is +∞ there is nothing to prove. If
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the sum is finite then, given ε > 0 and an integer j, there is a δ(P ) > 0 such
that
V (h(P, J); I;Xj; δj) < V (h(P, J); I;Xj) + ε2
−j. (23)
Let δ(P ) = 1 outside of X and = δj(P ) in Xj , j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., the Xj being
mutually disjoint. Then if D is a division compatible with δ(P ) we group
together the non-zero terms of (D)∑χ(X,P )|h(P, J)| according to the j for
which P ∈ Xj and we find
(D)∑χ(X,P )|h(P, J)| ≤ ∞∑
j=1
V (h(P, J); I;Xj; δ)
=
∞∑
j=1
V (h(P, J); I;Xj; δj)
<
∞∑
j=1
V (h : I;Xj) + ε,
giving 3. ©
We say that a result, which depends on points P , is true almost every-
where in I if it is true except for the P in a set X for which µ(X ∩ I) = 0.
Theorem 12 If V (h(P, j); I) = 0 and if f(P ) is a function of points P .
Then V (f(P )h(P, J); I) = 0. Conversely, if V (f(P )h(P, J); I) = 0 and if
f 6= 0 in X, then V (f(P )h(P, J); I;X) = 0.
Proof. Let Xj be the set where |f(P )| ≤ j, j = 1, 2, 3, . . .. Then I =⋃∞
j=1Xj ∩ I. By Theorem 11, 3,
V (f(P )h(P, J); I) ≤
∞∑
j=1
V (f(P )h(P, J); I;Xj)
≤
∞∑
j=1
jV (h(P, J); I;Xj)
≤
∞∑
j=1
jV (h(P, J); I) = 0.
For the second result we replace f(P ) in the first result by χ(X,P )(f(P ))−1,
and h(P, J) by f(P )h(P, J). ©
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Theorem 13 If µ∗(X ∩ I) = 0 and if f(P ) is a function of points P , then∫
I
f(P )χ(X,P )dµ = 0 =
∫
I
|f(P )|χ(X,P )dµ = 0.
Conversely, if
∫
I |f(P )|dµ = 0, then f(P ) = 0 except in a set X with µ∗(X ∩
I) = 0.
Proof. |(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)−0| ≤ V (fµ; I; δ) for all divisions D of I compatible
with δ(P ). By the first part of Theorem 12, V (fµ; I) = 0, so V (fµ; I; δ) can
be made arbitrarily small by choice of δ. Therefore fχ(X,P ) and |f |χ(X,P )
are both integrable to 0 in I. Conversely
(D)∑ |f(P )|µ(J) = |(D)∑ |f(P )|µ(J)− 0| < ε
for suitable δ(P ) > 0 and all divisions D of I compatible with δ(P ). Therefore
V (fµ; I) ≤ V (fµ; I; δ) ≤ ε and V (fµ; I) = 0.
By the second part of Theorem 12, if f(P ) 6= 0 in X then µ∗(X ∩ I) = 0. ©
Theorem 14 Let I1, . . . , Im form a division of I. Then
1.
∑m
j=1 V (h(P, J); Ij) ≤ V (h(P, J); I),
2. If, for each fixed P , h(P, J) is additive in J , then there is equality
in 1. (E.g., h(P, J) = f(P )µ(J) is additive when P is fixed; also
h(P, J) = f(P )µ(J)− F (J) where F is the integral of f .)
Proof. For 1, let δ(P ) > 0 be defined in I so that
V (h(P, J); I; δ) < V (h(P, J); I) + ε. (24)
Then there is a division Dj of Ij compatible with δ(P ) for which
(Dj)
∑ |h(P, J)| < V (h(P, J); Ij; δ)− ε
m
, (j = 1, . . . , m). (25)
The bricks of D1, . . . ,Dm form a division D of I which is compatible with
δ(P ), so that, by (24) and (25),
m∑
j=1
V (h(P, J); Ij)− ε ≤
m∑
j=1
(
V (h(P, J); Ij; δ)− ε
m
)
<
m∑
j=1
(Dj)
∑ |h(P, J)| = (D)∑ |h(P, J)|
≤ V (h(P, J); I; δ) < V (h(P, J); I) + ε.
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For 2, there is a δj(P ) > 0 with
V (h(P, J); I; δj) < V (h(P, J); Ij) +
ε
m
. (26)
By Theorem 5 we can define a suitable δ(P ) > 0 from the separate δj(P ) > 0.
If D is a division of I compatible with δ(P ), and if a brick J of D overlaps
with two or more Ij we can cut up J into J1, . . . , Jr as before, and this time
we have
|h(P, J)| = |
r∑
j=1
h(P, Jj)| ≤
r∑
j=1
|h(P, Jj)|
by the additivity of of h(P, J) in J . Thus the sum over D when there is over-
lapping is ≤ the corresponding sum when the overlapping is removed. Thus,
as we are taking the supremum, we need only assume the non-overlapping
case, and the sum for D can be separated into m parts, each part being a
sum for a division Dj of Ij compatible with δj(P ), j = 1, . . . , m. Hence, by
(26),
(D)∑ |h(P, J)| = m∑
j=1
(Dj)
∑ |h(P, J)| < m∑
j=1
V (h(P, j); Ij) + ε,
V (h(P, j); I) ≤ V (h(P, J); I; δ) ≤
m∑
j=1
V (h(P, J); Ij) + ε.
As ε > 0 is arbitrary, this gives the inequality opposite to 1, and so gives 2.
©
Theorem 15 Let h(P, J) be additive in J for fixed P , and let δ(P ) > 0 give
V (h(P, J); I; δ) < V (h(P, J); I) + ε.
If D is a division of I compatible with δ(P ), and if I1, . . . , Ir are a partial
division of I from D with associated points P1, . . . , Pr, then
r∑
j=1
|h(Pj, Jj)| <
r∑
j=1
V (h(P, J); Ij) + 2ε.
Proof. If Ir+1, . . . , Im are the other bricks in D we can choose divisions ∆j
of Ij compatible with δ(P ) so that
|(Dj)
∑
h(P, J)| > V (h(P, J); Ij; δ)− ε
m
≥ V (h(P, J); Ij)− ε
m
.
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Then I1, . . . , Im,Dr+1, . . . ,Dm form a division of I compatible with δ(P ) and
r∑
j=1
|h(Pj, Ij)|+
m∑
j=r+1
V (h(P, J); Ij)
<
r∑
j=1
|h(Pj, Ij) +
m∑
j=r+1
(Dj)
∑ |h(P, J)|+ ε
≤ V (h(P, J); I; δ) + ε < V (h(P, J); I) + 2ε.
We now use the additivity of V (Theorem 14).
Theorem 16 Let X1 ⊆ X2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xj ⊆ · · · with X = ⋃∞j=1Xj. Then
µ∗(X ∩ I) = lim
j→∞
µ∗(Xj ∩ I).
More generally, if h(P, J) is additive in J for each fixed P then
V (h(P, J); I;X) = lim
j→∞
V (h(P, J); I;Xj).
Proof. We need only prove the second result. By item 3 of Theorem 11,
V (h(P, J); I;X) ≥ V (h(P, J); I;Xj)
for all j, so
V (h(P, J); I;X) ≥ lim
j→∞
V (h(P, J); I;Xj).
To prove the reverse inequality, let δj(P ) > 0 in I be such that
V (h(P, J); I;Xj; δj)V (h(P, J); I;Xj) +
ε
2j
.
Let
δ(P ) =


1 if P /∈ X,
δ1(P ) if P ∈ X1,
δj(P ) if P ∈ Xj \Xj−1, j = 2, 3, . . . .
If D is a division of I compatible with δ(P ), then D splits up into partial
divisions Pj of I compatible with δj(P ) with associated points in Xj . Also
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there are bricks with associated points outside X . Thus by Theorems 11, 14,
and 15, with h(P, J)χ(Xj, P ) replacing h(P, J),
(D)∑χ(X,P )|h(P, J)| = m∑
j=1
(Pj)
∑ |h(P, J)|
<
m∑
j=1
(
(Pj)
∑
V (h(P, J); J ;Xj) +
2ε
2j
)
<
m∑
j=1
(Pj)
∑
V (h(P, J); J ;Xm) + 2ε
≤ V (h(P, J); I;Xm) + 2ε
≤ lim
j→∞
V (h(P, J); I;Xj) + 2ε,
V (h(P, J); I;X) ≤ V (h(P, J); I;X ; δ)
≤ lim
j→∞
V (h(P, J); I;Xj) + 2ε,
hence the result. ©
We now return to Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem.
Theorem 17 1. Let f(y, P ) depend on a parameter y that takes all values
in y ≥ 0, or all positive integer values, such that f(y, P ) is monotone
increasing in y for each fixed P . If, for each fixed y, f(y, P ) is inte-
grable in the brick I with integral F (y), and if limy→∞ F (y) exists, then
f(P ) = limy→∞ f(y, P ) exists almost everywhere in I. If we put 0 for
f(P ) where it is otherwise undefined then f(P ) is integrable in I with
integral F , i.e., ∫
I
lim
j→∞
f(y, P )dµ = lim
j→∞
∫
I
f(y, P )dµ.
2. If in 1 we omit the hypothesis that limy→∞ F (y) exists but add that f(P )
exists as the limit of f(y, P ) without being integrable, then F (y)→ ∞
as y →∞.
Proof. We can assume f(y, P ) ≥ 0 or else replace it by f(y, P )− f(0, P ).
For each fixed P , f(y, P ) is monotone increasing in y, and so tends to a limit
or to +∞. Also,
f(n, P ) ≤ f(y, P ) ≤ f(n+ 1, P ), n ≤ y ≤ n + 1,
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and similarly for their integrals, so we can assume y is an integer. For integers
j, N , let Xj be the set of P with f(j, P ) > N , and let Y be the set with
either limj→∞ f(j, P ) > N or f(j, P ) → ∞ as j → ∞. Then Xj+1 ⊇ Xj ,
Y =
⋃∞
j=1Xj, so that by Theorems 11, 16, and the definition of variation,
F ≥
∫
I
f(j, P )dµ ≥ V (f(j, P )µ(J); I)
= V (fµ; I; I) ≥ V (f(j, P )µ; I;Xj) ≥ NV (µ; I;Xj).
Then µ∗(Xj ∩ I) = V (µ; I;Xj) ≤ FN−1, and, letting j →∞,
µ∗(Y ∩ I) ≤ F
N
.
If X is the set of points P where F9j, P ) → ∞ as j → ∞ we have X ⊂ Y
for all values of N , so
µ∗(X ∩ I) ≤ µ∗(Y ∩ I) ≤ F
N
,
and µ∗(X ∩ I) = 0. Thus, by Theorem 13, ∫I f(j, P )χ(X,P )dµ = 0 and∫
I
f(j, P )dµ =
∫
I
f(j, P )χ(\X,P )dµ
by the additivity of the integral with respect to the integand. Theorem 10
now gives 1 since f(P ) = limj→∞ f(j, P )χ(\x, P ). For 2, if the final result is
false so that
∫
I f(j, P )dµ does not tend to +∞, the sequence of integrals is
bounded and part 1 shows that f(P ) is integrable.
6 The Integrability of Functions of Functions
This section enables us to deal with another Lebesgue convergence theorem.
We use a real- or complex-valued function of two real numbers. We assume
that
1. r is homogeneous for non-negative numbers, i.e., r(ax1, ax2) = ar(x1, x2)
for all a ≥ 0; and r satisfies a Lipschitz condition:
2. |r(y1, y2) − r(x1, x2)| ≤ A|y1 − x1| + B|y2 − x2| for constants A < 0,
B > 0.
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For example, 2 holds if the partial derivatives of r exist and are bounded.
Theorem 18 Let S be the real line or the subset x ≥ 0, let Z be the complex
plane, and let fj(P ) : I 7→ S be integrable to Fj(J) in each J contained in
the brick I (j = 1, 2). If r(x1, x2) : S × S 7→ Z satisfies 1 and 2, then
V (r(f1(P ), f2(P ))µ(J)− r(F1(J), F2(J)); I) = 0.
Proof. By Theorem 8 (10), given ε > 0 there exists δ(P ) > 0 with
V (fj(P )µ(J)− Fj(J); I; δ) ≤ 4ε, j = 1, 2.
This remains true for j = 1, 2 if we replace δj(P ) by δ(P ) = min{δ1(P ), δ2(P )} >
0. For each division D of I compatible with zδ(P ), 1 and 2 give
(D)∑ |r(f1(P ), f2(P ))µ(J)− r(F1(J), F2(J))|
= (D)∑ |r(f1(P )µ(J), f2(P )µ(J))− r(F1(J), F2(J))|
≤ A(D)∑ |f1(P )µ(J)− F1(J)|+B(D)∑ |f2(P )µ(J)− F2(J)|
≤ 4(A+B)ε.
©
Theorem 19 With the conditions of Theorem 18 let r also be real-valued
and satisfy
r(x1 + y1, x2 + y2) ≤ r(x1, x2) + r(y1, y2) for all x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ S. (27)
Then r(f1(P ), f2(P )) is integrable if and only if, for some δ(P ) > 0 in I,
and for all divisions D of I which are compatible with δ(P ),
(D)∑ r(f(P ), f2(P ))µ(J) is bounded above. (28)
Proof. Given ε > 0, by Theorem 121 there exists δ1(P ) > 0 such that for
all divisions D of I compatible with δ1(P ),
(D)∑ |r(f1, f2)µ− r(F1, F2)| < ε. (29)
Thus the boundedness above of (28) is equivalent to the boundedness above,
for divisions D compatible with some δ2(P ) > 0 of
(D)∑ r(F1, F2). (30)
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Let (30) be bounded above with supremum s. Then there is a division D1 of
I compatible with δ2(P ), and formed of bricks I1, . . . , Im, for which
s− ε < (D)∑ r(F1, F2) ≤ s. (31)
Replacing the δj(P ) of the geometric theorem (Theorem 5) by δ2(P ), we can
construct a new δ(P ) > 0 which we denote by δ3(P ) > 0. Let D be a division
of I compatible with δ3(P ) > 0. Then if a brick J of D overlaps with more
than one Ik, we can cut it up into two or more bricks J1, . . . , Jr with the
same associated point P and each Jj lying in one Ik. The sum for D can
thus be changed into a sum for a division D2 of I, each brick of which lies in
one Ik. By the additivity of F1, F2, and by induction on (27), if D2k is the
division of Ik from D2, we have
r(F1(Ik)F2(Ik)) = r
(
(D2k)
∑
F1, (D2k)
∑
F2
)
≤ (D2k)
∑
r(F1, F2). (32)
By (29), (31), (32), and by the definitions of s and D1,
s− ε < (D2)∑ r(F1, F2) ≤ s,
s− 2ε < (D2)∑ r(f1, f2)µ = (D)∑ r(f1, f2)µ < s+ ε.
Hence, if (28) is true, r(f1, f2) is integrable in I to s—the supremum of sums
(30). Conversely, if r(f1, f2) is integrable in I to the value R, the sum in (28)
lies between R− ε and R + ε for suitable δ(P ) > 0, and so is bounded. ©
Theorem 20 If f1, f2, f3 are real and integrable in I with f1 ≤ f3, f2 ≤ f3,
then max {f1(P ), f2(P )} is integrable in I.
Proof. (27) of Theorem 19 is satisfied with r(x1, x2) = max{x1, x2}, since,
for j = 1, 2, xj + yj ≤ max{x1, x2}+max{y1, y2}, so
max{x1 + x2, y1 + y2}+max{x1, x2}+max{y1, y2}.
For Lipschitz condition (2) with A = B = 1, we have, for j = 1, 2
xj = (xj − yj) + jj ≤ |xj − yj|+ yj
≤ |x1 − y1|+ |x2 − y2|+max{y1, y2},
max{x1, x2} ≤ |x1 − y1|+ |x2 − y2|+max{y1, y2}.
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Interchanging (x1, x2), (y1, y2), we get
max{y1, y2} −max{x1, x2} ≤ |x1 − y1|+ |x2 − y2|.
Hence
|max{y1, y2} −max{x1, x2}| ≤ |x1 − y1|+ |x2 − y2|.
Finally, (28) of Theorem 19 is bounded above since max{f1, f2} ≤ f3, and,
as f3 is integrable to F3,
(D)∑max{f1, f2}µ ≤ (D)∑ f3µ < F3 + ε
for D compatible with some δ(P ) > 0. ©
Corollary: If f1, f2, f3 are integrable in I with f1 ≥ f2, f2 ≥ f3, then
min{f1, f2} is integrable in I. This follows from Theorem 20 if fj is replaced
by −fj .
7 Majorised or Dominated Convergence
Theorem 20 and its Corollary, with Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theo-
rem, lead to Lebesgue’s majorised convergence theorem and Fatou’s lemma.
Theorem 21 Let g1(P ), g2(P ), fj(P ) be real and integrable in I with
fj(P ) ≥ g1(P ), j = 1, 2. (33)
Then ∫
I
lim inf
j→∞
fj(P )dµ ≤ lim inf
j→∞
∫
I
fj(P )dµ, (34)
the integrand on the left existing when the right hand side is finite. If, instead
of (33), we have
fj(P ) ≤ g2(P ), j = 1, 2, (35)
then ∫
I
lim sup
j→∞
fj(P )dµ ≥ lim sup
j→∞
∫
I
fj(P )dµ, (36)
the integrand on the left existing when the right hand side is finite (i.e.,
6= −∞). If both (33) and (35) are true, with f(P ) = limj→∞ fj(P ) existing
almost everywhere, then∫
I
f(P )dµ = lim
j→∞
∫
I
fj(P )dµ, (37)
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Proof. By Theorem 20 (Corollary), applied m− k times,
min
k≤j≤m
fj(P ) (38)
is integrable in I. As (38) is monotone increasing form→∞, and is bounded
below by g1(P ) so that
∫
I f1(P )dµ ≥
∫
I g1(P )dµ, we can apply Lebesgue’s
monotone convergence theorem to show that the following exist:∫
I
inf
j≥k
fj(P )dµ ≤ lim
m→∞
∫
I
min
k≤j≤m
fj(P )dµ
≤ lim
m→∞ mink≤j≤m
∫
I
fj(P )dµ
= inf
j≥k
∫
I
fj(P )dµ, (39)
using
∫
I mink≤j≤m fj(P )dµ ≤
∫
I fj(P )dµ for any j in k ≤ j ≤ m. The first
integrand in (39) is monotone increasing. If the right hand side of (34) is
finite, then by (39), the first integral in (39) is bounded as k → ∞, and
Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem shows that
lim inf
j→∞
fj(P ), = lim
k→∞
(
inf
j≥k
fj(P )
)
,
exists as a finite limit almost everywhere, and is integrable, with∫
I
lim inf
j→∞
fj(P )dµ = lim
k→∞
∫
I
inf
j≥k
fj(P )dµ ≤ lim inf
j→∞
∫
I
fj(P )dµ.
This gives (34). For (36) we replace fj by g2 − fj in (34). (37), which is
Lebesgue’s majorised convergence theorem, then follows. Fatou’s lemma is
(33) and (34). ©
Instead of using an integer parameter j we can use a continuous parameter
y that takes all values in y ≥ 0. But in the first part we cannot prove from
the integrability of f(P, y) in I for all y ≥ 0 that
g.l.b. {f(P, y) : Y ≤ y ≤ Z} (40)
is also integrable. For let us take the dimension of the brick to be n = 1. Let
I = [0, 1] and let X1 be a set with non-integrable characteristic function on
[0, 1]. Then for P ∈ I and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 let
f(P, y) =


1 (P = y ∈ X1),
0 otherwise;
f(P, y +m) = f(P, y) (m = 1, 2, 3, . . .).
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Then f(P, y) is bounded for P ∈ I and y ≥ 0 and is integrable. But
lim sup
y→∞
f(P, y) = sup
0≤y<1
f(P, y) = χ(X1, P ) (0 ≤ P < 1)
and −f(P, y) falsifies the conditions. However, if to the hypotheses in the
first part of Theorem 135 (replacing j by y) we add the integrability of (40)
infY≤y≤Z f(P, y) whenever 0 ≤ Y ≤ Z, then the corresponding result (34)
follows by a similar proof.
Similarly we can obtain the analogue of (36) if, for all 0 ≤ Y < Z,
l.u.b. {f(P, y) : Y ≤ y ≤ Z} (41)
is integrable, with analogues of the hypotheses.
However the analogue of (37) is true with analogous conditions without
the integrability of (40) and (41). For if {yj} is any sequence tending to +∞,
then almost everywhere we have
f(P ) = lim
y→∞ f(P, y) = limj→∞
f(P, yj).
We first choose {yj} so that
lim inf
y→∞
∫
I
f(P, y)dµ = lim
j→∞
∫
I
f(P, y)dµ,
and then (34) shows that this is
≥
∫
I
lim
j→∞
f(P, yj)dµ =
∫
I
lim
y→∞ f(P, y)dµ.
Similarly for the analogue of (36) using another {yj} so that the analogue of
(37) follows.
Two theorems follow from the continuous parameter version of Theorem
135.
Theorem 22 If for some ε > 0 and 0 < |y − a| ≤ ε, f(P, y), g1(P ), g2(P )
are real and integrable in I with
g1(P ) ≤ f(P, y) ≤ g2(P ), lim
y→a f(P, y) = f(P, a)
almost everywhere, then
lim
y→a
∫
I
f(P, y)dµ =
∫
I
f(P, a)dµ,
and the latter integral exists.
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Theorem 23 If ∂f(P,y)
∂y
exists almost everywhere in I and if for some ε > 0
and all y in 0 < |y − a| ≤ ε, f(P, y), g1(P ), g2(P ) are real and integrable in
I with
g1(P ) ≤ f(P, y)− f(P, a)
y − a ≤ g2(P ), 0 < |y − a| ≤ ε,
then
d
dy
∫
I
f(P, y)dµ =
∫
I
∂f(P, y)
∂y
dµ,
and the latter integral exists.
Theorem 24 Let fj(P ) and |fj(P )| be integrable in I for j = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
If
∑∞
j=1
∫
I |fj(P )|dµ is a convergent series then f(P ) ≡
∑∞
j=1 fj(P ) is an
absolutely convergent series almost everywhere and is integrable, and
∫
I
∞∑
j=1
fj(P )dµ =
∫
I
fdµ =
∞∑
j=1
∫
I
fj(P )dµ. (42)
Proof. For k = 1, 2, 3, . . .,
∫
I
k∑
j=1
|fj(P )|dµ =
k∑
j=1
∫
I
|fj(P )|dµ ≤
∫
I
∞∑
j=1
|fj(P )|dµ,
the series being convergent. By Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem,
f0(P ) ≡ ∑∞j=1 |fj(P )| is convergent almost everywhere and is integrable in
I, and f exists almost everywhere. In Theorem 135 we now replace g1, g2,
fk by the present −f0, f0, ∑kj=1ℜ(fj), and obtain the integrability of ℜ(f).
Similarly for the integrability of ℑ(f), and so of f ; giving (42). ©
For a real point function f and constants a < b, let
X(f = a), X(f > a), X(f ≥ a), X(f < b), X(f ≤ b), X(a ≤ f ≤ b), . . . ,
denote the set of points for which the appropriate equality or inequality holds.
Theorem 25 Let f(P ) and |f(P )| be real and integrable in I, and for real
constant b let c(b;P ) be the characteristic function χ(X(f ≥ b), P ) of X(f ≥
b).Then c(b;P ) is integrable in I with integral equal to µ∗(X(f ≥ b) ∩ I).
Similar results hold for the other sets, and, by definition, these sets are mea-
surable.
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Proof. Since
−|f | − |b| ≤ f ≤ |f |+ |b|, −|f | − |b| ≤ b ≤ |f |+ |b|,
Theorem 20 and its corollary show that max{f, b} and min{f, b} are inte-
grable in I for every constant b. Thus
c(a, b;P ),≡ max{min{f, b}, a}, a < b,
is integrable. It is f when a ≤ f ≤ b, it is a when f ≤ a, and it is b when
f ≥ b. As
c(b;P ) = lim
a→b−
c(a, b;P )− a
b− a ,
which is the limit of a monotone decreasing sequence bounded by 0 and 1,
Levi’s monotone convergence theorem shows that c(b;P ) is integrable. ©
Theorem 26 If X, Y are two measurable sets, then so are X∩Y and X∪Y .
Proof. As χ(X,P ) and χ(Y, P ) are integrable, so is their sum. Therefore,
by Theorem 139, the set where χ(X,P ) + χ(Y, P ) ≥ 2 is measurable, and
this is the set X ∩ Y . Also
χ(X ∪ Y, P ) = χ(X,P ) + χ(Y, P )− χ(X ∩ Y, P )
and so is integrable. ©
Corollary: If f, |f |, g, |g| are real and integrable, the set where a ≤ f ≤ b
and where r ≤ g ≤ s is measurable for constants a < b, r < s.
For real functions f we say that f is measurable when X(f ≥ b) is mea-
surable for each real constant b. Thus Theorem 139 says that f is measurable
if f and |f | are integrable. A partial converse follows:
Theorem 27 If g ≥ 0 is integrable in I, and if f is real and measurable in
I with |f | ≤ g, then f and |f | are integrable in I.
Proof. Replacing f by f + g if necessary, we can assume that f ≥ 0. For
each integer m ≥ 0 we put aj = j2−m, j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and
fm(P ) = aj for aj ≤ f(P ) < aj+1, fm(P ) = 0 for f(P ) ≥ m2−m.
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Then fm(P ) ≤ f(P ) ≤ g(P ), and fm(P ) is monotone increasing in m for
each fixed P . Also
∫
I
f(P )dµ =
m2m∑
j=1
∫
I
ajχ (X(aj ≤ f < aj+1), P )dµ (43)
which exists since X(a ≤ f < b) is measurable for each pair of constants
a < b. As fm(P ) → f(P ), Levi’s monotone convergence theorem gives the
integrability of f when f ≥ 0, otherwise the integrability of f + g, and so
(f + g)− g, both of these being integrable. Similarly for |f | ≥ 0. ©
Corollary: Instead of |f | ≤ g we can assume that f ≥ 0 and that the
integral of fn is bounded as n→∞.
If f is real and bounded, the proof of Theorem 141 contains a more usual
and more difficult definition of the integral.The right hand side of (43) is
equal to
m2m∑
j=1
ajµ
∗ (X(aj ≤ f < aj+1) ∩ I) .
First µ∗(X ∩ I) is defined in a more difficult way. Then the range of f ≥ 0
is divided up by a finite number of 0 = b0 < b1 < · · · < bN , and then when
the sets involved are “measurable” it is shown that sums
N∑
j=1
bj+1µ
∗ (X(bj+1 ≤ f < bj))
tend to a limit as bN → ∞ and max{bj − bj−1 : 1 ≤ j ≤ N} → 0. In the
other theory, the limit is taken as the definition of the integral of f .
By a proof similar to that of Theorem 141, the limit is equal to our
∫
I fdµ
provided Lebesgue’s µ∗ has the same values as ours.
8 Ho¨lder’s and Minkowski’s Inequalities for
Integrals
For a constant p > 1 let us consider φ(x) = xp−1. If y = φ(x) then x =
ψ(y) = y−(p−1). Putting q = 1 + (p− 1)−1 we can write ψ(y) = yq−1. Here
qp− q = (p− 1) + 1, p+ q = pq, 1
p
+
1
q
= 1.
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The functions y = φ(x) and x = ψ(y) have the same graph, and the rectangle
formed by joining the points (0, 0), (0, y), (x, y), (x, 0) is divided into two
sections, A and B by this graph. A simple geometric argument3.....????
Thus, when x > 0, y > 0, we have
xp
p
+
yq
q
≥ xy, (44)
xp
p
+
yq
q
= xy if and only if y = xp−1 (i.e. yq = xp. (45)
Clearly this holds also when x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0.
Now let x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , ym, a, b all be non-negative Then by (44),
ab
m∑
j=1
xjyj ≤ a
p
p
m∑
j=1
xpj +
bq
q
m∑
j=1
yqj . (46)
By (45), there is equality in (46) if and only if
bqyqj = a
pxpj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. (47)
the right hand side of (46) becomes p−1+q−1 = 1 on taking the special values
a−p =
m∑
j=1
xpj , b
−q =
m∑
j=1
yqj ,
and then Minkowski’s inequality yields Ho¨lder’s inequality:
m∑
j=1
xjyj ≤ 1
ab
=

 m∑
j=1
xpj


1
p

 m∑
j=1
yqj


1
q
(48)
with equality when
yqj
xpj
is constant in j. (49)
Theorem 28 Let f ≥ 0, g ≥ 0 be point functions, let p > 1 be constant,
and let q be defined by p−1 + q−1 = 1. If f p and gp are integrable in I then
fg is integrable, and
∫
I
fgdµ ≤
(∫
I
f pdµ
) 1
p
(∫
I
gqdµ
) 1
q
. (50)
3The inequalities of Ho¨lder and Minkowski are derived in J.E. Littlewood’s Lectures on
the Theory of Functions, Oxford University Press, 1944.
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This is Ho¨lder’s inequality for integrals. If equality occurs in (50) then
f p(P )
gq(P )
is constant almost everywhere. (51)
Proof. For each b > a ≥ 0, s > r ≥ 0, the set
X (a ≤ f < b, r ≤ g < s) = X (ap ≤ f p < bp, rq ≤ gq < sq)
is measurable by Theorem 140 (Corollary). For each integer m we put
aj =
j
2m
, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
fm(P ) =


aj if aj ≤ f(P ) < aj+1, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m2m,
0 if f(P ) ≥ m+ 2−m;
gm(P ) =


aj if aj ≤ g(P ) < aj+1, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m2m,
0 if g(P ) ≥ m+ 2−m;
Then fm(P )gm(P ) is integrable as X (a ≤ f < b, r ≤ g < s) has an integrable
characteristic function; also fm(P )gm(P ) is monotone increasing inm for each
fixed P and → f(P )g(P ) as m→∞. By (44)
abfm(P )gm(P ) ≤ a
pf pm(P )
p
+
bqgqm(P )
q
≤ a
p
p
f p(P ) +
bq
q
gq(P ),
and we are given that the final expression is integrable in I. Hence by Levi’s
monotone convergence theorem, f(P )g(P ) is integrable over I, and
ab
∫
I
f(P )g(P )dµ ≤ a
p
p
∫
I
f p(P )dµ+
bq
q
∫
I
gq(P )dµ, (52)
which is the analogue of (46). As f ≥ 0, if ∫I f pdµ = 0 so that V (f pµ; I) = 0,
then f = 0 almost everywhere. Thus we can assume that
∫
I f
pdµ > 0, and
similarly
∫
I g
qdµ > 0. We have
∫
I h(P )dµ ≥ 0, where
h(P ) =
ap
p
f p(P ) +
bq
q
gq(P )− abf(P )g(P ) ≥ 0. (53)
Hence
∫
I h(P )dµ = V (hµ; I), and there is equality in (52) if and only if this
is 0. So, by (53) and (45),
apf p(P ) = bqgq(P ) almost everywhere. (54)
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This result holds for all values of a > 0, b > 0. Taking the special values
given by
a−p =
∫
I
f p(P )dµ, b−q
∫
I
gq(P )dµ,
(52) becomes (50), and equality in (50) occurs if and only if (54) is true for
the special values of a and b, giving (51). ©
Theorem 29 Let f ≥ 0, g ≥ 0 be point functions and let p > 1 be constant.
If f p(P ) and gq(P ) are integrable in I then f(f + g)p−1 and g(f + g)p−1 are
integrable in I and(∫
I
(f + g)pdµ
)
1
p
≤
(∫
I
f pdµ
)
1
p
(∫
I
gpdµ
)
1
p
, (55)
(Minkowski’s inequality), with equality in (55) when
f
g
is constant almost everywhere. (56)
Proof. If p−1 + g−1 = 1 then (p − 1)q = pq − q = p. If ∫I(f + g)pdµ = 0
then, as f ≥ 0, g ≥ 0, we have f = 0 and g = 0 almost everywhere. Hence
we can assume
∫
I(f + g)
pdµ > 0. Assuming the integrability of
f(f + g)p−1, g(f + g)p−1,
we have by Ho¨lder’s inequality∫
I
(f + g)p dµ =
∫
I
f (f + g)p−1 dµ+
∫
I
g (f + g)p−1 dµ
≤
(∫
I
f pdµ
) 1
p
(∫
I
(f + g)pdµ
)1
q
+
(∫
I
gpdµ
) 1
p
(∫
I
(f + g)pdµ
)1
q
.
Dividing by (
∫
I(f + g)
pdµ)
1
q we have (55). Equality occurs when f p(f + g)p
is constant, gp(f + g)p is constant, so fg−1 is constant almost everywhere.
Hence we need only prove the integrability of f(f + g)p−1 and g(f + g)p−1
by the methods of Theorems 141 and 143 using the fm(P ) and gm(P ) of
Theorem 143. By the inequality (44),
fm(fm + gm)
p−1 ≤ f
p
m
p
+
(fm + gm)
q
q
≤ f p + 2pmax{f p, gp} ≤ f p + 2p(f p + gp) < 2p.
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By Levi’s monotone convergence theorem f(f + g)p−1 is integrable, and sim-
ilarly for g(f + g)p−1. ©
9 Mean Convergence
Denote by Lp the set of all measurable functions f(P ) with |f |p integrable
in I. For norm we use
||f || =
(∫
I
|f(P )|pdµ
) 1
p
.
If b is a constant then ||bf || = |b| ||f ||. If f, g are measurable then so is f + g,
as
|f + g| ≤ |f |+ |g|,
||f + g|| ≤ ||f ||+ ||g||,(∫
I
|f + g|pdµ
) 1
p ≤
(∫
I
(|f |+ |g|)pdµ
) 1
p
≤
(∫
I
|f |pdµ
) 1
p
+
(∫
I
|g|pdµ
) 1
p
.
||f−g|| can be regarded as the “distance” between f and g. There is equality
in the triangle inequality if fg−1 is constant almost everywhere. Using this
distance we can say that {fj(P )} is a fundamental or Cauchy sequence in
Lp if ||fj(P ) − fk(P )|| < ε for all integers j > k > K where K depends on
ε > 0. {fj(P )} is a convergent sequence in Lp if there is a function f(P ) in
Lp such that
||fj(P )− f(P )|| < ε
for all j > K1 where K1 depends on ε. We prove that L
p is complete, that
is, every fundamental sequence is a convergent sequence.
Theorem 30 Let p > 0 be fixed, and let {fj(P )} be a sequence of measurable
point functions such that, to each ε > 0, there corresponds a K = H(ε) such
that, for j > k ≥ K(ε),
∫
I
|fj(P )− fk(P )|pdµ < ε, (57)
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where we suppose that the integral exists for all j, k. Then there is a point
function f , and also, given ε > 0, there is an integer K1 = K1(ε) such that,
for j ≥ K1, ∫
I
|fj(P )− f(P )|pdµ < ε, (58)
the integral existing for all j. Further, if there is another point function g(P )
satisfying the same conditions then f = g almost everywhere. If each fj(P )
is in Lp (taking p > 1) then f(P ) ∈ Lp.
Proof. (If (57) is true it is said that fj(P ) converges in mean with index
p. If (58) is true, fj(P ) converges in mean to f(P ) with index p.) To each
integer m there corresponds an integer jm such that, for j > k ≥ jm,∫
I
|fj(P )− fk(P )|p dµ < 1
2mp+m
.
If this works for a particular jm it will be true for jm + 1 or jm + 2 or . . .
or jm + r replacing jm. Hence we can suppose jm < jm+1 (m = 1, 2, 3, . . .).
(The measurability of X(a ≤ fj ≤ b) and X(a ≤ fj ≤ b, c ≤ fk ≤ d) implies
the measurability of X(a ≤ |fj − fk| ≤ b).) If Xm is the set of P where
|fjm(P )− fjm+1(P )| ≥ 2−m, then, using Theorem 139 for measurability,
µ∗(Xm ∩ I)2−mp =
∫
I
2−mpχ(Xm, P )dµ
≤
∫
I
|fjm(P )− fjm+1(P )|pdµ < 2−mp−m.
Therefore µ∗(Xm ∩ I) < 2−m, and YM = ⋃m≥M Xm implies
µ∗(YM ∩ I) ≤
∞∑
m=M
µ∗(Xm ∩ I) <
∞∑
m=M
2−m = 21−M .
If P is not in YM then every one of the terms |fjm(P )− fjm+1(P )| < 2−m so
that
∑∞
m=M(fjm(P )− fjm+1(P )) is absolutely convergent and so convergent.
As the partial sums
N∑
m=M
(fjm(P )− fjm+1(P )) = fjM (P )− fjN+1(P )
we can let N → ∞ so that f(P ) = limN→∞ fjN (P ) exists for all P not in
YM . Thus the set where the limit does not exist lies in YM for every M and,
for all M ,
µ∗(X ∩ I) ≤ µ∗(YM ∩ I) < 21−M ,
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so µ∗(X ∩ I) = 0. We can now define f(P ) as 0 for P ∈ X . By Fatou’s
lemma, with g1(P ) = 0, (57) implies∫
I
|fj(P )− f(P )|pdµ =
∫
I
|fj(P )− lim
N→∞
fjN (P )|pdµ
≤ lim inf
N→∞
∫
I
|fj(P )− fjN (P )|pdµ < ε
for j ≥ K(ε). Hence we have (58). Further, if there is a g(P ) with the same
properties then, for each ε > 0,∫
I
|f − g|pdµ ≤ lim inf
N→∞
∫
I
|fjn − g|pdµ ≤ ε,
so
∫
I |f − g|pdµ = 0, |f − g|p = 0 almost everywhere, and f = g almost
everywhere. Finally, if p ≥ 1 and if fj(P ) ∈ Lp for each j, then(∫
I
|f(P )|pdµ
) 1
p ≤
(∫
I
|f(P )− fj(P )|pdµ
) 1
p
+
(∫
I
|fj(P )|pdµ
) 1
p ≤ ε+ ||fj||
for j ≥ (ε). Thus ||f || is finite and f ∈ Lp. ©
Theorem 31 Let p > 1 be fixed with p−1+ q−1 = 1. Let g ≥ 0 and fj(P ) be
point functions such that fjg, g
q, |fj−fk|p (j, k = 1, 2, 3, . . .) are all integrable
in I with (57) of Theorem 144 satisfied. Then
lim
j→∞
∫
I
fjgdµ =
∫
I
fgdµ.
Proof. By Ho¨lder’s inequality and Theorem 141 the first integral below
exists and ∫
I
|fj − fk|g dµ ≤
(∫
I
|fj − fk|pgdµ
)1
p
(∫
I
gqdµ
)1
q
. (59)
Therefore by Fatou’s lemma we have
∫
I
|fj − f |g dµ ≤ lim inf
r→∞
(∫
I
|fj − fjr |pgdµ
) 1
p
(∫
I
gqdµ
) 1
q
, → 0
as j →∞. Thus to finish the proof we need only show that fg is integrable,
noting that fg = limr→∞ fjrg. This follows since fjg is given integrable for
each j, and since
∞∑
r=1
∫
I
∣∣∣fjr − fjr+1∣∣∣ gdµ ≤

∑
r≥1
2−r−
r
p

(∫
I
gqdµ
) 1
q
<
(∫
I
gqdµ
)1
q
.
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10 The Cauchy Extension on the real Line
Theorem 32 Let
∫
[a,b] fdµ = F (a, b) exist for all b in a < b < c, and let
lim
b→c−
F (a, b) ≡ F
exist. Then
∫
[a,c] fdµ exists and is equal to F .
Proof. Let us put bj = c− (c−a)2−j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Then F (bj−1, bj) exists
for j = 1, 2, . . .. Given ε > 0 there are functions δj(P ) > 0 in [bj−1, bj] such
that, for all divisions Dj of [bj−1, bj ] compatible with δj(P ),
∣∣∣(Dj)∑ f(P )µ(J)− F (bj−1, bj)∣∣∣ ≤ ε
2j+1
.
Clearly we can suppose that
δj(P ) ≤ min
{
1
2
|P − bj | , 1
2
|P − bj−1|
}
for bj−1 < P < bj . For points P in a ≤ P < c we put
δ(P ) =


δj(P ) when bj−1 < P < bj ,
min
{
δj(P ), δj+1(P ),
c−a
2j+1
}
when P = bj , j ≥ 1,
δ(a) = min
{
δ1(a),
c−a
4
}
.
Then any interval compatible with δ(P ) that includes a bk has that bk as
associated point and no other bk lies in the interval. There is a δ(c) > 0 such
that if c− δ(c) ≤ b < c then
|F (a, b)− F | < ε
4
, |f(c)(c− b)| < ε
4
.
If D is a division of [a, c] compatible with δ(P ), there is an interval [v, c] in
D with associated point c since, for any other associated point the interval
will not stretch as far as c; and each of the other intervals lies entirely within
an interval [bj−1, bj ] or else it has a bj as associated point. Thus we can split
up the sum for D into a finite number m of sums for divisions Dj of [bj−1, bj],
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1 ≤ j ≤ m, a sum for a partial division Q of [bm, bm+1] that is a division of
bm, v] and the term f(c)(c− v). hence
|(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)− F | ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
j=1
(
(Dj)
∑
f(P )µ(J)− F (bj−1, bj)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ +
+
∣∣∣(Q)∑ f(P )µ(J)− F (bm, v)∣∣∣ +
+ |f(c)(c− v)|+ |F (a, b)− F |
≤
m∑
j=1
ε
2j+1
+
2ε
2m+2
+
ε
4
+
ε
4
= ε,
giving the result. ©
Similar results hold if f is integrable in [b, c] for all b in a < b < c, and
limb→a+ F (b, c) = F ; and also if f is integrable in [u, v] to F (u, v) for all u, v
in a < u < v < b, and if
lim
u→a+F (u,
a+ c
2
) = F1, lim
v→c−F (
a+ c
2
, v) = F2
exist. This result does not necessarily hold if u → a+, v → c− simultane-
ously. For instance if u− a = c− v. Thus ∫ 1−1 dxx does not exist even though∫−ε
−1 +
∫ 1
ε = 0 for all ε > 0 so that the limε→0 exists.
When a is finite it is usual to define
∫∞
a fdµ as limb→∞
∫ b
a fdµ. Similarly∫ b
−∞
fdµ = lim
a→−∞
∫ b
a
fdµ, and
∫ ∞
−∞
fdµ = lim
a→−∞ limb→∞
∫ b
a
fdµ
where a and b are independent.
But we need not prove the integration theorems again for these intervals
over an infinite range as we shall see. The ordinary proofs will suffice. How-
ever the theorems need not hold for the integral
∫A
−A fdµ which turns up in
contour integration; for instance f(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0 and f(x) = −1 for x < 0.
We can define integrals over an infinite range, without using an extra
limit, by means of suitable divisions. To find out how to do this we map
(−∞,∞) onto (−1, 1) by using x(1−x2)−1. This mapping is strictly increas-
ing, with derivative always > 0, taking values from −∞ to∞ in −1 < x < 1.
The intervals (P − δ(P ), P + δ(P )) of (−1, 1) become intervals in (−∞,∞)
though P does not transform onto the centre of the new interval. What are
missing are the transforms of the associated points −1,+1 that often have to
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be used to obtain a division of [−1, 1]. The corresponding intervals [−1, α],
[β, 1] transform into infinite intervals (−∞, a], [b,+∞) for real values of a, b.
This suggests the following scheme.
Let δ(P ) > 0 be defined for each real number P , and let us use finite
intervals compatible with δ(P ) in the usual way. Also let a < b be two real
numbers. Then a division D of (−∞,∞) compatible with a, b, δ(P ) is defined
to be (−∞, u], [v,+∞) and a division of [u, v] compatible with δ(P ), such
that u < a < b < v. By convention, in (D)∑ f(P )µ(J) we put f(P )µ(J) = 0
when J = (−∞, u] or [v,+∞).
The theory of the integral using a finite interval [u, v] has an analogous
theory using an infinite interval (−∞,∞). In particular, the analogue of
Theorem 146 shows that
∫ ∞
−∞
fdµ = lim
a→−∞ lim b→∞
∫ b
a
fdµ
which is the usual definition. But the usefulness of the definition of a division
of (−∞,∞) lies in the fact that earlier theorems are fairly general, i.e. they
do not depend tightly on the geometry, but are true whatever definition we
give of a division, within broad limits.
The new scheme for (−∞,∞) is within these limits so that we have, for
example: If g(P ), h(P ) are integrable in (−∞,∞), and if {fj(P )} is a
sequence of point functions each integrable in (−∞,∞) and satisfying
g(P ) ≤ fj(P ) ≤ h(P )
for all j and a.e. in P , then
∫ ∞
−∞
lim inf
j→∞
fj(P )dµ ≤ lim inf
j→∞
∫ ∞
−∞
fj(P )dµ
≤ lim sup
j→∞
∫ ∞
−∞
fj(P )dµ
≤
∫ ∞
−∞
lim sup
j→∞
fj(P )dµ.
If also limj→∞ fj(P ) = f(P ) exists a.e. then
∫∞
−∞ f(P )dµ exists and is equal
to limj→∞
∫∞
−∞ fj(P )dµ, which also exists.
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11 Integration by Parts
Again we restrict the integration to be on the real line. Let g(x) be a point
function, then define
µ(g; a, b) = g(b)− g(a) = ∆g = [g]ba.
Then for the integral of f with respect to g over the interval I,
∫
I fdg, we use
sums (D)∑ f(P )µ(g; J) over divisions D of I. In other words if I = [u, v]
then we have f(P )(g(v)− g(u)).
Theorem 33 If
∫ b
a fdg and
∫ b
a gdf both exist with sum∫ b
a
fdg +
∫ b
a
gdf = f(b)g(b)− f(a)g(a) (60)
for each [a, b] ⊆ I, then
V (∆f∆g; I) = 0 (61)
and
∫ b
a fdg = f(b)g(b) − f(a)g(a)−
∫ b
a gdf . Conversely, if (61) is true, and
if the first integral exists then so does the second, and their sum is (60).
Proof. First, note that we can take the associated points at the ends of the
intervals. For if P is the associated point of [u, v] and if u < P < v then
P − δ(P ) < U < P < v < P + δ(P )
so that P can also be the associated point of [u, P ] and [P, v]. We can repeat
this for every associated point that lies inside an interval, and then every
associated point will lie at the end of an interval. We can then use the
identity
f(u) (g(u)− g(v)) + g(u) (f(u)− f(v))− f(u)g(u)− f(v)g(v)
= (f(u)− f(v)) (g(u)− g(v)) .
In the first part of the theorem,
V
(
f∆g −
∫
f dg; I
)
= 0, V
(
g∆f −
∫
g df ; I
)
= 0,
by Theorem 8. Hence
V (∆f∆g; I) = V (f∆g + g∆f −∆(fg); I)
= V
(∫
fdg +
∫
gdf −∆(fg); I
)
= V (0; I) = 0.
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Conversely, if (61) holds and if the first integral exists then V (f∆g−∫ fdg; I) =
0. Hence
0 = V (∆f∆g; I) = V (f∆g + gδf −∆(fg); I)
= V
(∫
fdg + g∆f −∆(fg); I
)
= V (g∆f −H ; I)
where H(a, b) = [fg]ba−
∫ b
a fdg. Here H is finitely additive. Therefore
∫ b
a gdf
exists and is equal to ∆(fg) − ∫ ba fdg for all [a, b] ⊆ I, giving the converse.
©
If f is continuous and g of bounded variation (i.e. V (∆g; I) is finite) then
(61) is true. For, by uniformity of continuity, |∆f | < ε for δ(x) small enough.
Thus, for divisions D of I compatible with δ(x) we have
(D)∑ |∆f∆g| ≤ (D)∑ ε|∆g|.
In turn, by choice of a suitable δ(P ) > 0, this last is ≤ ε (V (∆g; I) + ε).
This holds for all ε > 0, so (61) is true. It can be proved that
∫
I fdg exists.
Hence
∫
I gdf exists and we have the formula for integration by parts.
All conditions in Theorem 147 are independent. Let
F (x) =


1 for x ≤ 0,
0 for x > 0,
G(x) = 1− F (x).
We can arrange that 0 < δ(x) < |x| when x 6= 0 and then every δ-compatible
division D of [−1, 1] contains an interval [u, v] either with u < 0 < v or
two intervals [u, 0] and [0, v], and each inter val has associated point 0. As
F (0) = 1,
(D)∑F (x)∆g = F (0) (G(v)−G(u)) = 1× (F (u)− F (v)) = 1,
and
∫ 1
−1 FdG = 1. Similarly
(D)∑G(x)∆F = G(0) (F (v)− F (u)) = 0, ∫ 1
−1
GdF = 0.
Also [F (x)G(x)]1−1 = 0. Thus the two integrals exist, but there is no integra-
tion by parts. In fact, by a similar proof,
(D)∑ |∆F∆G| = |F (v)− F (0)| |Gv)−G(0)|+ |F (0)− F (u)| |G(0)−G(u)|
= (F (v)− F (0))2 + (F (0)− F (u))2 = 1 + 0,
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so V (∆F∆G; [−1, 1]) = 1.
On the other hand, let
F (x) =
1
x ln x
(0 < x < 1), F (0) = 0, G(x) = x,
h(ε) = sup
{
|F ′(x)| : ε ≤ x ≤ 1
2
}
for each ε > 0.
Let
δ(0) = exp
(
−2
ε
)
> 0, δ(x) = min

x2 ,
ε
h
(
1
2
x
)

 (0 ≤ x ≤ 12).
Let D be a δ-compatible division of [0, 1
2
]. Then D contains an interval [0, u]
for some u > 0. For x ≥ 0, δ(x) ≤ 1
2
x. Hence the associated point must be
0. Using the mean value theorem,
(D)∑ |∆F∆G| = (D) ∗∑ |F ′(x)µ(J)2 + u|F (u)|
where
∑∗ means “omit [0, u]”, and where ξ is some point in J . Let J have
associated point η. Then
|F ′(ξ)|µ(J)2 ≤ h(ξ)2ε
h(1
2
η)
µ(J).
If J = [v, w] we have |η − v| ≤ δ(η) ≤ 1
2
η, and 0 ≤ η − v, so mod sign
unnecessary; then we have v ≥ 1
2
η and so h(v) ≤ h(1
2
η). Hence
F ′(ξ)µ(J)2 ≤ 2h(v)ε
h
(
1
2
η
)µ(J) ≤ 2εµ(J), and
(D)∑∆F∆G ≤ 2ε(1
2
− u
)
+
1
| lnu| .
As ε → 0+ we have u → 0+ and so V (∆F∆G; [0, 1
2
]) = 0. But, using
y = ln x,
∫ 1
2
ε
FdG =
∫ 1
2
ε
dx
x ln x
=
∫ − ln 2
ln ε
eydy
eyy
= − [ln y]ln 2ln 1
ε
= ln ln
1
ε
− ln ln 2 → +∞
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as ε→∞. If ∫ 120 FdG exists, ∫ 12ε FdG should tend to it as ε tends to 0. Hence∫ 1
2
0 FdG cannot exist. Further, as the integration by parts works in [ε,
1
2
] for
each 0 < ε < 1
2
, we have
∫ 1
2
ε
GdF =
2× 1
2
− ln 2 −
1
ε
ε
ln ε
− ln ln 1
ε
+ ln ln 2
=
1
ln 1
ε
− 1
ln 2
− ln ln 1
ε
+ ln ln 2 → −∞
as ε→ 0. Hence ∫ 120 GdF cannot exist. Thus if V (∆F∆G; I) = 0 it does not
follow that
∫
I FdG exists.
12 Fubini’s Theorem
Denote by Ej the Euclidean space of dimension j and let m and n be positive
integers with sumN , N = m+n. Then the co-ordinates (x1, . . . , xN ) of points
in EN can be separated into two collections giving points x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈
Em and y = xm+1, . . . , x−N) ∈ En so that we can write (x, y) for the points
of EN . Note that we could take any m co-ordinates out of the N co-ordinates
provided we take the same co-ordinates each time. Then we could re-arrange
the co-ordinates so that the chosen m come first. So the choice of the first
m co-ordinates is quite general.
LetX ⊆ Em, Y ⊆ En be sets in their respective spaces, and let Z = X×Y
denote the set in EN formed of all (x, y) with x ∈ X , y ∈ Y . We call X × Y
the Cartesian product of X and Y . Thus EN = Em × En.
Theorem 34 Let I, J be bricks in Em, En respectively, and let δ(P,Q) > 0
be defined at all points of K = I × J , a brick in EN . Then to each x of I
and each division D(x) of J , with a given set of associated points, which is
compatible with 1
2
δ(x, y), one division for each point x, there is a δ1(x) > 0
on I such that if I∗ ⊆ Em, with associated point x, is compatible with δ1(x),
and if J∗ ∈ D(x) with associated point y, then I∗ × J∗, with associated point
(x, y), is compatible with δ(x, y).
Proof. For the fixed x, δ(x, y) > 0 is a function of the y ∈ J . Let D(x), a
division of J compatible with 1
2
δ(x, y), consist of J1, . . . , Jr with associated
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points y1, . . . , yr respectively. Define
δ1(x) = min
{
1
2
δ(x, yj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ r
}
> 0.
If I∗, with associated point x, is compatible with δ1(x) > 0, and if Jj ∈
D(x) with associated point yj , then I∗ × Jj , with associated point (x, yj), is
compatible with
√
δ1(x)2 +
1
4
δ(x, yj)2 ≤
√
1
2
δ(x, yj)2 < δ(x, yj)
as required. ©
Theorem 35 (Fubini) Let µ(U), ν(V ) be the volume functions in Em, En,
and let λ(U × V ) = µ(U)ν(V ) be the volume function in EN . Let f(x, y) be
a point function that is integrable in K = I × J to the value F , where I, J
are bricks in Em, En respectively. then the point functions
g(x) =
∫
I
f(x, y)dν, h(y) =
∫
I
f(x, y)dµ (62)
exist almost everywhere in I, J respectively. Putting g(x) = 0, h(y) = 0
where the integrals do not exist, then
∫
I
g(x)dµ =
∫
J
h(y)dν = F =
∫
K
f(x, y)dλ. (63)
Proof. Let F (U × V ) be the integral of f in U × V . Given ε > 0 there is a
function δ(x, y) > 0 defined in K such that every δ-compatible division D of
K satisfies
(D)∑ |f(x, y)λ(U × V )− F (U × V )| < ε. (64)
First we prove that the g(x) exist for almost all x ∈ I. Let δ2(y) >
0 be defined in J , and for each fixed x let S(x, δ2) be the set of sums
(D1)∑ f(x, y)ν(V ) for all δ2-compatible divisions D1 of J . Let Xp be the
set of all x in I for which S(x, δ2) has diameter > p
−1 for all δ2(y). Then
there are two sums S1(x) and S2(x) in S(x, δ2) such that
|S1(x)− S2(x)| > 1
p
. (65)
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For each x ∈ I and the given δ(x, y) we choose a division D2(x) of J that is
compatible with 1
2
δ(x, y) with sum
S3(x) = (D2(x))
∑
f(x, y)ν(V ).
When x ∈ Xp we can arrange that S3(x) is the S1(x) of (65) when δ2(y) =
1
2
δ(x, y). Also we can choose another division D3(x) of J with sum S4(x),
the S2(x) of (65) when δ2(y) =
1
2
δ(x, y). From D2(x) when x ∈ J we can
define a δ1(x) as in Theorem 148. Also from D2(x) when x ∈ I \ Xp, and
from D3(x) when x ∈ Xp, we can define a similar δ3(x) > 0 Then
δ4(x) = min{δ3(x), δ4(x)} > 0
has the property of Theorem 148 relative to both D2(x) and D3(x) when
x ∈ Xp. Let D4 be a division of I compatible with δ4(x). Then if U ∈ D4
with associated point x ∈ Xp, and if V ∈ D2(x) or D3(x), then U × V is
compatible with δ(x, y). Thus, by (64) and (65),we have
(D4 ×D2(x))∑ |f(x, y)µ(U)ν(V )− F (U × V )| < ε,
(D4 ×D3(x))∑ |f(x, y)µ(U)ν(V )− F (U × V )| < ε,
(D4)∑χ(Xp, x)|S1(x)µ(U)− F (U × V )| < ε,
(D4)∑χ(Xp, x)|S2(x)µ(U)− F (U × V )| < ε,
(D4)∑χ(Xp, x)µ(U) ≤ p(D4)∑χ(Xp, x)|S1(x)− S2(x)|µ(V ) < 2εp,
giving V (µ, I ∩Xp; δ4) ≤ 2εp. As ε > 0 is arbitrary,
µ∗(Xp ∩ I) = 0, µ∗

 ∞⋃
p=1
(Xp ∩ I)

 = 0.
Outside X =
⋃∞
p=1Xp, (65) is false for each p > 0 and some δ2(y) > 0
depending on p. The situation is as in Theorem 7. Thus g(x) exists for each
x /∈ X . Further, by Theorem 13, V (S1(P )µ(U); I;X) = 0, so that there is a
function δ5(P ) > 0 defined in I for which
(D5)
∑
χ(X,P ) |S1(P )|µ(U) < ε
for each δ5-compatible divisionD5 of I. IfD5 happens also to be δ4-compatible,
where we take S1(P ) within ε of g(P ), P /∈ X , then (64) gives
(D5)
∑
χ(X,P ) |S1(P )µ(U)− F (U × V )| < ε,
(D5)
∑
χ(X,P ) |F (U × V )| < 2ε. (66)
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Then, from (64) again,
(D5)
∑
χ(\X,P )|S1(P )µ(U)− F (U × V )| < ε,
(D5)
∑
χ(\X,P )|g(P )µ(U)− F (U × V )| < ε+ εµ(I)ε,
so |(D5)∑χ(\X,P )g(P )µ(U)− F | <
< ε+ εµ(I) +
∣∣∣(D5)∑χ(\X,P )F (U × V )− F ∣∣∣
= ε+ εµ(I) +
∣∣∣(D5)∑χ(\X,P )F (U × V )∣∣∣
< 3ε+ 3µ(I).
As we have defined g(P ) = 0 in X we have g(P )χ(\I, P ) = g(P ), and so g(P )
is integrable in I with integral F . Similarly h(Q) exists almost everywhere
as an integral, and is integrable to the value F . ©
13 Inner Variation and Differentiation
In En we avoid “needle-like” bricks. Thus, if I is a brick and J denotes cubes
contained in I, the coefficient of regularity of I is
r(I) ≡ sup
{
µ(I)
µ(J)
: J ⊆ I
}
.
If the longest edge of I has length d then r(I) = µ(I)d−n. We say a set C of
bricks I is an α-inner cover of a set X ⊆ En, where α > 0, if to each point
P ∈ X there corresponds at least one brick I ∈ C with r(I) ≥ α and with P
as associated point.
Let us take a fixed brick I and function δ(P ) > 0 of the points P ∈ I.
If C is an α-inner cover of a set X ⊆ I such that each brick in C lies in I
and is compatible with δ(P ), we say that C is compatible with δ(P ) and I,
or (δ, I)-compatible. Let
IV1 (µ; C) := sup
{∑
µ(J)
}
,
the sup for all finite, non-overlapping collections of J ∈ C. Let
IV2 (µ; I;X ;α; δ) := inf {IV1 (µ; C)}
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the inf for all (δ; I)-compatible inner covers C of X . If 0 < δ1(P ) ≤ δ2(P )
for P ∈ I, then a (δ1, I)-compatible C is also (δ2, I)-compatible. Hence
IV2(µ; I;X ;α; δ1) ≥ IV2(µ; I;X ;α; δ2).
Thus we can define the α-inner variation of X to be
IV (µ; I;X ;α) = sup {IV2(µ; I;X ;α; δ) : δ(P > 0), P ∈ I} .
Clearly we have
0 ≤ IV1(µ; C) ≤ µ(I), 0 ≤ IV (µ; I;X ;α) ≤ µ(I), (67)
IV1(µ; C) ≤ V (µχ(X ;P ); I; δ) = V (µ; I;X ; δ),
IV (µ; I;X ;α) ≤ V (µ; I;X). (68)
Now consider differentiation. Let F (J) be a function of bricks J ⊆ I, let
P ∈ I and let a number D exist with the following property. Given ε > 0,
α > 0, there is a number δ(P, ε, α) > 0 such that for all bricks J ⊆ I with
associated point P , having r(J) ≥ α and being compatible with δ(P, ε, α),
we have ∣∣∣∣∣F (J)µ(J) −D
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε. (69)
Then D is called the derivative of F with respect to µ, I at P and we denote
D by D(F, µ, I, P ). If P is on the border of I the choice of bricks J is
restricted. But if P is in the interior of I, then D does not depend on I.
Theorem 36 If F (J) is the integral of f(P ) in J for all J ⊆ I, then
D(F ;µ; I;P ) = f(P ) (70)
except possibly at points P of a set X =
⋃{Xα : α > 0} with
IV (µ; I;Xα;α) = 0 all α > 0. (71)
Proof. If the derivative does not exist at P , or if it exists but does not equal
f(P ), then for some fixed ε1(P ) > 0, some fixed α > 0, and each δ(P ) > 0,
there is a δ(P )-compatible brick J ⊆ I with associated point P that has
r(J) ≥ α(P ), with
|F (J)− f(P )µ(J)| ≥ ε1(P )µ(J). (72)
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Let Xα be the set of all P with α(P ) ≥ α, and let Xαk be the set of P ∈ Xα
such that
ε1(P ) ≥ 1
2k
, k = m+ 1, m+ 2, . . . ,
with Xαm the set with ε1(P ) ≥ 2−m. Take a suitable δ(P ) > 0. By (10) of
Theorem 8 there is a δk(P ) > 0 with
(D)∑ |F (J)− f(P )µ(J)| ≥ ε1(P )µ(J)
for all δk-compatible divisions D of I. For P ∈ Xαk let
δ∗(P ) = min {δ(P ), δk(P )} .
Then for an α-inner cover C of Xα that is compatible with δ∗(P ) and I, and
that comes from (72), and for all non-overlapping JinC,
∑
µ(J) ≤
∞∑
k=m
2k
∑
P∈Xαk
ε1(P )µ(J)
≤
∞∑
k=m
2k
∑
P∈Xαk
|F (J)− f(P )µ(J)|
≤
∞∑
k=m
2k4−k = 21−m,
so IV1(µ; C) ≤ 21−m and IV2(µ; I;Xα;α; δ) ≤ 21−m. As δ → 0 we can take
m→∞, so IV (µ; I;X ;α) = 0. ©
We now have a theorem due to Lebesgue in its original form with n = 1.
Theorem 37 Let the real f and |f | be integrable in brick J . Then
lim
µ(J)→0
1
µ(J)
∫
J
|f(P )− f(Q)| dµ = 0
for each fixed Q ∈ I and all J ⊆ I with r(J) ≥ α and associated point Q
except for a set
⋃ {Xα : α > 0} of points Q with IV (µ; I;Xα;α) = 0.
Proof. The integrability of f(P ) and |f(P )| imply the integrability of f(P )−
β and |f(P )− β| for all constants β, since
|f(P )− β| = max{f(P )− β, β − f(P )} ≤ |f(P )|+ |β|.
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Thus by Theorem 150 we have
lim
µ(J)→0
1
µ(J)
∫
J
|f(P )− β| dµ = |f(Q)− β|
for all Q ∈ I and r(J) > α, J ⊆ I, where the associated point of J is
Q, except for a set Xα(β) of Q with IV (µ; I;Xα(β)) = 0. We now take
β = ±m2−k for positive integers m, k and we can put such β in the form of
a sequence {βj}. Let
Y1 = Xα(β1), Ym = Xα(βm) \
⋃
k<m
Xα(βk).
Then
0 ≤ IV (µ; I; Ym;α) ≤ IV (µ; I;Xα(βm);α) = 0.
Thus, for each δm(P ) > 0 and some α-inner cover Cm of Ym compatible with
δm(P ), IV (µ; Cm) ≤ ε2−m. Let
Xα =
∞⋃
m=1
Xα(βm) =
∞⋃
m=1
Ym,
and δ(P ) = δm(P ) when P ∈ Ym (m = 1, 2, 3, . . .). Then
C =
∞⋃
m=1
Cm
is an α-inner cover of X compatible with δ(P ), and
IV1(µ; C) ≤
∞∑
j=1
IV1(µ; Cm) ≤ ε.
As δ(P ) is as small as we please by choice of the δm(P ), we have
IV1(µ; I;Xα;α; δ) ≤ ε, IV1(µ; I;Xα;α) ≤ ε, IV1(µ; I;Xα) = 0.
We now prove that for Q in \⋃Xα, and for all real β,
lim
µ(J)→0
1
µ(J)
∫
J
|f(P )− β|dµ = |f(Q)− β|. (73)
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Let βm be one of the special β; then (73) is true for βm. Also∫
J
|f(P )− β|dµ ≤
∫
J
|f(P )− βm|dµ+ |βm − β|µ(J),∫
J
|f(P )− β|dµ ≥
∫
J
|f(P )− βm|dµ− |βm − β|µ(J),
|f(Q)− β| − 2|βm − β| ≤ |f(Q)− βm| − |βm − β|
≤ lim inf
µ(J)→0
1
µ(J)
∫
J
|f(P )− β|dµ
≤ lim sup
µ(J)→0
1
µ(J)
∫
J
|f(P )− β|dµ
≤ |f(Q)− βm|+ |βm − β|
≤ |f(Q)− β|+ 2|βm − β|.
By construction we can take βm as near as we please to β for suitable values
of m. Hence in \⋃{Xα : α > 0}, and for all β, (73) is true. Taking the
special value β = f(Q) we have the theorem. ©
To find a relation between IV and V , we first need a continuity result.
Theorem 38 Let J ⊆ I be bricks in En. Then V (µ; I; J) = µ(J), and
similarly for a finite union of bricks in I. Also, if X ⊆ En then
V (µ; I; J ∩X) = V (µ; J ;X),
i.e. the boundary of J has outer measure zero.
Proof. Let B be the boundary of J . If P ∈ I \ B we can define δ(P ) <
half the distance from P to B. Then a δ-compatible division D of I is such
that every brick that intersects B has associated point on B. If also we have
δ(P ) ≤ ε on B then the sum of the volumes of bricks in D with associated
points on B must be ≤ 2ε(area A of surface B). Thus
µ(J)− 2εA ≤ (D)∑χ(J, P )µ(J) ≤ µ(J) + 2εA,
µ(J)− 2εA ≤ V (µ; I; J ; δ) ≤ µ(J) + 2εA,
giving the first result. Simlarly for the second. ©
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Theorem 39 (Vitali) For fixed α > 0 and X ⊆ I ⊆ En and for arbitrarily
small δ(P ) > 0, defined in I, let there be an α-inner cover of X that is
compatible with δ(P ), I. Let F be the collection of all bricks in such α-inner
covers. Then there is a finite or countable sequence {Ip} of mutually disjoint
bricks of F such that
V

µ; I;X \ ∞⋃
p=1
Ip

 = 0. (74)
Proof. {Ip} is defined by induction. Let I1 be an arbitrary brick of F . When
I1, . . . , Ip have been defined, no two with common points, (*) if their union
includes all of X we need go no further. Otherwise there is a point P of X
that does not lie in the finite union of bricks—supposed closed, so their union
is also closed. Hence there is a sphere S with centre P and radius δ(P ) > 0
that has no point in common with the union. Now there is an α-inner cover
compatible with δ(P ), I whatever the definiton of δ at other points of I, and
so there is a brick of F with associated point P that is cmpatible with δ(P ).
Thus there are bricks J of F that are disjoint from ⋃∞j=1 Ij . Let
dp = sup{diameters of all such J}
and let Ip+1 be any one of these J with diameter >
1
2
dp. And so on. If (*)
never occurs for any p we put Y = X \ ⋃∞p=1 Ip. If
V (µ; I; Y ) > 0 (75)
then, as the coefficient of regularity of each Ip is ≥ α, we can associate with
each Ip a cube Kp such that
Ip ⊆ Kp, µ(Ip) ≥ αµ(Kp). (76)
Let Lp be the cube with the same centre asKp but with diameter 4n+1 times
as big. (n is the dimension of En.) The series in (77) must be convergent
since ∞∑
p=N+1
µ(Lp) < V (µ; I; Y ). (77)
Hence, by (75) there is an integer N for which
∞∑
p=N+1
µ(Lp) < V (µ; I; Y ), V

µ; I; ∞⋃
p=N+1
Lp

 < V (µ; I; Y )
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by Theorem 152 and V (µ; I;
⋃
Xj) ≤ ∑∞j=1 V (µ; I;Xj) (Theorem 11 (3)).
Hence there is a point P ∈ Y not belonging to any Lp (p > N). By con-
struction of Y , P /∈ ⋃∞p=1 Ip and the Ip are closed. Hence
there is a sphere S1 with centre P and radius δ1(P ) > 0 (78)
that is disjoint from the closed set
⋃N
p=1 Ip and a brick J ∈ F with associated
point P and compatible with δ1(P ), I. But diam(J) > 0. Now series (77) is
convergent, hence µ(Kp) → 0 and diam(Kp) → 0 as each Kp is a cube. So
we cannot have
diam(J) ≤ dp ≤ diam(Ip+1) ≤ 2diam(Kp+1)
for all p. Since diamJ ≤ dp fails, then, for some p, dp < diam(J). By the
definition of dp, J must have points in common with
⋃p
j=N+1 Ij. Let p0 be
the smallest p for which J and Ip have points in common. Then J is disjoint
from Ip for p = 1, 2, . . . , p0 + 1 and
diam(J) ≤ dp0−1, (79)
by definition of function dp. By (78), p0 > N . Therefore by definition of P ,
P /∈ Lp0 . Thus J contains points outside Lp0 and also points of Ip0 ⊆ Kp0 .
The dimensions of Lp0 are 4n+ 1 times the dimensions of Kp0. Thus
diam(J) > 4n× (half edge of Kp0) > 2× diam(Kp0) ≥ 2diam(Ip0) > dp0−1,
contradicting (79). Thus (75) gives a contradiction, so (75) is false, (74) is
true, and the theorem is proved. ©
Theorem 40 Let IV (µ; I;X ;α) = 0 Then µ∗(X ∩ I) = V (µ; I;X) = 0.
Proof. By definition, given ε > 0 there are δm(P ) > 0 and α-inner covers Cm
compatible with δm(P ), I such that IV (µ; Cm) ≤ ε2−m. We can also suppose
that δm(P ) ≤ m−1 at all point P . Then ⋃∞m=1 Cm is a suitable F in Theorem
153, and by definition of IV1, the Ip constructed from F satisfy
∞∑
p=1
µ(Ip) ≤
∞∑
m=1
ε
2m
= ε.
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Also by Theorem 153 (74) and Theorem 11,
V (µ; I;X) ≤ V

µ; I;X \ ∞⋃
p=1
Ip

+ V

µ; I;X ∩ ∞⋃
p=1
Ip


= lim
N→∞
V

µ; I;X ∩ N⋃
p=1
Ip

 .
By Theorem 152 V (µ; I;X ∩ Ip) = V (µ; Ip;X) so
lim
N→∞
N∑
p=1
V (µ; Ip;X) ≤
∞∑
p=1
V (µ; Ip) =
∞∑
p=1
µ(Ip) ≤ ε.
Thus V (µ; I;X) ≤ ε, giving the result since ε > 0 is arbitrary. ©
Corollary: The exceptional sets of Theorems 150 and 151 are of measure
zero.
14 Limits of Step Functions
We now show that if limit is taken to mean limit almost everywhere, the the
set of step functions is dense (in the “ess sup” sense) in the set of integrable
functions.
First, a function S(P ) of the points P ∈ I ⊆ En is a step function if
there are a division D of I consisting of I1, . . . , Im and constants v1, . . . vm
such that S(P ) = vj in the interior of Ij (1 ≤ j ≤ m). Then whatever finite
values S(P ) takes on the boundaries of the Ij, S(P ) is integrable in I with
∫
I
S(P )dµ =
m∑
j=1
vjµ(Ij).
For proof see proof of Theorem 152.
Theorem 41 Let f be integrable in I to F . Then f is the limit a.e. of a
sequence of step functions, the integral of each of these over I being equal to
F .
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Proof. We divide the brick I into 2kn equal bricks Ij (j = 1, . . . , 2
n) by
continued bisection with respect to each co-ordinate. Let us put
Sk(P ) =
∫
Ij
fdµ
µ(Ij)
for all P in the interior of Ij . Then
∫
I
Sk(P )dµ =
kn∑
j=1
∫
Ij
fdµ
µ(Ij)
µ(Ij) =
∑∫
Ij
=
∫
I
fdµ. (80)
Also, by Theorems 150, 154, F (J) is differentiable with value f except in a
set X of measure zero. Here r(Ij) = r(I) > 0. Therefore if P /∈ X , P not on
any boundary,
Sk(P ) =
∫
Ij
fdµ
µ(Ij)
=
F (Ij)
µ(Ij)
→ f(P ).
(Note that a countable number of boundaries of measure zero gives measure
zero.) ©
A further result on the differentiation of finitely additive brick functions
follows similarly.
Theorem 42 Let the real h(J) be finitely additive in the bricks J ⊆ I and
of bounded variation in I. Then
f(P ) = D(h;µ; I;P ) (81)
exists everywhere in I, and if f(P ) = 0 in the exceptional set then
f and |f | are integrable in I with
∫
I
|f |dµ ≤ H(h; I). (82)
Proof. First, if D is any division of a brick J , finite additivity gives |h(J)| =
|(D)∑h| ≤ (D)∑ |h|, so
|h(J)| ≤ V (h; J) for all J ⊆ I. (83)
Thus we can write h as the difference between two non-negative finally ad-
ditive brick functions,
h(J) =
1
2
(V (h; J) + h(J))− 1
2
(V (h; J)− h(J)) . (84)
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Therefore it is enough to prove the result when h ≥ 0. Given numbersM > 0,
α > 0, suppose that a set X has the property that for arbitrary δ(P ) > 0 in
I and some α-inner cover of X that is compatible with δ(P ) and I we have
h(J) ≥Mµ(J). We then prove
V (h; I;X) ≥MV (µ; I;X). (85)
Given ε > 0 there is a δ(P ) > 0 depending on ε such that
V (h; I;X ; δ) < V (h; I;X) + ε.
By Theorems 152 and 153 (Vitali) there is a finite collection Q of disjoint
bricks from the various α-inner covers, with union U , such that
M (V (µ; I;X)− ε) ≤ M.V (µ; I;X ∩ U) ≤ M.V (h; I;U)
= M.(Q)∑µ(J) ≤ M.(Q)∑H
≤ V (h; I;X ; δ) < V (h; I;X) + ε.
Thus (85) follows as ε → 0. Therefore if for X we have h ≥ Mµ for one
(δ(P ), I)-compatible α-inner cover and h ≤ Nµ for another, where M > N ,
and where δ(P ) is arbitrary, we have
M.V (µ; I;X) ≤ V (h; I;X) ≤ N.V (µ; I;X).
Therefore, with M > N ,
V (µ; I;X) = 0. (86)
Therefore each set for which M = (m+1)2−p, N = m2−p (m, p = 0, 1, 2, . . .)
satisfies (86). Therefore the union does for each fixed α > 0. Taking α = q−1
for q = 1, 2, 3, . . ., the union of the corresponding sets also satisfies (86). In
the complement of this union (no oscillation) the derivative exists. As in
Theorem 155, h(J)
µ(J)
→ f(P ). As in Theorem 155 we divide I up into 2kn
equal bricks Ij (j = 1, 2, . . . , 2
kn), putting
sk(P ) =
h(Ij)
µ(Ij)
for P inside Ij j = 1, 2, . . . , 2
kn.
Then ∫
I
sk(P )dµ =
2kn∑
j=1
h(Ij)
µ(Ij)
µ(Ij) =
2kn∑
j=1
h(Ij) = h(I).
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Also sk(P ) ≥ 0 and tends to f(P ) outside X , except on the boundaries of
the bricks, i.e. sk(P )→ f(P ) almost everywhere. By Fatou’s lemma,∫
I
fdµ =
∫
I
lim
k→∞
sk(P )dµ ≤ lim inf
k→∞
∫
I
sk(P )dµ = h(I).
This result occurs when h ≥ 0. For arbitrary h, D(h;µ; I;P ) is a differ-
ence f1 − f2 of two non-negative integrable functions, existing save in an
exceptional set of outer measure zero, while
∫
I
|f |dµ ≤
∫
I
f1dµ+
∫
I
f2dµ ≤ 1
2
(V (h; I) + h(I))+
1
2
(V (h; I)− h(I)) = V (h; I),
giving the result. ©
15 Absolutely Continuous Functions
Let h(J) be a function of bricks J ⊆ I. We say that h is absolutely continuous
in I if V (h; I;X)→) when V (µ; I;X)→ 0. (The latter is the outer measure
of X .) More exactly, we put H(ε) = sup{V (h; I;X)}, the sup being taken
for all sets X ⊆ I with V (µ; I;X) ≤ ε. Then h is absolutely continuous in I
if H(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0.
Theorem 43 Let f be integrable to F (J) for bricks J ⊆ I, and also let |f |
be integrable in I. Then F is absolutely continuous.
Proof. As M + |f | is integrable for any constant M , Theorem 20 implies
that
fM ≡ max{M, |f |} −M
is integrable in I. Let XM be the set where fM 6= 0. Then
fM = (|f | −M)χ(XM ;P )→ 0
as M → ∞, and is bounded by |f |. Therefore by Levi’s monotone conver-
gence theorem,
∫
I fMdµ→ 0 asM →∞. Also 0 ≤ |f |−fM ≤M . Therefore,
given ε > 0, we can choose M so that
V (fMµ; I) =
∫
I
fMdµ <
1
2
ε.
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(The equality occurs since fMµ ≥ 0 and since the integral exists.) Then for
each X with V (µ; I;X) < ε2−m we have
V (fµ; I;X) = V ((|f | − fM)µ+ fMµ; I;X) .
Therefore
V (fµ; I;X) ≤ V ((|f | − fM)µ; I;X) + V (fMµ; I;X)
≤ M.V (µ; I;X) + V (fMµ; I) < ε
2
+
ε
2
= ε.
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, V (fµ; I;X) = 0. Further, V (fµ− F ; I) = 0 so that
V (F ; I;X) ≤ V (F − fµ; I;X) + V (fµ; I;X) < 0 + ε.
This proves that F is absolutely continuous. ©
We also prove a converse.
Theorem 44 Let h(J) be finitely additive for J ⊆ I and absolutely contin-
uous. Then h is the integral of its derivative, the modulus of which is also
integrable.
Proof. First we show that h is of bounded variation. We have V (h; I;X) < δ
as soon as V (µ; I;X) < ε, where δ > 0 depends on ε > 0. Dividing up I into
2kn bricks Ij in the usual way, we have
V (µ; Ij;X) = µ(Ij) =
µ(I)
2kn
< ε
for k sufficiently large. Therefore h is of bounded variation. Hence, by
Theorem 156, D(h;µ; I;P ) exists almost everywhere, and is integrable, to the
value F (J), say, over brick J , and |D| is also integrable. By Theorems 150
154, F (J) is differentiable a.e. to D(h;µ; I;P ). Hence D(h− F ;µ; I;P ) = 0
a.e., i.e.
|h(J)− F (J)| < εµ(J)
for all J compatible with some δ(P ) > 0 depending on ε > 0 and almost
everywhere in P . As in Theorem 156, taking X as the exceptional set,
V (h− F ; I; \X) ≤ εV (µ; I; \X) ≤ εµ(I)
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for all ε > 0. Hence V (h−F ; I; \X) = 0. Also V (µ; I;X) = 0 so V (h; I;X) =
0. Further, by Theorem 157 V (F ; I;X) = 0. Hence V (h−F ; I;X) = 0, and
so V (h− F ; I) = 0. Both h(J) and F (J) are finitely additive, so
|h(J)− F (J)| ≤ V (h− F ; ; J) ≤ V (h− F ; I)
for all J ⊆ I, so h(J) = F (J). Thus h(J) = ∫J D(h;µ; I;P )dµ. ©
16 Connections between Variation and Leb-
esgue Outer Measure
In Lebesgue theory we first have to find the measure of an open set G,
and this is done as follows. We begin with a set of (n − 1)-dimensional
hyperplanes, each with one variable equal to a constant, say xj = c for some
j in 1 ≤ j ≤ n. All the planes with c an integer can be used to cut up the
n-dimensional space En into bricks J .
Let µ1(G) be the sum of the volumes of the J for all such J ⊆ G, the
union H1 of the J being taken closed. If µ1(G) = +∞ we put µ(G) = +∞.
Otherwise G \H1 is open.
Next we consider all planes with 2c an integer, obtaining smaller bricks
J . Let µ2(G) be the sum of the volumes of all such J ⊆ G\H1, the union H2
of the J being taken closed. If µ2(G) = +∞ we put µ(G) = +∞. Otherwise
G \ (H1 ∪H2) is open and we consider all planes with 2c an integer, and so
on.
We thus define µj(G) when µm(G) is finite for all m < j. Putting
µ(G) =
∞∑
j=1
µj(G)
when all µj(G) are finite, we have µ(G) for all open sets G. By convention
we can assume that µ(G) =
∑∞
j=1 µj(G) for all G.
Since at each stage the J ’s can be put in sequence, it follows that all the
J ’s can be put in sequence, and if the sequence is {Jj} we have
µ(G) =
∞∑
j=1
µ(Jj),
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as this is just a rearrangement of the expanded form of the series
∑
µj(G)
using the µ(J). If G ⊆ I then
V (µ; I;G) ≤
∞∑
j=1
V (µ; I; Ij) =
∞∑
j=1
µ(Jj) = µ(G).
Conversely,
N∑
j=1
µ(Jj) = V

µ; I; N⋃
j=1
Jj

 ≤ V (µ; I;G).
Letting N →∞ we see that, for G ⊆ I,
µ(G) = V (µ; I;G).
More generally, if I0 is the interior of I, then V (µ; I;G) = µ(G∩ I0) whether
or not G ⊆ I.
Let X be a set in En. Then the Lebesgue outer measure µ∗L(X) of X is
the infimum of µ(G for all G ⊇ X . As
V (µ; I;X) ≤ V (µ; I;G) = µ(GI ′)
we see that
V (µ; I;X) ≤ µ∗L(X ∩ I0).
To prove the converse we need Vitali’s theorem for Lebesgue outer measure
and the proof of this is the same as the proof of Theorem 149. Thus let
δ(P ) > 0 be given in I, and let α > 0. Then there is a finite or countable
sequence {Ip} of mutually disjoint bricks Ip ⊆ I with associated points in X ,
and compatible with δ(P ) > 0, and with r(Ip) ≥ α, such that
µ∗L

X ∩ I0 \ ∞⋃
p=1
Ip

 = 0.
Then
µ∗L(X ∩ I0) ≤
∞∑
p=1
µ(Ip), and
N∑
p=1
µ(Ip) ≤ V (µ; I;X ; δ)
for each N , independent of δ. Hence µ∗L(X ∩ I0) ≤ V (µ; I;X ; δ),
µ∗L(X ∩ I0) ≤ V (µ; I;X), so µ∗L(X ∩ I0) = V (µ; I;X).
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To illustrate in another way the connection between outer measure and vari-
ation, let us call f(P ) a null function if there is a sequence {Xj} of sets with
µ∗L(Xj) = 0 such that
|f(P )| ≤ 2j (P ∈ Xj); f(P ) = 0 (P /∈ X =
∞⋃
j=1
Xj).
For example, in En take n = 1, and let f1(P ) be the characteristic function
of the rationals. These can be put in a sequence {rj} by writing
0, 1,−1, 1
2
,−1
2
,
2
1
,−2
1
,
1
3
,−1
3
,
2
2
,−2
2
,
3
1
,−3
1
,
1
4
,−1
4
,
2
3
,−2
3
, . . . .
Crossing out the second and later appearances of each rational, we have the
required sequence {rj}. Let
Ij =
(
rj − ε
21+j
, rj +
ε
21+j
)
, G =
∞⋃
j=1
Ij.
Then
µ(G) ≤
∞∑
j=1
µ(Ij) =
∞∑
j=1
ε
2j
= ε,
so the set of rational numbers has Lebesgue (outer) measure 0, and f1(P ) is
a null function.
Theorem 45 The integral of a null function is zero.
Proof. (We could use the result V (µ; I;X) ≤ µ∗L(X ∩ I0), but instead we
prove it directly.) Let ε > 0. As µ∗L(Xk) = 0 there is an open set Gk ⊇ Xk
with µ(Gk) < ε4
−k. Then
Gk =
∞⋃
j=1
Ikj with
∞∑
j=1
µ(Ikj) <
ε
4k
.
Let 1 < δ(P ) ≤ 1 for P /∈ X ; and for P ∈ Yk = Xk \ ⋃{Xm : m < k}. Then
J ⊆ (P − δ(P ), P + δ(P )) ⊆ Gk =
∞⋃
j=1
Ikj,
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the Ikj being open intervals. As J is closed, Borel’s covering theorem shows
that J lies in the union of a finite number of the Ikj for the fixed k, so
µ(J) ≤
∞∑
j=1
µ (Ikj ∩ J) .
As the only non-zero f(P ) have P ∈ X = ⋃∞k=1 Yk, we have
∣∣∣(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)− 0∣∣∣ ≤ ∞∑
k=1
2k

 ∞∑
j=1
(D)∑µ (Ikj ∩ J)


≤
∞∑
k=1
2k

 ∞∑
j=1
µ (Ikj)

 ≤ ∞∑
k=1
2k
ε
4k
=
∞∑
k=1
ε
2k
= ε,
giving the result. ©
17 Lebesgue Integration is Included in Ours
The proof is from a paper by R.O. Davies and Z. Schuss in which they prove
a rather stronger result.
Let f be a finite real function, Lebesgue integrable over a brick I with
(L)
∫
I f(P )dµ = F . Then the Lebesgue integral is absolutely continuous, so
that, given ε > 0, there is an η > 0 such that for measurable sets A ⊆ I,
µ(A) < ε implies (L)
∫
A
|f |dµ < ε2−1.
For m = 0,±1,±2, . . ., and ξ = ε (3(η + µ(I)))−1, let Xm be the set of P in
I where
(m− 1)ξ < f(P ) ≤ mξ.
Then we can choose for each m an open set Gm ⊇ Xm such that
µ∗ (Gm \Xm) < η
2|m|+2(|m|+ 1) .
Finally we can choose δ(P ) > 0 in such a way that if P ∈ Xm then the sphere
with centre P and radius δ(P ) lies in Gm.
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Let D be a δ-compatible division of I and let the brick J ∈ D have
associated point P ∈ Xm for some m, say m(P ). Then
J ⊆ Gm(P ) and J \Xm(P ) \Gm(P ) \Xm(P ),
and, with P fixed in J ∈ D, and Q the point-variable in (L) ∫J ,∣∣∣(D)∑ f(P )µ(J)− F ∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣(D)∑(L)
∫
J
(f(P )− f(Q)) dµ
∣∣∣∣
≤ (D)∑(L) ∫
J
|f(P )− f(Q)| dµ
≤ (D)∑(L) ∫
J∩Xm(P )
|f(P )− f(Q)| dµ +
+ (D)∑(L) ∫
J\Xm(P )
|f(P )| dµ +
+ (D)∑(L) ∫
J\Xm(P )
|f(Q)| dµ
= R + S + T, say.
In R we have Q ∈ J ∩Xm(P ), and so f(Q) and f(P ) lie in the same interval
((m(P )− 1)ξ,m(P )ξ], so
R ≤ (D)∑(L) ∫
J∩Xm(P )
ξdµ ≤ (D)∑µ(J) = ξµ(I) < ε
3
.
In S we collect those terms (if any) for which m(P ) has a given value m, and
we write
S =
∞∑
m=−∞

(D) ∑
m(P )=m
(L)
∫
J\Xm
|f(P )|dµ

 ,
the inner sum being empty for all but a finite number of m, and
S ≤
∞∑
m=−∞
(D) ∑
m(P )=m
(|m|+ 1) ξµL(J \Xm)
≤
∞∑
m=−∞
(|m|+ 1)ξµL(Gm \Xm)
<
∞∑
m=−∞
(|m|+ 1)ε
3(η + µ(I))
× η
2|m|+2(|m|+ 1)
<
∞∑
m=−∞
ε3
(
2|m|+2
)
=
ε
3
(
1
4
+
1
4
+
1
4
)
< ε.
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Finally, T = (L)
∫
A |f(Q)|dµ where A =
⋃{J \Xm(P ) : J ∈ D},
µ(A) ≤
∞∑
m=−∞
(
(D)∑µ(J \Xm)) ≤ ∞∑
m=−∞
µ(Gm \Xm) < η.
Thus T < 1
3
ε, and 0 ≤ R+ S + T < ε. So F = (L) ∫I fdµ is the value of the
generalised Riemann integral over I.
18 The Denjoy Extension
Two methods are used to extend the definition of the Lebesgue integral to
become the special denjoy integral. First there is the Cauchy extension that
produces the Ho¨lder-Lebesgue integral, which is non-absolute.
In Euclidean one-dimensional space E1, if the Lebesgue integral over [b, c]
does not exist, but the Lebesgue integral over [u, v] exists for all u, v in
b < u < v < c, we define the integral over [b, c] to be
lim
u→b+
lim
v→c−(L)
∫ v
u
f(x)dx.
Since (L)
∫ v
u f(x)dx =
∫ v
u f(x)dx, this new integral has value
∫ c
b f(x)dx.
There is another extension, due to Denjoy, and we shall again restrict the
discussion to E1, in which an open set G is the union of a sequence of disjoint
open intervals (bj , cj). When the Lebesgue integral exists over [b, c] \ G, a
closed set, and when the Ho¨lder-Lebesgue integrals over the (bj , cj) exists,
we can sometimes define the special Denjoy integral to be
(L)
∫
[b,c]\G
fdµ+
∞∑
j=1
(HL)
∫
(bj ,cj)∩[b,c]
fdµ.
We now turn to the corresponding theorem in generalised Riemann integra-
tion.
Theorem 46 In E1, if G =
⋃∞
j=1(bj , cj) is an open set in a finite interval
[b, c], the (bj , cj) being disjoint, if f(x)µ(J)χ(\G, x) is integrable in [b, c], if
f(x)µ(J) is integrable over each [bj , cj] (j = 1, 2), and if, given ε > 0, there
is an integer N such that for every finite collection Q of intervals [u, v], each
contained in a [bj , cj] with j ≥ N , no two intervals [u, v] lying in the same
[bj , cj], we have ∣∣∣∣(Q)∑
∫ v
u
f(x)dµ
∣∣∣∣ < ε, (87)
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then there exists∫ c
b
f(x)dµ =
∫ c
b
χ(\G, x)f(x)dµ+
∞∑
j=1
∫ cj
bj
f(x)dµ. (88)
Proof. In (88), subtracting the first integral on the right from the left hand
side, we have to prove that there exists
∫ c
b
χ(G, x)f(x)dµ =
∞∑
j=1
∫ cj
bj
f(x)dµ. (89)
Therefore define
H1(u
′, v′) =
∞∑
j=1
∫
[bj ,cj ]∩[u′,v′]
f(x)dµ (90)
(putting
∫
= 0 if the intersection [bj , cj] ∩ [u′, v′] is empty or a single point).
First show that the series is convergent. Here [bj , cj ] ∩ [u′, v′] is either empty
or [bj , cj] for all but at most two values of j for which [bj , cj] contains u
′ or
v′ or both. From (87), the sequence of partial sums for (90) is fundamental,
and is convergent, and H(u, v) exists for all u, v in b ≤ u < v ≤ c. Next
there is a δj(x) > 0 defined in [bj , cj] for which every δ-compatible division
Dj of [bj , cj] satisfies∣∣∣(Dj)∑ f(x)µ(J)−H1(bj , cj)∣∣∣ < ε
2j
(j = 1, 2, 3, . . .), (91)
and so, by a previous theorem (Theorem 8),
(Dj)
∑ |f(x)µ(J)−H1(bj , cj)| < 4ε
2j
(j = 1, 2, 3, . . .). (92)
From the separate δj(x) we construct a δ(x) defined in [b, c] in the following
way. Let N be an integer satisfying (87). If x ∈ G then, for some j, bj <
x < cj and we take δ(x) > 0 satisfying
(x− δ(x), x+ δ(x)) ⊆ (bj , cj), δ(x) ≤ δj(x). (93)
On the other hand, if x ∈ \G we take a δ(x) > 0 such that
if x = cj for some j then (x− δ(x), x) ⊆ (bj , cj), δ(x) ≤ δj(x); (94)
if x 6= cj for any j, take (x− δ(x), x) ∩ (bk, ck) = ∅, k = 1, . . . , N − 1; (95)
if x = bj for some j then (x, x+ δ(x)) ⊆ (bj , cj), δ(x) ≤ δj(x); (96)
if x 6= bj for any j, take (x, x+ δ(x)) ∩ (bk, ck) = ∅, k = 1, . . . , N − 1. (97)
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Let D be a division of [b, c] compatible with δ(x). If x is an associated point
of an interval [u, v] of D and if u < x < v then
f(x)(v − u) = f(x)(v − x) + f(x)(x− u),
so we can assume that the associated point is an end point of its interval.
If x = v = cj then bj ≤ u < cj by (94). If x = v 6= cj, and x ∈ \G, then,
by (95), [u, v] can only overlap with [bj , cj] when j ≥ N . If x = v ∈ G
then, for some j, [u, v] ⊆ [bj , cj] by (93). Similarly when x = u. Using (95)
and (97) and all [u, v] ∈ D with x ∈ \G, x = u 6= bj or x = v 6= cj (all
j), (*) the sum of H1(u, v) is the limit of a sequence of sms over various
Q satisfying (87), and the modulus of the sum is ≤ ε. Here x /∈ G so
H1(J)− f(x)χ(G, x)µ(J) = H1(J). If x ∈ \G and x = u = bj or x = v = cj
for some j, (**) or if x ∈ G, then by (93), (94), (96), [u, v] is compatible with
δj(x). Thus we see that [b1, c1], . . . , [bN−1, cN−1] are each divided by partial
divisions of D, using the [u, v] of (**), while the parts of [bj , cj] (j ≥ N) are
covered. Using (90), (91), (92) and the remarks of (*) and (**) we have
∣∣∣(D)∑χ(G, x)f(x)µ(J)−H1(b, c)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣(D)∑ (χ(G, x)f(x)µ(J)−H1(J))∣∣∣
≤ ε+
N−1∑
j=1
ε
2j
+
∞∑
j=N
4ε
2j
< 5ε,
which proves the theorem. ©
19 The Radon-Nikodym Theorem
Let h1(I, P ) and h(I, P ) be brick-point functions. Then h1 is absolutely
continuous in an elementary set E with respect to h if, given ε > 0, there is
a δ > 0 such that all sets X with V (h;E;X) < δ also have V (h1;E;X) < ε.
We look for a point function f with the property that V (h1 − fh;E) = 0.
Theorem 47 If h(I, P ) is real or complex, integrable with integral H in E,
and of bounded variation, then |h(I, P | and |H(I)| are integrable to V (E1) ≡
V (h;E1) for each each elementary set E1 ⊆ E. Also V (E1) = V (H,E1) and
|H(E1)| ≤ V (E1).
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Proof. For divisions D of elementary sets E1 ⊆ E,∣∣∣(D)∑ |h(I, P )| − (D)∑ |H(I)|∣∣∣ ≤ (D)∑ ||h| − |H|| ≤ (D)∑ |h−H|.
(98)
This is as small as we please by choice of δ(P ) > 0 at each point of E and
for all divisions D of E1 compatible with δ(P ). Hence
V (H ;E1) = V (h;E1) ≡ V (E1). (99)
As H is finitely additive, |H| is finitely subadditive and so is integrable, and
its integral is V (H ;E1) since |H| ≥ 0. Finally, by subadditivity, |H(E1)| ≤∫
E1
|H| = V (E1). ©
Theorem 48 Let h(I, P ) be real or complex, integrable with integral H in
E, and of bounded variation. For each division D(I) of each elementary set
E1 ⊆ E, let there be disjoint sets J ⊆ I with union E1 (note: the edges of
the I might overlap but the J do not), such that if g(D;P ) is a function of
points that is constant at a value g(I) in the set J ⊆ I for each I ∈ D, then
we have ∫
E1
g(D; x)dV = (D)∑ g(I)V (I) (100)
where V (I) = V (h;E; I). Also, for each elementary set E1 ⊆ E let
V (h;E1) = V (h;E;E1). (101)
then there is an f(P ) in E with |f(P )| = 1 such that, for all bricks I∗ ⊆ E,
H(I∗) =
∫
I∗
f(x)dV.
Proof. Using
sgn(z) =


z
|z| for z 6= 0,
1 for z = 0,
and g(I) = sgn(H(I)), then, for H = 0, |H − gV | = |V |, and for H 6= 0,
|H − gV | =
∣∣∣∣∣H − H|H|V
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ H|H| |H| −
H
|H|V
∣∣∣∣∣ = ||H| − V | .
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Hence, by Theorem 161, V (|H| − V ;E) = 0 and
H(I) =
∫
I
gdV, |g| = 1 (102)
for all bricks I ⊆ E. We now have to replace g by a point function f(x)
independent of I, with |f(x)| = 1. The notation D′′ ≤ D′ means that every
I ′ ∈ D′ is a union of I ′′ ∈ D′′. First there is a sequence {Dj} of divisions of
E where Dj is compatible with δj(P ) > 0 suitable chosen so that
δj+1(P ) ≤ δj(P ), (103)
Dj+1 ≤ Dj and every I∗ ∈ Dj+1 lies in an I ∈ Dj, (104)
(Dj)
∑ |H| > V (E)− 1
24j
, (105)
(D′)∑ |gV −H| < 1
2j
(106)
for all divisions D′ of E compatible with δj(P ) > 0 (j ≥ 1). Using (105),
(106) with D′ = Dj and fj(P ) = g(I) (P ∈ J ⊆ I and all I ∈ Dj) we have
|fj(P )| = 1,
∣∣∣∣
∫
E
fj(P )dV −H(E)
∣∣∣∣ < 12j (j ≥ 1). (107)
Let Ej be the union of those I ∈ Dj with
|H| <
(
1− 1
23j
)
V, (108)
these I forming a collection Qj . By (105), the finite additivity of the varia-
tion, (101), and Theorem 161,
V (E)− 1
24j
< (Dj)
∑ |H| = (Dj \ Qj)∑ |H|+ (Qj)∑ |H|
≤ (Dj \ Qj)
∑
V = V (E)− 1
23j
V (Ej),
V (h;Ej;E) = V (Ej) ≤ 1
2j
,
V

h;E; ⋃
j≥k
Ej

 ≤ 1
2k−1
. (109)
If a division D′(L) of E has D′ ≤ D, let U be the family of those L which
are not subsets of Ej with
ℜ
(
H(L)
g(I)
)
≤
(
1− 1
22j
)
|H(L)| (L ⊆ I ∈ Dj). (110)
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As (108) is false for the I /∈ Qj , and by definition of g(I), and Theorem 161,
(
1− 1
23j
)
V (I) ≤ |H(I)| = ℜ
(
(D′ ∩ I)∑ H(I)
g(I)
)
≤ (U ∩ I)∑ |H(L)|(1− 1
22j
)
+ (D′ ∩ I \ U)∑ |H(L)|
≤ (U ∩ I)∑V (L)(1− 1
22j
)
+ (D′ ∩ I \ U)∑V (L)
= V (I)− 1
22j
(U ∩ I)∑V (L).
(U ∩ I)∑V (L) ≤ V (I)
2j
, (U)∑ V (L) ≤ V (E)
2j
. (111)
For the union W of the L ∈ U , with W = Wj when D′ = Dj+1, then, by
(101), (111).
V (h;E;W ) = V (W ) <
V (E)
2j
, V

h;E; ⋃
j≥k
Wj

 < V (E)
2k−1
. (112)
For the L which are not subsets of Ej ∪Wj, (110) is false; that is,
ℜ
(
fj+1(x)
fj(x)
)
= ℜ
(
H(L)
g(I)
)
> 1− 1
2j
(x ∈ J-set for L, L ⊆ I, L ∈ Dj+1, I ∈ Dj),∣∣∣∣∣arg
(
fj+1(x)
fj(x)
)∣∣∣∣∣ < θj < pi sin
(
θj
2
)
=
pi
2
2j+1
2
<
1
2j−2
.
(“arg” is the argument or angle in polar co-ordinates; φsinφ ≤ pi2 used.)
Hence by (109), (112), there is a set Xj with
V (h : E;Xj) <
1
2j−1
(1 + V (E)) , (113)
and if k ≥ j, x /∈ Xj, |arg(fk+1(x)) − arg(fk(x))| < 22−k, then, as j →∞,
|arg(fk(x))− arg(fj(x))| < 1
2j−3
and arg(fj(x))→ θ(x)
as j →∞. If f(x) ≡ exp (ιθ(x)) then |f(x)| = 1, arg(f(x)) = θ(x), and
|arg(f(x))− arg(fj(x))| ≤ 1
2j−3
,
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|f − fj|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣ ffj − 1
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= 4 sin2
(
1
2
arg
(
f
fj
))
≤
(
arg
(
f
fj
))2
,
|f(x)− fj(x)| < 1
2j−3
(x /∈ Xj). (114)
From (100), (113), (114), fj(x) is bounded, integrable in E, and convergent almost
everywhere to f , so that by dominated convergence theorem f is integrable with
respect to V and∣∣∣∣
∫
E
f(x)dV −H(E)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12j + 12j−3V (E) + 12j−1 (1 + V (E)) .
Hence the theorem for I∗ = E. For any other I∗ there is a δ∗j (P ) > 0 such
that δ∗j (P ) ≤ δj(P ) and such that all δ∗j -compatible divisions D′ of E satisfy the
geometric conditions of Theorem 5. We only have to take I∗ in such a division D′.
Then except in a set W satisfying (112), there is an f∗j (x) constant in a suitable
collection of J-sets corresponding to the bricks of D′, such that
∣∣∣f∗j (x)− fj(x)∣∣∣ < 12j−2 , limj→∞ f∗j (x) = f(x).
Hence the theorem is true for I∗. ©
Theorem 49 Let W be a real, finitely additive function of bounded variation of
elementary sets. If, for all elementary sets E1 ⊆ E,
W (E) = inf{W (E1)}, W (E) = sup{W (E1)},
then
0 ≤ W (E) ≤ V (W ;E),
0 ≥ W (E) ≥ −V (W ;E) (115)
W (E) = W (E) + W (E). (116)
Proof. (115) follows from Theorem 161 and the fact that if E1 is empty W (E1) =
0. For (116), given ε > 0 there is an elementary set E1 ⊆ E with
W (E1) > W (E1)− ε, W (E) =W (E1) +W (E \ E1) > W (E)− ε+W (E),
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so W (E) ≥W (E)+W (E). For the opposite inequality we have an elementary set
E2 ⊆ E with
W (E2) < W (E) + ε, W (E) =W (E2) +W (E \ E2) < W (E) + ε+W (E),
so W (E) ≤W (E) +W (E). ©
Theorem 50 If an elementary set E1 ⊆ E has W (E1) > W (E)+ε then W (E1) >
−ε and W (E \ E1) < ε.
Proof. By Theorem 163
W (E) +W (E) =W (E1) > W (E)− ε ≥W (E1)− ε,
hence W (E1) > −ε. Further W (E \ E1) +W (E \E1) =
=W (E \E1) =W (E)−W (E1) ≥W (E)−W (E)+ε < W (E)+ε < W (E \E1)+ε.
Therefore W (E \ E1) < ε. ©
Theorem 51 If h, h1 obey the conditions of Theorem 162, with h1 absolutely
continuous in E with respect to h, then for every brick J ⊆ E and a point function
f independent of J and integrable with respect to h, with |f | integrable with respect
to V ≡ V (h;J), we have ∫
J
h1 =
∫
J
f(x)dh.
Proof. If V1 ≡ V (h1;J) then, using Theorem 8,
V (h1;J ;X) = V (|h1|;J ;X) = V (|H1|;J ;X) = V (V1;J ;X),
and similarly V (h;J ;X) = V (V ;J ;X). Hence V1 is absolutely continuous in E
with respect to V . In Theorem 164 we can put
W = V1 − bV, V (W ;E) ≤ V1(E) + bV (E),
where b > 0 is a constant. For ε > 0 there is an elementary set E1 ⊆ E with
V1(E1) < bV (E2) + ε, V1(E3) > bV (E3)− ε,
for all elementary sets E2 ⊆ E1, E3 ⊆ E \ E1. For b = 2−j , ε = 2−3−j , let E1 be
E4. Suppose E4, . . . , Em have been defined. We replace E by E \ (E4 ∪ · · · ∪Em),
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we take b = (m − 2)2−j , ε = 2−m−j , and then the E1 is called Em+1, continuing
the induction. For all elementary sets E∗ ⊆ E and m ≥ 4,
V (E∗)
m− 4
2j
− 1
2m+j−2
< V1(E
∗) < V (E∗)
m− 3
2j
+
1
2m+j−1
, (117)
V (E \ Em) <
2j
(
V1 (E \ Em) + 12m+j−1
)
m− 3 ≤
2j (V1(E) + 1)
m− 3 . (118)
Taking fjN(P ) = (m−3)2−j in the sets J contained in the bricks of Em (4 ≤ m ≤
N), and 0 in the sets J for E \Em, then, for E∗ ⊆ E,∫
E∗
fjN(P )dV =
m− 3
2j
V (E∗),∣∣∣∣
∫
E∗
fjN(P )dV − V1(E∗)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ V (E∗)2j + 12j+m−1 .
For all elementary sets E∗ ⊆ E we therefore have∣∣∣∣
∫
E∗
fjN(P )dV − V1(E∗)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ V (E∗) + 12j + V1 (E∗ ∩ (E \ EN )) .
As fjN(P ) increases with N and as its integral is bounded, Lebesgue’s monotone
convergence theorem shows that fj(P ) ≡ limN→∞ fjN(P ) is integrable, and by
the absolute continuity of V1, and (117), (118),∣∣∣∣
∫
E∗
fj(P )dV − V1(E∗)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ V (E∗) + 12j , (119)
lim
j→∞
∫
E∗
fjdV = V1(E
∗). (120)
From (119), for all j > k and all elementary sets E∗ ⊆ E,∣∣∣∣
∫
E∗
(fj − fk) dV
∣∣∣∣ ≤ V (E∗) + 12k−1 .
Take a division D of E and take those I ∈ D with ∫I(fj − fk)dV ≥ 0. This gives
an elementary set E∗. The other I ∈ D form another E∗. Hence
(D)
∑∣∣∣∣
∫
J
(fj − fk)dV
∣∣∣∣ ≤ V (E) + 12k−2 ,
V (|fj − fk|V ;E) = V
(∣∣∣∣
∫
J
(fj − fk)dV
∣∣∣∣ ;E
)
≤ V (E) + 1
2k−2
,
V
( ∞∑
k=1
|fk+1 − fk|V ;E
)
≤
∞∑
k=1
V (|fk+1 − fk|V ;E) ≤ 4(V (E) + 1).
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Hence
∑∞
k=1 |fk+1−fk|V is finite excepte in a set X with V (V ;E;X) = 0. That is,
V (h;E;X) = 0. Hence limj→∞ fj(P ) exists h-almost everywhere, and Lebesgue’s
majorised convergence theorem gives V1 =
∫
fdV . Thus
∫
h1 =
∫
f1dV1,
∫
h =
∫
f2dV,
∫
h1 =
∫
f1fdV =
∫
f1f
f2
dh,
completing the proof. ©
20 Abstract Division Space
We proceed to a general theory for a space T in which there are certain non-empty
sets I called generalized intervals. We denote the family of these intervals by T .
A set E ⊆ T is called an elementary set if E is an interval or a finite union of
mutually disjoint intervals. A division D ≡ D(I) of a set E ⊆ T is the family of
an interval I = E or a finite number of mutually disjoint intervals I with union
E, so that E is necessarily an empty set.
A subfamily T1 ⊆ T divides E if a division D of E exists with D ⊆ T1, and
then we say that D comes from T1.
In the integration theory we often associate one or more points t of T with
each interval I ∈ T in order to consider elements f(t)µ(I) used to construct the
integral.
To generalize this idea we suppose given a family Tt of some interval-point
pairs (I, t), I ∈ T , t ∈ T , saying that t is an associated point of I. Let S ⊆ Tt.
Then S divides E if the sets T2 of intervals I, for all (I, t) ∈ S, divides E.
If D is a division of E from T2 we write Dt as a general notation for the division
D, together with any choice of t, one for each I ∈ D, such that (I, t) ∈ S, and we
say that Dt comes from S.
The properties of the integration process obtained by using a certain family A
of the S, depend greatly on the properties of A.
Example 1 A contains all S that are families of those (I, t) that are compatible
with some δ(t) > 0 in some elementary set E. (In other words δ-fine — P.M.)
So now we have to consider what kinds of general properties of the A are needed
in order that our integration process behaves decently.
First, we need divisions. Thus we say that A divides all elementary sets if, for
each elementary set E ⊆ T , there is an S ∈ A that divides E.
A is directed in the sense of divisions if, given S1,S2 ∈ A, both dividing E,
there is an S3 ∈ A that divides E with S3 ⊆ S1 ∩ S2.
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The integration will be a Moore-Smith kind of limit with respect to this direc-
tion, as we shall see.
To go from a main interval to certain intervals contained in it, we suppose that
A has the restriction property. This is explained as follows.
If E1, E2 are disjoint elementary sets, and if S divides E1∪E2, then a restriction
of S to E1 is defined to be a family of some of the (I, t) ∈ S that have I ⊆ E1.
If, for each pair E1, E2 of disjoint elementary sets and each S ∈ A that divides
E1 ∪E2, there is a restriction of S to E1 that is in A and divides E1, we say that
A has the restriction property.
If all preceding properties of A hold, we call (T,T ,A) a non-additive division
space.
Such a space has some useful properties, but it does not behave very well when
we can integrate over each of two disjoint elementary sets and wish to consider
integration over the union of the two sets. To deal easily with this, we say that
A is additive if, given disjoint elementary sets Ej , and Sj ∈ A dividing Ej with
I ⊆ Ej for all (I, t) ∈ Sj (j = 1, 2), there is an S ∈ A dividing E1 ∪ E2 with
S ⊆ S1 ∪ S2.
If A is additive, and if all previous properties of A hold, we say that (T,T ,A)
is a division space.
A partial division Q of an elementary set E is a collection of none, or some,
or all I in a division D of E that comes from some S ∈ A. We then denote by Qt
the set of all (I, t) ∈ Dt with I ∈ Q.
A partial set P of E is the union of the I of a partial division Q of E from D,
while E \ P is the union of the I ∈ D \ Q, and E \ P is also a partial set, and P ,
E \ P are disjoint elementary sets with union E.
Theorem 52 Let (T,T ,A) be a non-additive division space.
(a) If P is a partial set of an elementary set E, and if S ∈ A divides E, then S
divides P .
(b) Let P be a partial set of E, and Q a partial division of E whose corresponding
partial set is E \ P . If Q is from an S ∈ A that divides E, and if S0 ∈ A divides
P , then there is a division D of P from S0 such that Q∪D is a division of E from
S.
Proof: For (a), as A has the restriction property, as as P , E \ P are disjoint
elementary sets with union E, there is a restriction of S to P that is in A and
divides P . Hence S itself divides P . For (b) let S1 ∈ A be a restriction of S to P
that divides P , and let S2 ∈ A divide P with bS2 ⊆ S0 ∩S1 (as A is directed with
respect to divisions. If D is a division of P from S2 then D is from §0, and Q∪D
is a division of E from S as required. ©
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Theorem 53 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space4.
(a) If D is a division of E from an S ∈ A that divides E there is an S∗ ∈ A that
divides E such that D′ ≤ D (i.e. there is a division of each I ∈ D formed of those
J ∈ D′ with J ⊆ I; i.e. D′ is a refinement of D) for each division D′ of E from
S∗.
(b) Let P1, P2 be disjoint elementary sets that are partial sets of E. Then P1 ∪ P2
is a partial set of E.
Proof: For (a), as A has the restriction property there is an S(I) ∈ A that divides
I for each I ∈ D while the (J, t) ∈ S(I) has J ⊆ I. As A is additive there is an
S∗ ∈ A that divides E, with
S∗ ⊆
⋃
I∈D
S(I).
Let D′ be a division of E from S∗. Then each J ∈ D′ has (J, t) ∈ S∗ for some
t ∈ T , so that (J, t) ∈ S(I) for some I ∈ D. Then J ⊆ I, and J ∩ I ′ is empty for
all other I ′ ∈ D. Now ⋃
J∈D
J = E ⊇ I.
Hence I is the union of those J ∈ D′ with J ⊃ I. Therefore |d′ ≤ D.
For (b), let Pj be formed from a partial division obtained from Dj, a division of E,
while Dj comes from an Sj ∈ A dividing E, say. By result (a) there is an S∗j ∈ A
that divides E such that D′ ≤ Dj for every division D′ of E from S∗j (j = 1, 2).
As A is directed in the sense of divisions there is an S∗∗ ∈ A that divides E and
satisfies
S∗∗ ⊆ S∗1 ∩ S∗2.
Hence every division D′ of E from S∗∗ satisfies
D′ ≤ D1, D′ ≤ D2.
Taking such a D′, those I ∈ D′ that lie in the intervals of D1 used for P1 have
union P1, and they are disjoint from those I ∈ D′ that lie in the intervals of D2
used for P2, which intervals have union P2. The union of all these intervals from
D′ is P1 ∪ P2 which is therefore a partial sum5. ©
4That is, additive
5Should be “partial set”?—P.M.
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21 The space K of values
Values of integrated functions are to be in an additive topological group K, or
perhaps some very special K such as the real line or complex plane. We need
some definitions:
First K is a semigroup if there is a mapping
m : K ×K → K
called multiplication, and usually written
m(x, y) = x.y,
the product of x, y, such that
1. x.(y.z) = (x.y).z (all x, y, z ∈ K). K is a group if it is a semigroup such that
2. there is an element u ∈ K (the identity or unit element) such that x.u =
u.x = x (all x ∈ K) and
3. to each x ∈ K there is an element x−1 ∈ K (the inverse of x) such that
x.x−1 = x−1.x = u.
The unit u and inverse x−1 can be proved to be uniquely defined, and
(x.y)−1 = y−1.x−1, (x−1)−1 = x.
The group K is commutative (or abelian) if
x.y = y.x for all x, y ∈ K,
in which case we usually write x.y as x+ y, and we call the group additive.
There is also a topology attached to K. A family G of subsets G of K is called
a topology in K if
(a) The empty set and K are in G;
(b) If H is a subfamily of G, the union of the G ∈ H is also a set in G;
(c) If G1, G2 are in G, then so is G1 ∩G2.
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The sets of G are called open sets. An open neighbourhood of x ∈ K is any G
satisfying x ∈ G ∈ G. If there are several topologies being used, we say a G-set
and a G-neighbourhood, replacing “open” by “G-”.
There is a connection between the group and the topology which is expressed
as continuity. Let (Kj ,Gj) (j = 1, 2) be topological spaces, and let f : K1 → K2
be a function. Then f is continuous at a point x ∈ K1 relative to G1,G2 if, for
v = f(x), given a G2-neighbourhood G2 of v, there is a G1-neighbourhood G1 of x
such that f(w) ∈ G2 for all w ∈ G1.
We write this as f(G1) ⊆ G2.
If true for all x ∈ K1, let G2 ∈ G2 and let x ∈ f−1(G2). (This last means that
f(x) ∈ G2.) By continuity there is a G1-neighbourhood G1 of x with f(G1) ⊆ G2,
and so
G1 ⊆ f−1(G2).
Hence every point of f−1(G2) is in a G1-nbd (-neighbourhood) of the point that
lies in f−1(G2). Hence f−1(G2) is the union of G1-sets and so is a G1-set; i.e.,
f−1(G2) ∈ G1.
Conversely, let an arbitrary x ∈ K1, and let G2 be an arbitrary G2-nbd of f(x). If
G3 = f
−1(G2) is a G1-set then it contains x, so it is a G1-nbd of x with f(G3) ⊆ G2.
Hence f is continuous at x and so at all points of K1.
K is a Hausdorff space if, given x 6= y, and x, yinK, there are disjoint open
nbds of x and y.
We can now define the additive topological group K as an additive group with
a Hausdorff topology (i.e. K is a Hausdorff space) G for which f(x, y) := x− y is
continuous in (x, y).
Then y +G is open for all open sets G and all y ∈ K. We denote the identity
of the group by z and call it the zero.
If v ∈ K, X ⊆ K, Y ⊆ K, then v +X, X + Y , X − Y denote the respective
sets of points v + x, x+ y, x− y for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . Thus X −X is not empty;
it is the set of x− y for all x, y ∈ X.
A sequence (uj) in K is fundamental (or a Cauchy sequence) if, given any open
nbd G of the zero z, there is an integer N such that uj − uk ∈ G for all j, k ≥ N .
A sequence (uj) in K is convergent with limit v ∈ K if, given any open nbd G
of z, there is an integer N such that uj − v ∈ G for j ≥ N . Then the space K is
complete if every fundamental sequence is convergent.
Generalized Riemann integrals are defined by Moore-Smith limits of a general
kind. For each S ∈ A that divides E, let there exist a non-empty set V (S) ⊆ K
that satisfies
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(d) V (S1) ⊆ V (S) when S1 ⊆ S, and S1,S ∈ A and divide E; i.e. V is monotone
increasing in S.
Then V is fundamental (A, E) if, given open nbd G of z, there is an S ∈ A that
divides E with
(e) V (S)− V (S) ⊆ G; i.e. every difference of elements of V (S) lies in G.
Also, V is convergent (A, E) with limit v ∈ K if, given any open nbd G of z, there
is an S ∈ A dividing E such that
(f) V (S) ⊆ v +G.
Theorem 54 If A is directed in the sense of divisions with V monotone increasing
in S, and convergent (A, E), then V is fundamental (A, E) and has only one limit.
Proof: Let v,w be limits of V . By (f), and continuity of x− y at (z, z), given any
open nbd G of z, there are an open nbd G1 of z with G1 −G1 ⊆ G, and Sj ∈ A
(j = 1, 2) dividing E, with
V (S1) ⊆ v +G1, V (S2)w +G1.
By (d), as D is directed in the sense of divisions, there is an S3 ∈ A dividing E,
that satisfies both conditions, so that
v − w = (x− w)− (x− v) ∈ G1 −G1 ⊆ G for all x ∈ V (S1)
i.e. v−w ∈ G for all open nbds G of the zero z; i.e. we cannot have disjoint nbds
of v − w and z. As G is a Hausdorff topology,
v − w = z, v = w + z = w,
and V has only one limit. Also
V (S1)− V (S1) = {V (S1)− v} − {V (S1)− v} ⊆ G1 −G1 ⊆ G,
so V is fundamental (A, E). ©
We assume that K is complete (A, E) for all elementary sets E; i.e. every
fundamental (A, E) V (S) that satisfies 4 is convergent (A, E).
A local base G0 of G at z is a collection of non-empty open sets such that for
all G satisfying z ∈ G ∈ G, there is a G0 ∈ G with z ∈ G0 ⊆ G.
Theorem 55 If G has a countable local base G0 at z, and if K is complete, then
K is complete (A, E).
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Proof: Let the countable local base at z be put in the sequence (Gj). Then, as
addition is continuous, there is an open nbd G1j of z such that
G1j +G1j ⊆ Gj , j = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
As G1j and G1 ∩ G2 ∩ · · · ∩ Gj+1 are open nbds of z, by definition there is an
integer k = k(j) such that6
Gk +Gk ⊆ Gj , (121)
Gk ⊆ Gl, 1 ≤ l ≤ j + 1. (122)
Hence k(j) > j, so that by taking a subsequence of (Gj), which by (122) is also a
local base at z, we can assume that, by (121,122),
Gj +Gj ⊆ Gj−1, j = 2, 3, . . . . (123)
Let Sj ∈ A be such that
V (Sj)− V (Sj) ⊆ Gj (124)
V (Sj+1) ⊆ V (Sj). (125)
(5) is possible by (d) and the fact that A is directed in the sense of divisions7 By
(3,4,5), zk ∈ V (Sj) for k ≥ j (where zj is a point of V (Sj)),
zj − zk ∈ V (Sj)− V (Sj) ⊆ Gj .
As (Gj) is a local base at z, and as K is complete, (zj) is fundamental, and so
is convergent to some point v. Hence, by (3,4,5), there is an l ≥ j such that
zl − v ∈ Gj ,
V (Sj)− v = V (Sj)− zl + zl − v
⊆ V (Sj)− V (Sj) +Gj
⊆ Gj +Gj ⊂ Gj−1.
(Gj) being a local base at z, V (Sj) is convergent (A, E) to v, and K is complete
(A, E). ©
We need some further topological results. First, a closed set F is the comple-
ment of an open set, while the closure X¯,= ClX of a set X ⊆ K is the smallest
closed set F ⊇ X.
6Note Gk ⊂ G1j .
7If Sj+1 is not contained in Sj , we replace Sj+1 by Sj+1 ∩ Sj or an S∗j+1 contained in
the union [[should be intersection? - P.M.]] and a member of A.
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Similarly, a cover C of a set C ⊆ K is a family of open sets whose union
contains C. Then C is compact if, given an arbitrary cover C of C, there is a cover
C0 of C consisting of a finite number of open sets (i.e. a finite cover) so that if
x ∈ C, there are G ∈ C, G0 ∈ C0, with x ∈ G0 ⊆ G. By choice of G ∈ C with
G ⊃ G0, we can assume that C0 ⊆ C.
The following result follows directly from the definitions.
Theorem 56 (a) As K has a Hausdorff topology, a compact set in K is closed.
(b) If F ⊆ C, F closed, C compact, then F is compact.
Not all closed sets are compact, unless K is compact. A family F of sets has
the finite intersection property if, for each finite collection from F , their is a point
in their intersection. Taking complements in the definition of compact sets, we see
that a set C is compact if and only if every family F of closed sets in C with the
finite intersetion property has a non-empty intersection in C.
Theorem 57 If C is compact and contains the sequence (xj), there is a point
v ∈ C such that if v ∈ G ∈ G, then xj ∈ G for an infinity of j.
Theorem 58 Let f be a real-valued continuous function in K and let C be com-
pact. Then f(C) (the set of f(c) for all c ∈ C) is also compact.
Theorem 59 If X ⊆ K and G ∈ G then G−X = G− X¯.
Proof: G − X ⊆ G − X¯. If y ∈ G − X¯ then y = g − x (g ∈ G,x ∈ X¯), and
z ∈ G− g ∈ G. Thus there is a point v ∈ X ∩ (G− g + x) (where G− g + x is an
open nbd of x ∈ X), and y = h− v where
h = y + v = g − x+ v ∈ g +G− g = G;
i.e. y = h− v with h ∈ G, v ∈ X + y ∈ G−X. ©
Theorem 8A If zinG ∈ G there is another G1 ∈ G such that z ∈ G1 and G¯1 ⊆ G.
[The topological group is regular.]
Theorem 8B ¯X + Y ⊇ X¯ + Y¯ . [Continuity of +.]
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22 The Integral
We integrate functions h(I, x) of the I ∈ T , x ∈ T , with values in a set K.
Sometimes h(I, x) = f(x)µ(I) where f or µ or both are real or complex. To
integrate h we consider sums
(Dx)
∑
h(I, x), (126)
the notation meaning that we add up the values of h(I, x) for the finite number of
(I, x) ∈ Dx. Thus we need some operation x ◦ y in K (corresponding to addition∑
).
Let S(h;S;E) be the set of sums (126) for all divisions Dx of E from an S ∈ A
that divides E, for all re-arrangements of the sums (126) by changing the order
of the (I, x) in Dx, and for all associations by brackets of values obtained by the
operation ◦.
If K is a semigroup, the value of (126) will be the same whatever association
by brackets is used. If K is a communtative semigroup, so that we can use + for ◦,
the value of (126) will only depend on Dx, and not on the order of the (I, x) ∈ Dx.
To make things easier still, we assume that K is an additive group.
Clearly S(h;S;E) is a V (S) satisfying (d).
If K is an additive topological group and if this V (S) is convergent (A, E) with
limit H, we say that h is integrable, and we put
H =
∫
E
h,
calling H the generalized Riemann integral of h in E, relative to A.
If h(I, x) = f(x)k(I, x) we often write the integral as∫
E
h =
∫
E
f(x) dk(I, x).
Theorem 60 Let C be a compact set in K with S(h;S;E) ⊆ C for some S ∈ A
dividing E. If A is directed in the sense of divisions and if G is an open nbd of
the zero, there is an S ∈ A dividing E with8
S(h;S1;E) ⊆
(S¯(h;A;E) +G) ∩ C, (127)
where S¯(h;A;E) = ⋂ClS(h;S;E), the intersection being over all S ∈ A that
divide E. If the integral H exists then S¯(h;A;E) is the set containing the single
point H.
8ClS(h;S1;E) ⊆
(S¯(h;A;E) +G) ∩ C
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Proof: As A is directed, S(h;S;E) has the finite intersection property for all
S ∈ A that divide E. As S(h;S;E) ⊆ C, C closed, then ClS(h;S;E) ⊆ C and
has the finite intersection property, and S¯(h;A;E) is not empty. If z ∈ G ∈ G
then for all y ∈ K, y + G ∈ G. Let G∗ = S¯(h;A;E) + G, F = C \ G∗. Then G∗
is a non-empty union of open sets and so is open, and F is closed. As F ⊆ C,
F is compact by Theorem 5 (b). If x ∈ F then x /∈ G∗, so x /∈ S¯(h;A;E)
(since z ∈ G). Thus there are an S(x) ∈ A, dividing E, and n open nbd G(x)
of x, with G(x) ∩ S(h;S(x);E) empty. As the G(x) cover F , a finite number,
say G(x1), . . . , G(xl). Hence F ∩ ClS(h;S1;E) is empty, and (127) is true. If the
integral H exists, then, by its definition, H ∈ ClS(h;S;E). Hence H ∈ S¯(h;A;E).
Also, for each nbd G1 of the zero, and some S ∈ A dividing E,
S(h;S;E) ⊆ H +G1,
ClS(h;S;E) ⊆ H + G¯1,
S(h;A;E) ⊆ H + G¯1.
Given any nbd G of z, we can find another nbd G1 of z such that G¯1 ⊆ G (Theorem
8A). Hence as G is a Hausdorff topology, S¯(h;A;E) is the set containing the single
point H. ©
More generally, if the integral does not exist, and if S(h;S;E) ⊆ C for some
S ∈ A dividing E, then in some sense S¯(h;A;E) characterises the limit points of
integration.
A case where we do not have S(h;S;E) ⊆ C for any S ∈ A dividing E, is
one where S(h;S;E) is always contained in [n,∞) (i.e. ≥ n) for some integer n
depending on S and arbitrarily large. E.g. T = (−∞,∞) and A as the collection of
all S defined by functions δ(x) > 0. Take g(0) = 0, g(x) = 1/x (x > 0), E = [0, 1],
and
h([u, v), x) = g(v) − g(u), u > 0,
h([0, v), x) = 0.
If a division D over [0, 1) contains [0, v) and other intervals, the sum
(D)
∑
∆g = g(1) − g(v) = −1 + 1
v
which tends to ∞ as v tends to 0. Then S¯(h;A;E) is empty (or, by convention,
we can say it contains +∞).
A function h of partial sets P of E is finitely additive if, for all pairs P1, P2 of
disjoint partial sets of E we have
h(P1) + h(P2) = h(P1 ∪ P2).
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Theorem 61 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space and let K be complete (A, E). If∫
E h exists then
∫
P h exists as a finitely additive function of the partial sets P of
E. Also, if z ∈ G ∈ G and
S(h;S;E) ⊆
∫
E
h+G (128)
for some S ∈ A that divides E, then for each partial set P of E,
S(h;S;P ) ⊆
∫
P
h+G−G. (129)
Proof: If P is a partial set of E, and if S ∈ A divides E, then, by Theorem 1 (a),
S divides P and E \ P . If s1, s2 are two sums over arbitrary divisions of P from
S, and if s3 is a sum over a division of E \ P from S, then s1 + s3 and s2 + s3 are
sums over two divisions of E from S. Given G1 with z ∈ G1 ∈ G, we can choose
G with z ∈ G ∈ G so that G−G ⊂ G1 by continuity of x− y at (z, z). Then there
is an S ∈ A dividing E with
S(h;S;E) ⊆ ∫E h+G,
s1 − s2 = (s1 + s3 −
∫
E h)− (s2 + s3 −
∫
E h) ∈ G−G,
S(h;S;P ) − S(h;S;P ) ⊆ G−G ⊆ G1,
and S(h;S;P ) is fundamental (A, P ) and hence convergent (A, P ). Let s2 → v.
Then by Theorem 8, whether or not G−G ⊆ G1,
S(h;S;P ) −
∫
p
h ⊆ G− G¯ = G−G.
Thus (8) gives (9). To show that the integral is finitely additive over partial sets
we use Theorem 2 (b) to prove that partial sets are an additive family, and then
we take two disjoint partial sets P1, P2 of E, writing the integral over these sets
as H(P1),H(P2), respectively. There are Sj ∈ A dividing Pj such that all sums sj
over Pj from Sj satisfy
sj −H(Pj) ∈ G2, j = 1, 2, where we choose G1 +G2 ⊆ G.
As A has the restriction property and is additive, there is an S ∈ A dividing
P1 ∪ P2 with S ⊆ S1 ∪ S2. By construction of the S, every sum s from S and over
P1 ∪P2 is s1+ s2 where sj is a sum over Pj from S and so from Sj (j = 1, 2), and
s−H(P1)−H(P2) = (s1 −H(P1)) + (s2 −H(P2)) ∈ G1 +G2 ⊆ G,
i.e. h is integrable over P1 ∪ P2 to the value H(P1) +H(P2), and
H(P1 ∪ P2) = H(P1) +H(P2).
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23 The Variation Set
The sum over a partial division Qx of E from an S ∈ A dividing E, the finite sum
(Qx)∑ h(I, x) is called a partial sum over E from S. For fixed E,S the set of all
such partial sums is called the variation set VS(h;S;E) of h in E using S. By
construction, if Qx is empty the partial sum is taken to have the value z, the zero
of K. Then
z ∈ VS(h;S;E) ⊇ S(h;S;E). (130)
We can also define
VS(h;A;E) =
⋂
ClVS(h;S;E),
the intersection being taken over all S ∈ A that divide E. Clearly VS(h;S;E) is
a V (S) satisfying (d). As G is Hausdorff, (130) shows that z is the only possible
limit of VS(h;S;E). When it has this limit we say that h is of variation zero in
E relative to A.
Further, for each X ⊆ T , let
h(X; I, x) :=
{
h(I, x), x ∈ X,
z, x /∈ X.
Then
VS((h;S;E;X) = VS(h(X; I, x);S;E) ⊆ VS(h;S;E), (131)
VS((h;A;E;X) = VS(h(X; I, x);A;E) ⊆ VS(h;A;E), (132)
VS((h;S;E;T ) = VS(h;S;E), (133)
VS((h;A;E;T ) = VS(h;A;E). (134)
If VS(h;S;E;X) has the limit z, we say that h is of variation zero in X relative
to E,A, or that X is of h-variation zero in E.
Theorem 62 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space.
14. If h is of variation zero in E, its integral is z.
15. A h of variation zero in E is the same in any partial set of E.
16. If h is of variation zero in X relative to E,A, then h is of variation zero in
any X1 ⊆ X.
17. If the integral H(P ) of h is z for every partial set P of E, then h is of
variation zero in E. Similarly for h(X; I, x).
18. If h1, h2 are of variation zero in E, so are h1 ± h2.
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19. If K is the real line, if h(I, x) ≥ 0 (x ∈ X, I ∈ T ), if P is a partial set, and
if h is integrable over E, then
∫
P h ≤
∫
E h.
20. If h ≥ 0 and ∫E h = 0 then h is of variation zero in E.
Proof: (130) gives 14; Theorem 1 (a) gives 15; and 16 is clear from the definition.
For 17, let z ∈ G1 ∈ G. By continuity and by hypothesis there are a G ∈ G with
z ∈ G and
G−G ⊆ G1, S(h;S;E) ⊆ G. (135)
Let D be a division of E from S, and Q a partial division, with P as the union of
those I ∈ D \ Q. By Theorem 1(b), if S1 ∈ A, dividing P , is such that
S(h;S1;P ) ⊆ G1, (136)
then there is a division D1 of P from S1 such that Q \ D1 is a division of E from
S. Thus by (135),(136),
(Qx)
∑
h(I, x) = (Qx ∪D1x)
∑
h(I, x) − (D1x)
∑
h(I, x) ⊆ G−G ⊆ G1,
so VS(h;S;E) ⊆ G1, and h has variation zero in E. For 18
(Qx)∑ {h1(I, x) ± h2(I, x)} = (Qx)∑ {h1(I, x)} ± {h2(I, x)}
∈ VS(h1;S;E) ± VS(h2;S;E).
For suitable G2,S, this is in G2 ± G2 ⊆ G. In 19, the integrability of h over P
follows from Theorems 61 an 55, while 20 follows from 19 and 17. ©
Two functions h, h∗ of pairs (I, x) are variationally equivalent in E relative to
A if h−h∗ is of variation zero in E relative to A. If P is the family of partial sets of
an elementary set E, and if H(P ) is finitely additive on P with H(I) variationally
equivalent to h(I, x) in E, we say that H(P ) is the indefinite variational integral
of h in E relative to A.
Theorem 63 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space, and let K be complete (A, E) for
all elementary sets E. If
∫
E h exists for one of them, then H(P ) =
∫
P h is the
indefinite variational integral of h in E relative to A. Conversely, if the latter
integral exists, so does the generalized Riemann integral, and the two are equal.
Proof: Given z ∈ G1 ∈ G, let z ∈ GinG with G−G ⊆ G1. For S ∈ A dividing E
let
S(h;S;E) ⊆ H(E) +G.
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Then, by Theorem 61 (129),
VS(h;S;P ) ⊆ H(P ) +G−G ⊆ H(P ) +G1 (137)
for each partial set P of E. Let Q be a partial division of E from S, with union a
partial set P . Then (137) and the finite additivity of H give
(Qx)
∑
{h(I, x) −H(I)} − (Qx)
∑
h(I, x) −H(P ) ∈ VS(h;S;P ) −H(P ) ⊆ G1,
so VS(h − H;S;E) ⊆ G1, h − H is of variation zero, and H is the variational
integral. Conversely, if H is the variational integral, and if z ∈ G ∈ G, there is an
S ∈ A dividing E such that for all divisions D over E from S,
(Dx)
∑
h(I, x) −H(E) = (Dx)
∑
(h−H) ∈ VS(h−H;S;E) ⊆ G,
so S(h;S;E) ⊆ H(E)+G, the generalized Riemann integral exists,and is equal to
H(E). Similarly for all partial sets of E. ©
We now consider properties of VS(h;A;E).
Theorem 64 Let C be a compact set with VS(h;S;E) ⊆ C for some S ∈ A
dividing E. If A is directed in the sense of divisions and if z ∈ G ∈ G, there is an
S1 ∈ A dividing E, with
VS(h;S1;E) ⊆
(
VS(h;A;E) +G
)
∩ C.
Proof: Follow the proof of Theorem 60. ©
Theorem 65 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space. If E1, E2 are disjoint elementary
sets,
VS(h;A;E1 ∪ E2) ⊇ VS(h;A;E1) + VS(h;A;E2). (138)
If, for some compact set C ⊆ K and some S ∈ A dividing E1 ∩ E2 we have
VS(h;S;E1 ∪E2) ⊆ C, (139)
then there is equality in (138).
Proof: If uj ∈ VS(h;Sj ;Ej) for j = 1, 2 then u = u1 + u2 is a sum for a partial
division of E1∪E2 from S1∪S2. Thus if S ∈ A divides E1∪E2, there is a restriction
Sj to Ej that lies in A and divides Ej (j = 1, 2), and then S1cupS2 ⊆ bS. Also
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the operation + is continuous, so that if X,Y are sets in K, Theorem 8B gives
X¯ + Y¯ ⊆ X + Y , and
VS(h;A;E1) + VS(h;A;E2) ⊆ ClVS(h;S1;E1) + ClVS(h;S2;E2)
⊆ Cl {VS(h;S1;E) + VS(h;S2;E)}
⊆ Cl {VS(h;S1 ∪ S2;E)}
⊆ ClVS(h;S;E).
Taking the intersection for all SinA dividing E, we see that (138) is true. By the
restriction property there is a restriction Sj ∈ A of an SinA dividing E, such that
Sj divides Ej , that I ⊆ Ej for all (I, x) ∈ Sj , (j = 1, 2). By the additive property
of A, there is an S3 ∈ A that divides E1 ∪ E2 with S3 ⊆ S1 ∪ S2. Then for each
(I, x) ∈ S3, either I ⊆ E1 or I ⊆ E2 so that if u is a sun over a partial division of
E1∪E2 from S3, we have u = u1+u2 where uj is the value of a sum over a partial
division of Ej from S3, and so from Sj (j = 1, 2), i.le. uj ∈ VS(h;Sj ;Ej). Hence
VS(h;S3;E1 ∪ E2) ⊆ VS(h;S1;E1) + VS(h;S2;E2).
But we do not necessarily have X + Y ⊆ X¯ + Y¯ ; e.g. let K be the real line, X the
set of negative integers, and Y the set of points n + 12 +
1
n (n = 3, 4, . . .). Then
X = X¯ , Y = Y¯ , while X + Y contains 12 which is not in X¯+ Y¯ . However, if z ∈ X,
zinY , X + Y ⊆ C (compact), let w ∈ X + Y with w ∈ G ∈ G. Then G ∩ (X + Y )
is not empty and contains certain points x+ y with x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . Let X(G) be
the set of x ∈ X with x + y ∈ G. Then, as z ∈ Y , we have X ⊆ C, X(G) ⊆ C,
and the family of closed sets X(G) has the finite intersection property for all G
with w ∈ G ∈ G. Hence, as C is compact, there is a point u ∈ X(G) for all such
G. Hence, given u ∈ G1 ∈ G, there is an x ∈ X(G) ∩ G1 and so a y ∈ Y with
x + y ∈ G. Considering the sets Y (G,G1) of all such y we prove that there is a
v ∈ Y (G,G1) for all G,G1 with w ∈ G ∈ G, w ∈ G1 ∈ G. Hence, if v ∈ G2 ∈ G,
there is a point y ∈ Y (G,G1)∩G2 and we have x+y ∈ G1+G2, which is contained
in an arbitrary nbd G3 of u+ v by choice of G1, G2. Also x+ y ∈ G. Thus G∩G3
is not empty. As K is Hausdorff,
u+ v = w, u ∈ X(G), v ∈ Y (G,G1) ⊆ Y¯ ,
and we have
X + Y = X¯ + Y¯ .
Now let (139) be true. Then we have
VS(h;A;E1 ∪ E2) ⊆ ClVS(h;S3;E1 ∪ E2) ⊆ ClVS(h;S1;E1) + ClVS(h;S2;E2),
and intersections prove equality in (138).
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24 The Norm Variation
It is difficult to get far using variation sets. However if we assume that there is a
group norm in K we can define the norm variation and this has easier properties
than the variation set. Thus we suppose that there is a function from K to the
non-negative real numbers called a group norm and written ||u||, for each u ∈ K,
with the properties
||u|| = || − u|| > 0 if u 6= z, while ||z|| = 0; (140)
||u+ v|| ≤ ||u||+ ||v||; (141)
||u|| ≤ a is a closed set. (142)
The latter means that, if every point u of X ⊆ K lies in ||u|| ≤ a then every point
of X¯ lies in ||u|| ≤ a.
In place of the variation set we define
V (h;S;E) = sup
{
(Dx)
∑
||h(I, x)||
}
,
the supremum being taken over all divisions D of an elementary set E from an
S ∈ A that divides E. The sup is sometimes +∞.
If S1 ⊆ S2, where Sj ∈ A divide E (j = 1, 2), then every Dx from S1 comes
from S2, and
V (h;S1;E) ≤ V (h; bS2;E). (143)
Thus we define the norm variation of h in E to be
V (h;A;E) = inf {V (h;S;E)} ,
the infimum being taken over all S ∈ A that divide E. If the inf is finite we say
that h is of bounded norm variation. If it is infinite, then V (h;S;E) = +∞ for all
S ∈ A that divide E. If V (h;A;E) = 0, we say that h is of variation zero.
Also, we put
V (h;S;E;X) = V (h(X; I, x);S;E), V (h;A;E;X) = V (h(X; I, x);A;E).
It then follows easily that, for X1 ⊆ X ⊆ T ,
V (h;A;E;X1) ≤ V (h;A;E;X) ≤ V (h;A;E;T ) = V (h;A;E).
Theorem 66 VS(h;A;E) lies in the set of u with ||u|| ≤ V (h;A;E).
(144)
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If V (h;A;E) = 0 then h is of variation zero.
(145)
If K is the real line R or the complex plane Z, some point u ∈ VS(h;A;E) has
|u| ≥ 14V (h;A;E) (if finite), or VS(h : S;E) is unbounded for all S ∈ A dividing
E if V (h;A;E) = +∞.
(146)
In (146), if h is of variation zero then V (h;A;E) = 0.
(147)
In (146), if h(I, x) is integrable in P to H(P ) for each partial set P of E, then
|h(I, x) −H(I)| is of variation zero.
(148)
Proof: Let S ∈ A divide E, and let Q be a partial division of a division D of E
from S. Then, by (140), 141),
||(Qx)
∑
h(I, x)|| ≤ (Qx)
∑
||h(I, x)|| ≤ (Dx)
∑
||h(I, x)|| ≤ V (h;S;E).
By (142) we have (144), from which (145) follows by (140). For (146) let VS(h;S;E)
be a bounded set, for some S ∈ A dividing E. Then for each S1 ∈ A dividing E
with S1 ⊆ S, we put
N(S1) = sup |u|,
the supremum being taken for all u ∈ VS(h;S1;E). Then
|(Qx)
∑
h(I, x)| ≤ N(S1) <∞.
By the usual argument, (Dx)∑ |h(I, x)| ≤ 4N(S1). Hence
V (h;A;E) ≤ V (h;S1;E) ≤ 4N(S1), N(S1) ≥ 1
4
V (h;A;E).
Hence V (h;A;E) is finite, and there is a point v ∈ ClVS(h;S1;E) with |v| ≥
1
4V (h;A;E). Let B be the compact set
1
4
V (h;A;E) ≤ |k| ≤ N(S1),
an annulus or the boundary of a circle. Then ClVS(h;S1;E) ∩ B has the finite
intersection property for all bS1 ∈ A that divide E (—since A is directed, a
finite number of S1’s have an S inside them; |v| ≥ 14V (h;A;E)). Hence there
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is a point u ∈ VS(h;A;E) ∩ B, proving the first part of (146). For the second
part, if V (h;A;E) = +∞, we cannot have a finite N(S), so that VS(h;S;E) is
an unbounded set, for all S ∈ A dividing E. If, further, h has variation zero,
then N(S) ≥ 0 is as small as we please by choice of S ∈ A dividing E. Hence
V (h;A;E) = 0, giving (147). Then (145), (147) and Theorem 63 give (148). ©
Another definition of norm variation is obtained as follows. First, forK the real
line, a H(I), independent of x, is finitely subadditive on T1 ⊆ T if, for each I ∈ T1
and each division D of I using intervals J ∈ T1 alone, we have (D)∑H(J) ≥ H(I).
A H is finitely superadditive if −H is finitely subadditive. Then we can say
that h(I, x) is of bounded norm variation in E if there are an S ∈ A dividing E,
and a non-negative finitely superadditive function χ(I) with
||h(I, x)|| ≤ χ(I) for all (I, x) ∈ S.
If V (h;S;J) is finitely superadditive, then for fixed S, J , it is the least possible
χ(J). Thus for fixed S, J we can take the infimum of all such χ(J), and then we
can take the infimum of the result, for fixed J and all S ∈ A dividing J , and we
have
inf inf χ(J) = inf V (h;S;J) = V (h;A;J).
Thus we need the following.
Theorem 67 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space.
If S ∈ A divides E, then V (h;S; I) is a finitely superadditive function of the partial
sets of E that are intervals I. (149)
If E1, E2 are two disjoint elementary sets and if Sj ∈ A divides Ej with I ⊆ Ej
for all (I, x) ∈ Sj (j = 1, 2), then
V (h;S1;E1) + V (h;S2;E2) = V (h;S1 ∪ S2;E1 ∪ E2). (150)
If E1, E2 are two disjoint elementary sets then
V (h;A;E1) + V (h;A;E2) = V (h;A;E1 ∪ E2). (151)
Proof: For (149) let partial intervals I1, . . . , In form a division of I and let Dj
be a division of Ij from S (1 ≤ j ≤ n). These divisions exist by Theorem 52 (a).
Then D = ⋃nj=1Dj is a division of I from S and
n∑
j=1
(Dj)
∑
||h(J, x)|| = (D)
∑
||h(J, x)|| ≤ V (h : S; I).
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For suitable Dj we can make the sums (Dj)∑ on the left tend to the corresponding
V (h;S; Ij) and (149) follows. Similarly in (150) we have
V (h;S1;E1) + V (h;S2;E2) ≤ V (h;S1 ∪ S2;E1 ∪ E2). (152)
Now if (I, x) ∈ S1 ∪ S2 then either (I, x) ∈ S1, I ⊆ E1, disjoint from E2, or
(I, x) ∈ S2, I ⊆ E2, disjoint from E1, and each division D of E1 ∪E2 from S1 ∪S2
can be separated into a division Dj of Ej from Sj (j = 1, 2). Thus
(D)
∑
||h(I, x)|| = (D1)
∑
+(D2)
∑
≤ V (h;S1;E) + V (h,S2;E2).
By taking suitable D we have the opposite inequality to (152), and so equality.
Let S ∈ A divide E1 ∪ E2 and let Sj ∈ A be a restriction to Ej that divides Ej,
(j = 1, 2). Then S1 ∪ S2 ⊆ S, and, by (150),
V (h;A;E1) + V (h;A;E2) ≤ V (h;S1;E1) + V (h;S2;E2)
= V (h;S1 ∪ S2;E1 ∪ E2) ≤ V (h;S;E1 ∪ E2).
Taking the infimum as S varies,
V (h;A;E1) + V (h;A;E2) ≤ V (h;A;E1 ∪ E2). (153)
Also, by (150) and by choice of S1,S2 and (by additivity) an S3 ∈ A dividing
E1 ∪E2 with S3 ⊆ S1 ∪ S2, we have
V (h;A;E1 ∪ E2) ≤ V (h;S3;E1 ∪ E2)
≤ V (h;S1 ∪ S2;E1 ∪ E2)
= V (h;S1;E1) + V (h;S2;E2)
≤ V (h;A;E1) + V (h;A;E2) + ε.
This gives the reverse inequality to (153) (for additive A), and so (151). ©
Theorem 68 If (T,T ,A) is a division space, if V (h;A;E) <∞, if ε > 0, and if
S ∈ A dividing E satisfies
V (h;S;E) < V (h : A;E) + ε, (154)
then, for all partial sets P of E,
V (h;S;P ) < V (h;A;P ) + ε. (155)
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Proof: As S contains the union of its restrictions to P,E \ P , then Theorem 67
(150), (151) imply that
V (h;S;P ) ≤ V (h;S;E) − V (h;S;E \ P )
< V (h;A;E) + ε− V (h;A;E \ P )
= V (h;A;P ) + ε,
giving (155). ©
This is a crucial result for monotone convergence theorem.
It is doubtful whether VS(h : S;E) satisfies a similar result in which ε is
replaced by an open set. To replace V (h;S;E) <∞ we could use a compact set C
and an S ∈ A dividing E with VS(h;S;E) ⊆ C. But the proof with V fails with
VS; for let K = T be the real numbers, with
h(u, v) =


1, u < 0 < v < 1,
v − u, 1 ≤ u < v ≤ 2,
0 otherwise.
Then VS(h;A; [−1, 1]) consists of the points 0 and 1,
VS(h;A; [−1, 1]) = {0, 1},
VS(h;A; [1, 2]) = [0, 1],
VS(h;A; [−1, 2]) = [0, 2].
But from the second and third VS we cannot reconstruct the first.
Counterexample by P. Muldowney: h(u, v) := v − u if 2 ≤ u < v ≤ 3; = u
if u ≤ 1 < v < 2; = 0 otherwise. Let S be defined by a gauge 1 > δ(x) > 0 for
x 6= 1, with 0 < δ(1) = α. Then
VS(h;S; [2, 3]) = [0, 1], VS(h;S; [0, 3]) = [0, 2],
VS(h;A; [2, 3]) = [0, 1], VS(h;A; [0, 3]) = [0, 2],
VS(h;S; [0, 2]) = {0} ∪ (1− α, 1],
ClVS(h;S; [0, 2]) = {0} ∪ [1− α, 1],
VS(h;A; [0, 2]) = ⋂ · · · = {0} ∪ {1}.
Take G = (−ε, ε) where 0 < ε < α. ©
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Theorem 69 Let T,T ,A) be a division space. Let h(I) be real and finitely sub-
additive over intervals I that are partial sets of an elementary set E. If there is
an S ∈ A dividing E such that S(h;S;E) is bounded above with supremum s, then
h is integrable in E with integral equal to s. If S(h;S;E) is unbounded above for
all S ∈ A dividing E, then, for each integer n there is an Sn ∈ A dividing E such
that
S(h;Sn;E) ⊆ [n,∞).
Proof: By Theorem 53 (a), given a division D of E from an S ∈ A dividing E,
there is an S∗ ∈ A dividing E such that D′ ≤ D for each division D′ of E from S∗.
As h(I) is finitely subadditive we obtain
(D′)
∑
h(I) ≥ (D)
∑
h(I),= d, say.
It follows that S(h,S∗, E) is bounded below by d. In the first case we can say that
d > s − ε when ε > 0 is given. Then as S∗ ⊆ S, S(h;S∗;E) lies between s and
s − ε. Hence h is integrable to s. In the second case we can choose D = Dn so
that d > n, and Sn can then be taken as the corresponding S
∗.
Theorem 70 Let T,T .A) be a division space. If h(I, x) is real or complex, inte-
grable with integral H in E, and of bounded variation, then |h(I, x)| and |H(I)|
are integrable to V (P ) = V (h;A;P ), and
V (H;A;P ) = V (P ), |H(P ) ≤ V (P ),
for each partial set P of E.
Proof: For divisions Dx of partial sets P of E,∣∣∣(Dx)∑ |h(I, x)| − (D)∑ |H(I)|∣∣∣ ≤ (Dx)∑ ||h| − |H|| ≤ (Dx)∑ |h−H|.
(156)
This is as small as we please for all Dx from S by choice of S ∈ A dividing E by
Theorems 52 (a), 66 (148). Hence, from (156),
V (H;A;P ) = V (h;A;P ) =: V (P ). (157)
By Theorem 67. H is finitely additive, so that |H| is finitely subadditive. Then
(157) and Theorem 69 give the integrability of |H|, |h| to V (P ), and |H(P )| ≤
V (P ) follows from the finite subadditivity of |H|.
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25 The integrability of functions of interval-
point functions
In this section we take K as the real line, and r(x1, . . . , xn) a function of n real
variables. We proceed to the integrability of r(h1(I, x), . . . , hn(I, x)), given the
integrability of hj(I, x) (1 ≤ j ≤ n).
Naturally we have to assume that r is fairly smooth, and the first condition we
have to impose on r is that, for constants Aj , (1 ≤ j ≤ n), we have
|r(y1, . . . , yn)− r(x1, . . . , xn)| ≤ A1|y1 − x1|+ · · ·+An|yn − xn|; (158)
e.g. this holds when ∣∣∣∣∣ ∂r∂xj
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
For the second condition, weaker than the first,, we put
r1(x1, . . . , xn; ε) := sup |r(y1, . . . , yn)− r(x1, . . . , xn)| ,
the supremum being taken over all (y1, . . . , yn) satisfying |yj−xj | ≤ ε, (1 ≤ j ≤ n).
Here, ε > o; and (x1, . . . , xn) is fixed. For arbitrarily large m, varying εk > 0
(1 ≤ k ≤ m), and with the following expression fixed:
m∑
k=1
xjk 1 ≤ j ≤ n, (159)
we suppose that
m∑
k=1
r1(x1k, . . . , xnk; εk)→ 0 as
m∑
k=1
εk → 0 (160)
If (158) is true, then so is (160), since
r1(x1, . . . , xn; ε) ≤ (A1 + · · ·+An)ε,∑m
k=1 r1(x1k, . . . , xnk; ε) ≤
∑n
j=1Aj
∑m
k=1 εk → 0.
Theorem 71 Let A be directed in the sense of divisions, let R,R+ be the real
line and the line of non-negative numbers, with Rn,R
+
n their respective n-fold
Cartesian products, let U = Rn or R
+
n , and let
r(x1, . . . , xn) : U 7→ R.
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Let hj(I, x) be variationally equivalent to kj(I, x) (1 ≤ j ≤ n). with values in R
or R+, in an elementary set E. Then r(h1, . . . , hn) − r(k1, . . . , kn) has variation
zero in E if either r satisfies (158) in U or r satisfies (160) in U with the hj(I, x)
(1 ≤ j ≤ n) integrable in E, and with (T,T ,A) a division space.
Proof: Given ε > 0, there are Sj ∈ A dividing E such that
V (hj − kj ;Sj ;E) < ε, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. (161)
As A is directed in the sense of divisions, there is an S ∈ A dividing E with
S ⊆ S1 ∩ S2 ∩ · · · ∩ Sn.
Then as S ⊆ Sj , (161) is true with bS replacing Sj . If (158) holds then for each
division Dx of E from S,
(Dx)
∑
|r(h1, . . . , hn)− r(k1, . . . , kn)| ≤
n∑
j=1
Aj(Dx)
∑
|hj − kj | ≤
n∑
j=1
Ajε,
and r(h1, . . . , hn) − r(k1, . . . , kn) has variation zero. If (160) holds, with hj inte-
grable to Hj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) then kj is also integrable to Hj (1 ≤ j ≤ n), since
V (kj −Hj;A;E) ≤ V (kj − hj ;A;E) + V (hj −Hj;A;E) = 0.
Since
r(h1, . . . hn)− r(k1, . . . kn) = {r(h1, . . . hn)− r(H1, . . . Hn)} −
− {r(k1, . . . , kn)− r(H1, . . . Hn}),
it is clear that we can replace kj by Hj (1 ≤ j ≤ n), and prove the first {· · ·} of
variation zero. The second {· · ·} will be similar. Let Dx be a division of E from
S, consisting of (Il, vl), (1 ≤ l ≤ m). Then the value of (159) is Hj(E), fixed, on
taking xjl = Hj(Il). With
yjl = hj(Il, ul), εl =
n∑
l=1
V (hj −Hj;S; Il),
we get
∑m
l=1 |r(h1(Il, ul), . . . , hn(Il, ul))− r(H1(Il), . . . ,Hn(Il))| ≤
≤
n∑
l=1
r1(H1(Il), . . . ,Hn(Il); εl),
and
m∑
l=1
εl ≤
n∑
j=1
V (hj −Hj;S;E) < nε,
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using Theorem 67 (149) for the finite superadditivity of V . Hence by choice of S,
V (r(h1, . . . , hn)− r(H1, . . . ,Hn);S;E) → 0,
completing the proof. ©
Theorem 72 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space. Let R satisfy (160) in U with the
hj(I, x) integrable in E to Hj (1 ≤ n) and with
r(x1 + y1, . . . , xn + yn) ≤ r(x1, . . . , xn) + r(y1, . . . , yn) (162)
for all (x1, . . . , xn), (y1, . . . , yn in U . Then r(h1, . . . , hn) is integrable with integral
equal to the integral of r(H1, . . . ,Hn) if and only if, for some S ∈ A dividing E,
and for some compact set C,
S(r(h1, . . . , hn);S;E) ⊆ C. (163)
Proof: By (162) the function c(P ) = r(H1(P ), . . . Hn(P )) is a finitely subadditive
function of partial sets P of E. For if some S ∈ A divides E then by Theorem 52
(a), S divides P , and if D is a division of P from S,
(D)∑Hj(I) = Hj(P ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
(D)∑ r(H1, . . . Hn) ≥ r ((D)∑H1, . . . , (D)∑Hn)
= r(H1(P ), . . . ,Hn(P )),
(D)∑ c(I) ≥ c(P ).
By Theorem 69, c(I) is bounded for some S ∈ A dividing E, and all divisions D1 of
E from S. By Theorem 71, c(I) is variationally equivalent to r(h1(I, x), . . . , hn(I, x)),
which is integrable if and only if c(I) is integrable. Also from this, as S ⊆
VS, S(c − r(h1, . . . , hn);S1;E) is bounded for some S1 ∈ A divding E. Hence
S(c;S1 ∩ S;E) is bounded if and only if S(r(h1, . . . , hn);S1 ∩ S;E) is bounded.
Hence r(h1, . . . , hn) is integrable if and only if (163) is true. ©
Theorem 73 Let hj(I, x) be integrable to Hj in E (1 ≤ j ≤ n). Then
max{h1(I, x), . . . , hn(I, x)}
is integrable to the integrals of max{H1, . . . ,Hn} if and only if, for some compact
set C, and some S ∈ A dividing E,
S (max(h1, . . . , hn);S;E) ⊆ C. (164)
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Proof: We show that r(x1, . . . , xn) := max(x1, . . . , xn) satisfies (158) and (162).
Then Theorem 72 completes the proof. For (158),
xj = (xj − yj) + yj ≤ |xj − yj|+ yj
≤ ∑nj=1 |xj − yj|+max(y1, . . . , yn),
max(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ ∑nj=1 |xj − yj|+max(Y1, . . . , yn),
and interchanging (x1, . . . , xn) and (y1, . . . , yn) gives (158) with A1 = · · · = An =
1. We have (162) from
xj + yj ≤ max(x1, . . . , xn) + max(y1, . . . , yn).
Corollary: There is a similar result with min.
Note that (50) is true if
(Dx)
∑
hj(I,x)(I, x) ⊆ C (165)
for every Dx of E from S, for all choices of integers j(I, x) in the range from 1 to
n. Let h(I, x) be integrable to H(E) in E. Then, for some S ∈ A dividing E, we
have S(h;S;E) bounded, and in fact lying in (H − ε,H + ε) for some ε > 0, and
S depending on ε. If h1 ≤ h for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then
h1 ≤ max(h1, . . . , hn) ≤ h,
and so the S in (164) is in a finite interval from H1 − ε to H + ε, for suitable S.
If instead we have hj ≥ h for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then hj − h ≥ 0, and
hj − h ≤ ∑nk=1(hk − h) = ∑nk=1 hk − nh,
max(h1, . . . , hn) ≤ ∑nk=1 hk − (n − 1)h,
and we have (164). ©
Note: h integrable, |h| not; max(h,−h) = |h|.
Theorem 74 Let hj(I, x) ≥ 0 be integrable in E to Hj (j = 1, 2). If t is fixed in
0 < t < 1, then ht1h
1−t
2 is integrable in E to the integral of H
t
1H
1−t
2 .
Proof: Let r(x1, x2) = x
t
1x
1−t
2 (x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0). Then (162) (subadditivity) is
true for −r. For let
t =
1
p
, 1− t− 1− 1
p
=
1
q
.
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Then Ho¨lder’s inequality gives
u1u2 + v1v2 ≤ (up1 + vp1)
1
p (uq2 + v
q
2)
1
q .
With up1 = x1, u
q
2 = x2, v
p
1 = y1, v
q
2 = y2,
xt1x
1−t
2 + y
t
1y
1−t
2 ≤ (x1 + y1)t (x2 + y2)1−t .
To prove (160) we begin with
f(x) = xt + yt − (x+ y)t ≥ 0 (x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, 0 < t < 1). (166)
This follows from f(0) = 0 and f ′(x) = txt−1 − t(x+ y)t−1 ≥ 0. (since t− 1 < 0);
f(0) ≥ 0. From (166) we obtain
(x1 + y1)
t(x2 + y2)
1−t ≤
(
xt1 + |y1|t
)(
x1−t2 + |y2|1−t
)
,
(x1 + y1)
t(x2 + y2)
1−t − xt1x1−t2 ≤ xt1|y2|1−t + |y1|tx1−t2 + |y1|t|y2|1−t, (167)
(xj ≥ 0, xj + yj ≥ 0, j = 1, 2.) Next we prove that
xt1x
1−t
2 − (x1 + y1)t(x2 + y2)1−t ≤ xt1|y2|1−t + |y1|tx1−t2 + |y1|t|y2|1−t. (168)
This is clearly true when yj ≥ 0 (j = 1, 2). When y1 < 0, y2 ≥ O, we use (166):
xt1 ≤ (x1 − |y1|)t + |y1|t (x1 ≥ |y1|),
xt1x
1−t
2 ≤ (x1 + y1)t x1−t2 + |y1|tx1−t2 ,
giving (168). Similarly if y1 ≥ 0, y2 < 0. If y1 < 0, y2 < 0, we have
xt1x
1−t
2 ≤
(
(x1 + y1)
t + |y1|t
)
+
(
(x2 + y2)
1−t + |y2|1−t
)
giving (168) again. From (167), 168), and Ho¨lder’s inequality,
|r(x1 + y1, x2 + y2)− r(x1, x2)| ≤ xt1|y2|1−t + |y1|tx1−t2 + |y1|t|y2|1−t,∑m
k=1 r1(x1k, x2k; εk) ≤ (
∑m
k=1 x1k)
t (
∑m
k=1 εk)
1−t +
+(
∑m
k=1 εk)
t (
∑m
k=1 x2k)
1−t +
∑m
k=1 εk,
which → 0, if ∑mk=1 xjk (j = 1, 2) are kept fixed, or at least bounded. Hence (160)
is true for this r1 since (Dx)∑−r(h1, h2) ≤ 0. ©
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Theorem 75 Let hj(I, x) ≥ 0 and be integrable to Hj (j = 1, 2) in E. For some
M ≥ 0, let h1(I, x) ≤Mh2(I, x). If t > 1 is fixed, then ht1/ht−12 is integrable in E
to the integral of Ht1/H
t−1
2 .
Proof: Let
r(x1, x2) =
xt1
xt−12
, 0 ≤ x1 ≤Mx2.
Then
0 ≤ ∂r
∂x1
=
txt−11
xt−12
≤ tM t−1,
∣∣∣∣ ∂r∂x2
∣∣∣∣ = (t− 1)xt1xt2 ≤ (t− 1)M t.
Thus (158) is satisfied with A1 = tM
t−1, B1 = (t− 1)M t. Also, for fixed b ≥ 0,
1 + bct − (1 + bc)
t
(1 + b)t−1
, (c ≥ 0).
(This is 0 at c = 1, while its derivative with respect to c is > 0 in c > 1, < 0 in
c < 1.) Putting x1 = ax2, y2 = bx2, y1 = abcx2 (xj > 0, yj > 0, j = 1, 2), we have
xt1
xt−12
+
yt1
yt−12
− (x1 + y1)
t
(x2 + y2)t−1
= atx2
(
1 + bct − (1 + bc)
t
(1 + b)t−1
)
≥ 0.
By continuity this is still true as x1 → 0 and/or y1 → 0, so that (162) is true. To
show (163) true:
(Dx)
∑ ht1(I, x)
ht−12 (I, x)
≤M t−1(Dx)
∑
h1(I, x) ≤M t−1 (H1(E) + 1)
for all Dx of E from some suitable S ∈ A dividing E. Hence the theorem follows.
©
For fixed M le h3 be real and |h3| ≤M , and let h4 ≥ 0 be integrable. Then
(D)
∑
|h3|h4 ≤M(D)
∑
h4,
which is bounded for suitable S ∈ A dividing E, and for all D over E from S.
Hence, if also h3h4 is integrable, so is |h3|h4 (Theorem 70), and Theorem 75 gives,
for t = 2, the integrability of
h23h4 =
(|h3|h4)2
h4
.
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Another example is, that if |hj | ≤ Mh4 (j = 1, 2), where the h1, h2, h4 are real
and integrable, then h1h2h4 is integrable. To see this, put
h1
h4
and h4 for h3, h4 in the
previous result, then
h21
h4
is integrable, and similarly so are
h22
h4
,
(h1 + h2)
2
h4
.
If h5 ≥M > 0, h4 ≥ 0, h4 and h4h5 integrable, then
h4
h5
=
h24
h4h5
is integrable. If M ′ ≥ M > 0, fixed, with M ≤ |h6| ≤ M ′, h4 ≥ 0, h4 and h4h6
real and integrable, then the following are integrable:
h26h4 =
(h4h6)
2
h4
;
h4
h26
=
h24
h4h
2
6
;
h4
h6
=
h4
h26
× h4h6
h4
.
Theorem 76 Let r(x) be convex with |r(y) − r(x)| ≤ A|y − x| for some fixed
A > 0. Let h ≥ 0 be integrable to H, let f be a real valued point function, and
let fh be integrable to H1. If S(r(f)h;S;E) is bounded above, for some S ∈ A
dividing E, then r(f)h is integrable. (The function r need only be convex over the
range of values of f in E.)
Proof: We can replace h by H, disregard those I ∈ D with H(I) = 0, and obtain
(Dx)∑∣∣∣r(f)H − r (H1H
)
H
∣∣∣ = (Dx)∑∣∣∣r(f)− r (H1H
)∣∣∣H
≤ A(Dx)∑∣∣∣f − H1H
∣∣∣ = A(Dx)∑ |fH −H1|
→ 0 for suitable S.
If I ∈ D and if D′ is a division of I, with J ∈ D′, then, for H(I) 6= 0, we have
H(J)
H(I)
≥ 0, (D′)
∑ H(J)
H(I)
=
H(I)
H(I)
= 1.
Hence, by convexity,
r
(
H1(I)
H(I)
)
H(I) = r
(
(D′)
∑
H1(J)
H(I)
)
H(I)
= r
(
(D′)∑ H1(J)H(J) × H(J)H(I)
)
H(I)
≤ (D′)∑ r (H1(J)H(J) × H(J)H(I)
)
H(I)
= (D′)∑ r (H1(J)H(J)
)
×H(J).
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Hence r
(
H1
H
)
H is subadditive, and so is integrable by the boundedness condition,
and so is r(f)h.
26 Lebesgue and Denjoy-type theorems:
Decomposable division spaces
The system9 using the functions δ(P ) > 0, and even the system using δ(P ) constant
> 0, are non-additive division spaces, as can easily be checked. But neither is a
division space.
For example, take the dimension n = 1, and let a < b < c. If S1 ∈ A
divides [a, b], there is a δ1(P ) > 0 in [a, b] such that (I, P ) ∈ S1 for all (I, P )
that are compatible with δ1(P ), and similarly, if S2 ∈ A divides [b, c] there is a
corresponding δ2(P ) > 0 in [b, c]; if S ∈ A divides [a, c], there is a δ(P ) > 0 in
[a, c] with required properties.
We can arrange that δ(P ) ≤ δ1(P ) in a ≤ P ≤ b, δ(P ) ≤ δ2(P ) in b ≤ P ≤ c;
but whatever the value of δ(b) > 0, there are intervals [u, v] with
b− δ(b) < u < b < v < b+ δ(b)
such that
([u, v], b) ∈ S but ([u, v], b) /∈ S1 ∪ S2.
Hence the system cannot be additive, and this is why we need an awkward geo-
metrical theorem.
However, if instead of letting the associated point be anywhere in the closed
interval, we suppose that the point is at an end-point of the interval, i.e. ([u, v], u)
or ([u, v], v), then the system so obtained is additive.
For the intervals connected with b will be either [u, b], when ([u, b], b) ∈ S1, or
[b, v], when ([b, v], b) ∈ S2; and S ⊆ S1 ∪ S2.
Such a system will give the same sums as before. For if u < x < v with
([u, v], x) ∈ S (first system), this will contribute a term
f(x)(g(v) − g(u)) = f(x)(g(v) − g(x)) + f(x)(g(x) − g(u))
to a sum over divisions Dx of [a, c] with ([u, v], x) ∈ Dx.
By repeating over all [u, v] ∈ D, we get a sum for the second system. Con-
versely, a sum for the second system is already a sum for the first system. In n
dimensions we use associated points at the vertices of the bricks.
9P here is not the partial elementary set of these notes; instead, it is the point (tag-
point) of (I, P ), in the notation Henstock used in his lecture notes on the Riemann-
complete integral. (Note by P. Muldowney)
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But Lebesgue-type theorems on the limit of a sequence of integrals are false
for Riemann integration, so that we need special kinds of division spaces.
First we define
S[X] := {(I, x) ∈ S, x ∈ X}, S ∈ A, X ⊆ T.
Let E be an elementary set, let (Sj) be a sequence of members of A, each dividing
E, and let (Xj) be a sequence of mutually disjoint subsets of T . The union of the
Xj need not be T or E.
If, for all such (Sj), (Xj), E, there is an S ∈ A, dividing E, with
S[Xj ] ⊆ Sj [Xj ], j = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
i.e. S[Xj ] ⊆ Sj, we say that A has decomposable families. If, also, (T,T ,A) is a
division space, we say that is a decomposable division space.
Given that, to each x ∈ T , there corresponds an S(x) ∈ A that divides E, i.e. a
mapping from T to A, relative to E, if, for each such correspondence, there is an
S ∈ A that divides E, with
S[{x}] ⊆ S(x)[{x}], all x ∈ T,
(where {x} is the singleton or set containing only the single element x) we say
that A has fully decomposable families. If, also, (T,T ,A) is a division space, we
say that it is a fully decomposable division space.
The system in Euclidean space T of n dimensions that uses functions δ(x) > 0
at each point x, with associated points at corner points (vertices) of bricks, is a
decomposable10 division space.
First we have an important result for the variation.
Theorem 77 Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space, and let (Xj) be a
monotone increasing sequence of sets in T with union X. Then
lim
j→∞
V (h;A;E;Xj) = V (h;A;E;X).
Proof: As X ⊇ Xj , it follows that V (h;A;E;X) ≥ V (h;A;E;X),
V (h;A;E;X) ≥ lim
j→∞
V (h;A;E;Xj). (169)
Thus if the limit is conventional +∞ the result is true. So we can now assume the
limit is finite. Let Sj ∈ A, dividing E, satisfy
V (h;Sj ;E;Xj) < V (h;A;E;Xj) + ε
2j
(170)
10Fully decomposable (P. Muldowney).
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for j ≥ 1. As A has decomposable families there is an S ∈ A dividing E with
S[Xj \Xj−1] ⊆ Sj[Xj \Xj−1], j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X0 empty .
If Dx is a division of E from S, and if Qx,Qjx are the partial divisions from Dx
with x ∈ X, x ∈ Xj \Xj−1, respectively (j = 1, 2), there is a greatest integer m
(depending on Dx) such that Qmx is not empty. Let Pj be the partial set from Qjx
(1 ≤ j ≤ m). Then, from Theorems 67, 68, and (169), (170), (and with χ(X,x)
denoting the indicator or characteristic function of X),
(Dx)
∑
||h(I, x)||χ(X,x) =
m∑
j=1
||h(I, x)|| =
m∑
j=1
(Qjx
∑
||h(I, x)||
≤
m∑
j=1
V (h;Sj ;Pj ;Xj)
<
m∑
j=1
(
V (h;Aj ;Pj ;Xj) + ε
2j
)
<
m∑
j=1
V (h;A;Pj ;Xm) + ε
≤ V (h;A;E;Xm) + ε
≤ lim
j→∞
V (h;A;E;Xj) + ε.
Hence
V (h;A;E;X) ≤ V (h;S;E;X) ≤ lim
j→∞
V (h;A;E;Xj) + ε,
giving the opposite inequality to (169), and so the result. ©
Theorem 77 is false for Riemann integration, for let Xj be the set of the first
j rationals in 0 < x < 1, let E = [0, 1), and let h([u, v)) = v − u. Then
V (h;A;E;Xj) = 0, V (h;A;E;X) = 1.
Theorem 78 Let (t,T ,A) be a decomposable division space, and let (Xj) be a
sequence of subsets of T with union X. Then
V (h;A;E;X) ≤
∞∑
j=1
V (h;A;E;Xj).
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Proof: V (h;A;E;Y1) ≤ V (h;A;E;Y2) if Y1 ⊆ Y2. Hence we can assume the Xj
disjoint. Also we can take the right hand side finite (or else there is nothing to
prove). We begin the proof as in the proof of Theorem 77, replacing Xj \Xj−1 by
Xj and obtaining
(Dx)
∑
||h(I, x)||χ(X,x) ≤
m∑
j=1
V (h;Sj ;Pj ;Xj)
≤
m∑
j=1
V (h;Sj ;E;Xj)
<
m∑
j=1
(
V (h;A;E;Xj) + ε
2j
)
,
V (h;A;E;X) ≤ V (h;S;E;X)
≤
∞∑
j=1
V (h;A;E;Xj) + ε.
Hence the result. ©
An analogue of Theorem 78 can easily be proved.
Theorem 79 Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space, and let C ⊆ K be a
compact set. IF VS(h;S;E;X) ⊆ C for some S ∈ A dividing E, then
VS(h;A;E;X) ⊆ Cl
∞⋃
m=1
{
VS(h;A;E;X1) + · · · + VS(h;A;E;Xm)
}
.
Proof: (Analogous.)
Theorem 80 Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space and let K have scalar
multiplication with ||bk|| ≤ |b|.||k||. (k ∈ K, b real or complex). For a scalar point
function f(x), if
V (h;A;E;X) = 0 then V (fh;A;E;X) = 0. (171)
For a scalar point function f(x) 6= 0 in a set X1 ⊂ X,
if V (fh;A;E;X) = 0 then V (h;A;E;X1) = 0. (172)
Let K be the real line or complex plane. If h1, h2 are variationally equivalent, if f
is a point function, and
if
∫
E
fdh1 exists then so does
∫
E
fdh2 (173)
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and they are equal. Conversely if both integrals exist and are equal over each partial
set E of an elementary set E1, then f = 0 except in a set over which h1 − h2 has
variation zero.
Proof: Let Xj be the subset of X with |f | ≤ j (j = 2, 3, . . .). By Theorem 78,
(171) follows from
V (fh;A;E;X) ≤
∞∑
j=1
V (fh;A;E;Xj) ≤
∞∑
j=2
jV (h;A;E;X) = 0.
Then (172) follows on replacing X and f by X1 and 1/f in (171). Then for (173)
we use (171) and Theorem 66 (148) one way; and the linearity of the integral and
Theorem 66 (148) and (172) for the other way. ©
27 Limits of Integrals
When the linear space K has a norm || · ||, the property
||
∫
E
fj(x)dµ −
∫
E
f(x)dµ|| → 0 as j →∞ (174)
holds if
µ ≥ 0; (175)
||fj(x)− f(x)|| → 0 almost everywhere on E; (176)
each fj(x) is integrable wrt µ on E; (177)
||fj(x)|| ≤ F (x) (178)
where F (x) is some real-valued point-function integrable wrt µ on E, as we shall
see.
But not all our topological groups K have even a group norm, so that to obtain
similar results we have to consider different sufficiency conditions.
As usual, we generalize fj(x)µ(I) to become hj(I, x), and we have to modify
(176).
To define the convergence of hj(I, x) to h(I, x) we suppose that to each I ∈ T
there corresponds a sequence (Y k(I)) of sets in K that contain the zero z, with
the property that if G satisfies z ∈ G ∈ G, there are a positive integer k and an
S ∈ A dividing E, such that for all divisions D over E from S,
(D)
∑
Y k(I) :=
{
(D)
∑
yk(I) : yk(I) ∈ Y k(I)
}
⊆ G. (179)
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Then we suppose that there are a set X ⊆ T , an S1 ∈ A dividing E, and integers
l = l(k, x) (k ≥ 1) such that
h and hj (j ≥ 1) are of variation zero in X relative to E,A; (180)
hjI, x)− h(I, x) ∈ Y k(I), ((I, x) ∈ S1, x /∈ X, j ≥ l(k, x)). (181)
Theorem 81 Let (T,T ,A) be a division space, and let K be complete. If (hj) is
a sequence of interval-point functions hj(I, x) integrable to H(P ) over each partial
set P of E, and if h(I, x) is an interval-point function such that (179), (180), (181)
hold with l(k, x) = l(k), independent of x, then Hj(P ) tends to a limit H(P ), and
h is integrable to H(P ) over each partial set P of E.
Proof: As z ∈ Y k(I) for each I ⊆ E \ P , the convergence condition11 condition
holds for P if it holds for E. Hence we can take P = E. Also by (180) and
Theorem 62 [14] we can assume X empty. Let z ∈ G ∈ G, let s > t ≥ l(k) and let
Sst ∈ A, dividing E, be such that Sst ⊆ S ∩ S1, and such that for all divisions Dx
of E from Sst,
(Dx)
∑
hs(I, x)−Hs(E) ∈ G, (Dx)
∑
ht(I, x) −Ht(E) ∈ G.
Using the same Dx with (179), (181),
Hs(E)−Ht(E) =
(
(Dx)
∑
ht(I, x)−Ht(E)
)
−
−
(
(Dx)
∑
hs(I, x)−Hs(E)
)
+
+(Dx)
∑
(hs(I, x) − h(I, x)) −
−(Dx)
∑
(ht(I, x) − h(I, x))
∈ G−G+ (D)
∑
Y k(I)− (D)
∑
Y k(I)
⊆ G−G+G−G.
As K is a topological group, given G∗ in z ∈ G∗ ∈ G, by choice of G we have
G−G+G−G ⊆ G∗.
11Note by P. Muldowney We want condition (59)’: Given z ∈ G ∈ G, ∃k, S ∈ A
dividing P , such that for all Q from S,
(Q)
∑
Y k(I) =
{
(Q)
∑
yk(I) : yk(I) ∈ Y k(I)
}
⊆ G;
so, in (179), if (I, x) ∈ D, I ⊆ E \P , we take yk(I) = z, and then (D)∑Y k(I) reduces to
(Q)∑Y k(I).
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But Hs(E),Ht(E) are independent of Sst so that there is a least value l
∗ of l(k),
depending only on G∗, for which
Hs(E) −Ht(E) ∈ G∗ (s > t ≥ l∗).
Hence (Hs(E)) is fundamental (or Cauchy) and so convergent as K is complete.
If the limit is H(E), then for all divisions Dx of E from St+1,t,
(Dx)
∑
h(I, x) −H(E) =
(
(Dx)
∑
ht(I, x)−Ht(E)
)
+
+(Ht(E)−H(E)) +
+(Dx)
∑
(h(I, x) − ht(I, x))
∈ G+Ht(E)−H(E) − (D)
∑
Y k(I)
⊆ G−G+Ht(E)−H(E).
By choice of G and t and so of St+1,t, this last set is contained in an arbitrary
open nbd of z, and the theorem is proved12. ©
It may not always be possible or convenient to prove that (181) holds for an
l(k, x) independent of x so that we need another approach.
We apply a real continuous linear functional F to obtain real-valued interval-
point functions Fhs(I, x). We need extra conditions, the most useful being those
invariant for F .
For example the sets FY k(I) will be shown to have the same properties as the
sets Y k(I). Also compacr sets (?) are invariant for F as F is continuous. But
open sets are not invariant and this is one reason why we do not assume the Y k(I)
open. Another reason is that we do not need this assumption even though it is
easier to construct open Y k(I).
We first have an approximation theorem.
Theorem 82 Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space, C a compact set,
and h, hj (j ≥ 1) interval-point functions such that (179), (180), (181) hold with
(Dx)
∑
hj(I,x)(I, x) ∈ C (182)
for all divisions Dx of E from an S2 ∈ A, dividing E, and all choices j(I, x) of
integers 1, 2, 3, . . . for (I, x) ∈ Dx. Then the non-empty
S¯(h;A;E) ⊆ C (183)
12Note: Decomposability not used.
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and Theorem 60 (127) holds. If also the hj are integrable to Hj on the partial
sets of E, for each j ≥ 1, then, given an arbitrary integer N , there is an S3 ∈ A,
dividing E, such that all divisions Dx of E from S3 satisfy
(Dx)
∑
h(I, x) −
q∑
j=N
Hj(Pj) ∈ G−G (184)
for certain disjoint partial sets PN , . . . , Pq, with union E, formed from the intervals
of D. Further if K is the real line with hj(I, x) monotone increasing in j for each
fixed (I, x), then Hj(E) tends to a limit H(E) as j →∞, and h is integrable over
E to H(E).
Proof: By (180) and Theorem 62 [14] we can replace hj(I, x) and h(I, x) by z in
X and so take X empty. Let l0(Dx) be the maximum of l(k, x) for (I, x) ∈ Dx.
Then, from (179), (181),
(Dx)
∑
hj(I, x)− (Dx)
∑
h(I, x) ∈ (D)
∑
Y k(I) ⊆ G (j ≥ l0(Dx)).
Now the compact C is closed as G is Hausdorff. As G is an arbitrary open nbd of
z (182) shows that
(Dx)
∑
h(I, x) = lim
j→∞
(Dx)
∑
hj(I, x) ∈ C¯ = C, S(h;S;E) ⊆ C.
Then the conditions of Theorem 60 , and we have (127). That is, ∃S1 such that
S(h;S1, E) ⊆
{S¯(h;A;E) +G} ∩ C.
When the hj are integrable to Hj , let G be given in z ∈ G ∈ G. Then we can find
a sequence (Gj) ⊆ G that satisfies13 z ∈ Gj ∈ G (all j), G0 = G,∑
N<j≤q
Gj ⊆ GN (q > N), Gj −Gj ⊆ Gj−1 (j ≥ 1). (185)
By Theorem 61 (129) there is an Sj ∈ A, dividing E, such that if a division Dx
over E is from Sj , with a partial division Qx of Dx forming a partial set P , then
(Dx)
∑
hj(I, x)−Hj(E) ∈ Gj , (Qx)
∑
hj(I, x) −Hj(P ) ∈ Gj −Gj ⊆ Gj−1.
(186)
For a given integer N let Xkj be the set of all x with l(k, x) = j (j > N), and let
XkN be the set of all x with l(k, x) ≤ N . As A has decomposable families, there
is an S∗ ∈ A, dividing E, with
S∗[Xkj ] ⊆ Sj [Xkj], (j ≥ N).
13See Henstock, Theory of Integration, Page 129.
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If Dx over E is from S∗ then, by (181),
(Dx)
∑(
hl(k,x)(I, x) − h(I, x)
)
∈ (D)
∑
Y k(I) ⊆ G, (187)
where we replace l(k, x) by N if l(k, x) < N . We group the (I, x) in Dx into partial
divisions QN,x, . . . ,Qq,x, where I ∈ Qj and where q = max(j) for the particular
Dx. Let Pj be the union of the intervals of Qj . By (185), 186), (187),
(Dx)
∑
hl(k,x)(I, x)−
q∑
j=N
Hj(Pj) ∈
q∑
j=N
Gj−1 ⊆ GN−2 ⊆ G, (N ≥ 2).
This gives (184). For the last part of the theorem we take G = (−ε/2, ε/2) in
(184), for arbitrary ε > 0. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣(Dx)
∑
h(I, x) −
q∑
j=N
Hj(Pj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < ε. (188)
By monotonicity of the hj(I, x) in j, Hj(P ) is monotone increasing in j. It is
finitely additive for partial sets P of E. In (182) taking j(I, x) = j, constant, for
all (I, x), we have Hj(E) ∈ C¯ = C, and H(E) = limj→∞Hj(E) exists. Hence, by
(188), and for N large enough,
HN (E) =
∑q
j=N HN (Pj) ≤
∑q
j=N Hj(Pj)
≤ ∑qj=N Hq(Pj) = Hq(E) ≤ H(E),
0 ≤ H(E) −HN (E) < ε, giving H(E) − 2ε < (Dx)∑h(I, x) < H(E) + ε, so h is
integrable, and H is its integral. ©
To show that it is not enough to assume the monotone convergence of hj(I, x)
in j for each fixed (I, x), omitting (181), we take T = [0, 1), K the real line, and T
the set of half-closed intervals [a, b) in T , and we replace the sequences by series.
Example: For j > 1 let
hj([u, v), x) :=


v − u ( j+1j u < v ≤ jj−1u,
0 otherwise;
h([u, v), x) :=
∑∞
j=2 hj([u, v), x)
=
{
v − u (u < v ≤ 2u, x = u, v,
0 otherwise.
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(Note by P. Muldowney: What if u = 0 in def of hj above?)
Then
∫
T h = 1. But if we take δj(0) = 1, δj(u) = u/j (u > 0), then hj([u, v), x) = 0
for all [u, v) compatible with δj(u), and hence
∫
T hj = 0 for all j.
Also it can be proved that
∑∞
j=1 h2j([u, v), x) is not integrable, while
∞∑
j=2
jhj([u, v), x)
gives unbounded sums. This last shows that, from the boundedness of the Hj(P )
of Theorem 82, last part, we cannot deduce (181) or (182) even when the hj are
monotone increasing in j.
Notes on Example, by P. Muldowney:
δj(u) = u/j:
If x = u, should have v < u + u/j = j+1j u, contradicts
j+1
j u < v. Therefore
hj([u, v), u) = 0.
?If x = v, u > v − v/j = j−1j v.
If u, j given, u < v and v ≤ 2u then [DIAGRAM LOCATING v]. There exists
j ≥ 2, such that j+1j u < v ≤ jj−1u, and this is the only such j. On the other hand,
v > 2u =⇒ v > j
j − 1u ∀j ;u ≥ v =⇒
j + 1
j
u ≥ v ∀j.
*********************
However, better results are true for special hj .
Theorem 83 Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space, let h(I) ≥ 0 be an
interval function, and, for each x ∈ T let f(x, y) be monotone increasing in y ≥ 1.
If, for each y ≥ 1, f(x, y is integrable with respect to h in an elementary set E,
with indefinite integral H(·, y), and f H(E, y) is bounded above as y →∞, then
f(x) := lim
y→∞ f(x, y)
exists (finitely) for all x save a set X with V (h;A;E;X) = 0. Putting f(x, y) =
0 = f(x) in X, then f(x) is integrable with respect to h in E, with indefinite
integral H,
H = lim
y→∞H(·, y).
Proof: (See Henstock, Linear Analysis, page 238.)
We now consider more general spaces K of values. Assume that real continuous
linear functionals R exist to separate all points of C, i.e. if a, b ∈ C, a 6= b, there
is such an R with R(a) 6= R(b).
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As R is continuous, the set G ⊆ K where, for fixed a,
|R(x)−R(a)| < ρ = |R(b)−R(a)!,
is open. If x1, x2 ∈ G, and x, are such that x+ x = x1 + x2, then
2|R(x)−R(a)| = |R(x+ x)− 2R(a)| = |R(x1) +R(x2)− 2R(a)|
≤ (R(x1)−R(a)|+ |R(x2)−R(a)| < 2ρ,
so that x ∈ G. Thus G is an open convex nbd of a that does not contain b. Being
true for all pairs of distinct points of C, we can say that C is locally convex in K.
The converse may also hold.
Theorem 84 Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space, let K be a real linear
space, and let C ⊆ K be a compact set such that real continuous linear functionals
exist to separate all points of C. Let h ≥ 0 be an interval-point function and let
fj (j ≥ 1) and f e point functions with values in K, such that fjh and fh satisfy
all conditions on hj , h respectively in Theorem 82, second part (i.e. (179), (180),
(181), (182), and the integrability of fjh to Kj in E). [NOTE: not assuming
l(k, x) = l(k).] Then the limit of Kj(E) =
∫
E fjdh exists as j →∞, say as K(E),
and fh is integrable over E to K(E).
Proof: By Theorem 82 (183), S¯(fh;A;E) ⊆ C and is not empty. Let it contain
two points a 6= b, so that there is a real continuous linear functional R with
R(a) 6= R(b). By linearity, (182), and continuity,
(Dx)
∑
R
(
fj(I,x)(x)
)
h(I, x) = R
(
(Dx)
∑
fj(I,x)(x)h(I, x)
)
∈ R(C),
a compact set. Hence R(fj)h satisfies (182). Also by linearity,
(Dx)
∑
R
(
fj(I,x)(x)
)
h(I, x)−R (Kj(E))
= R
(
(Dx)
∑
fj(I,x)(x)h(I, x) −Kj(E)
)
.
.
As R(z) = 0, and by continuity, if ε > 0, there is an open nbd G of z with
R(G) ⊆ (−ε, ε). Hence R(fj(x))h(I, x) is integrable over E to R(Kj(E)). Further,
from linearity and (181), for all j ≥ l(k, x),
R (fj(x)) h(I, x) −R (f(x))h(I, x)
= R (fj(x)− f(x)h(I, x)) ∈ R
(
Y k(I)
)
,= Zk(I) say,
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As R is additive and continuous, then,given ε > 0, and a G depending on ε, with
z ∈ G ∈ G, we have
(D)∑Zk(I) = {(D)∑R (yk(I)) : yk(I) ∈ Y k(I)}
=
{
R
(
(D)∑ yk(I)) : yk(I) ∈ Y k(I)}
⊆ R(G) ⊆ (−ε, ε).
As R(z) = 0, the Zk(I) have the same properties as the Y k(I). Thus we have
reduced the problem to the case K = the real line, and temporarily we can omit
the R. By Theorem 82 (182) and Teorem 73, (165) implying (164), we have the
integrability of the functions
max (fN (x), . . . , fq(x)) h(I, x), min (fN (x), . . . , fq(x)) h(I, x),
for each q,N in q > N ≥ 0. By Theorem 83, the following exist except in a set of
X1 of h-variation zero, and are integrable in E:
inf
j≥N
fj(x)h(I, x) = lim
q→∞ minN≤j≤q
fj(x)h(I, x),
sup
j≥N
fj(x)h(I, x) = lim
q→∞ maxN≤j≤q
fj(x)h(I, x).
Let X2(ε) be the set of x /∈ X1 where, for an infinity of j, |fj(x) − f(x)| ≥ ε,
(ε > 0), and let δ > 0. Then by (179), (181), for G = (−εδ, εδ),
ε(Dx)
∑
h(I, x)χ(X2(ε;x)) < εδ, V (h;A;E;X2(ε)) = 0.
Taking ε = 1r (r = 1, 2, 3, . . .), with Theorem 78, we have
⋃∞
r=1X2(
1
r ) of h-variation
zero. Hence
fh = lim
j→∞
fjh = lim
N→
inf
j≥N
fjh
exists except in a set X3 f h-variation zero. Further fh is integrable in E since
infj≥N fjh is monotone increasing with N . Also,∫
E
fdh =
∫
E
lim
N→∞
inf
j≥N
fj(x)dh
= lim
N→∞
lim
q→∞
∫
E
min
N≤j≤q
fj(x)dh
≤ lim
N→∞
lim
q→∞ minN≤j≤q
∫
E
fj(x)dh
= lim inf
j→∞
∫
E
fj(x)dh
≤ lim sup
j→∞
∫
E
fj(x)dh,
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and, by a similar argument this is ≤ ∫E fdh. Hence the result when K is the real
line. In the general case this proof contradicts R(a) 6= R(b), Hence S¯9fh;A;E)
contains just one point a. For all the given R,
R(a) = lim
j→∞
∫
E
R (fj(x)) dh. (189)
Also we have
Kj(E) :=
∫
E
fj(x)dh ∈ C. (190)
By Theorem 57, (190) shows that Kj(E) has at least one limit point, b say, and for
each such limit point, the sequence (R(Kj(E))) has a limit point R(b) by continuity
of R. From (189) R(b) = R(a), so that, by choice of R we have
b = a, lim
j→∞
Kj(E) = a,
and the theorem is proved. ©
Theorem 81 covers the case of uniform convergence and a normed linear space
K. If µ ≥ 0 is finitely additive, if fjµ and fµ are integrable over E, if µ(E) is
finite, and if ||fj(x)− f(x)|| → 0 uniformly in x as j →∞, then Y k(I) can be the
open sphere with centre z and radius µ(I)/k, say, OS(µ(I)/k), and the sum of the
Y k(I) would lie in OS(µ(E)/k), small for large k. For the we have
||fj(x)− f(x)|| < 1k (j ≥ j0(k)),
(fj(x)− f(x))µ(I)|| < µ(I)k ,
(fj(x)− f(x))µ(I) ∈ Y k(I).
A result of D. Przeworska-Rolewicz and S. Rolewicz, “On integrals of functions
with values in a complete linear metric space”, shows that the uniform convergence
result may fail if the distance from z is not linear. For fixed p in 0 < p < 1, let
K = Lp[0, 1], and let
fj(x, y) = j.χ
([
k − 1
j
,
k
j
)
, y
)
, (k − 1 ≤ jx < k, k = 1, 2, . . . , j).
Then
||fj(x, ·)||p =
∫
[0,1]
|fj(x, y)|pdy = jp−1 → 0
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uniformly in x as j →∞. But
∫
[0,1]
fj(x, y)dy =
∞∑
k=1
j.χ
([
k−1
j ,
k
j
)
, y
)
j
= χ ([0, 1], y) ,
and the latter does not tend to zero. The failure of the conclusion of Theorem 81
in this case is probably due to the following. If m := max{µ(I) : I ∈ D} then
||fj(x)µ(I)|| = jp−1µp(I),
(D)
∑
µp(I) = (D)
∑ µ(I)
µ1−p(I)
≥ (D)
∑
µ(I)
m1−p
= µ(E)mp−1
→ ∞
as m→∞. Here uniform convergence of fj in the ordinary sense does not induce
uniform convergence of fjh in the sense of using
(
Y k(I)
)
.
On the other hand, when K is the real line or complex plane, this latter
convergence lies deeper than ordinary uniform convergence.
Theorem 85 (Egoroff) Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space and let
fj(x) ≥ 0 and tend to zero as j → ∞, except in a set of h-variation zero, where
h(I, x) ≥ 0. If h is integrable in E, and if each fj is h-measurable (i.e. the
characteristic function of the set X(j, ε), where fj(x) < ε, is integrable with respect
to h for each ε > 0) then, given ε > 0, there is a set X(ε) with V (h : A;E;X(ε)) <
ε, such that (fj(x)) is uniformly convergent to 0 in \X(ε).
Proof: For the integrability of h, and since every characteristic function is bounded,
Theorems 73 and 145 (last part) show that
min
N≤j≤q
χ (X(j, ε), x) = χ

 q⋂
j=N
X(j, ε), x

 ,
inf
j≥N
χ (X(j, ε), x) = χ

 ∞⋂
j=N
X(j, ε), x

 ,
are integrable. The set Y (N, ε) :=
⋂∞
j=N X(j, ε) satisfies fj(x) < ε (all j > N),
and
Y (M,ε) ⊆ Y (N, ε) (M < N).
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Also in \⋃∞N=1 Y (N, ε) we have fj(x) ≥ ε for an infinity of j. As fj(x)→ 0 except
in a set of h-variation zero, we have
V
(
h;A;E; \
∞⋃
N=1
Y (N, ε)
)
= 0,
V
(
h;A;E;
∞⋃
N=1
Y (N, ε)
)
= V (h;A;E).
By Theorem 77, given δ > 0, there is an integer N depending on ε > 0, δ > 0,
such that
V (h;A;E;Y (N, ε)) > V (h;A;E) − δ,
i.e.
∫
E
χ (Y (N, ε), x) dh >
∫
E
h− δ,∫
E
χ (\Y (N, ε), x) dh < δ,
V (h;A;E; \Y (N, ε)) < δ.
For ε > 0, δ > 0 we now substitute 1/k and δ2−k, so that N = N(k, δ). Putting
X(δ) =
∞⋃
k=1
\Y
(
N(k, δ),
1
k
)
,
Theorem 78 gives V (h;A;E;X(δ)) < δ, while in
\X(δ) =
∞⋂
k=1
Y
(
N(k, δ),
1
k
)
we have
sup
j≥N(k,δ)
fj(x) ≤ 1
k
,
i.e. fj → 0 uniformly in \X(δ).
Theorem 86 Let (T,T ,A) be a decomposable division space, let µ(I) ≥ 0 be
integrable in E, let F (x) ≥ 0, let fj(x) and f(x) have values in K, and let F ,
||fj − f || be integrable in E with respect to µ (j ≥ 1), with ||fj(x) − f(x)|| → 0
as j → ∞, except in a set of µ-variation zero, and ||fj(x)|| ≤ F (x) (all j, x). If
Vitali’s theorem holds in T , then (179), (180), (181) are true for suitable Y k.
Proof: ||fj−f || is integrable and so measurable (see M313 proof — Henstock Lec-
ture Notes?). Hence, by Theorem 85 there is a set X(ε) with V (µ;A;E;X(ε)) < ε,
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such that (||fj(x)− f(x))j is uniformly convergent to 0 in \X(ε). By linearity of
the norm
||fj(x)µ(I)− f(x)µ(I)|| = ||fj(x)− f(x)||µ(I) ≤ 2F (x)µ(I).
Also F (x)χ (X(1/k, x)) is integrable.
[GAP IN PROOF]
Taking
Y k(I) = OS
(
µ(I)
k
+ 2
∫
I
F (x)χ
(
X
(
1
k
)
, x
)
dµ
)
and using Vitali’s theorem to show that the latter integral is differentiable except in
a set of variation zero, we have (180), (181), while (179) follows from the absolute
continuity of the integral (see M313) on taking k large enough. If K is a normed
linear space and if (179), (180), (181) hold with hj = fjµ, h = fµ, then fj → f
almost everywhere. For, as in the proof of Theorem 85, if
X(ε) = {x ∈ T : ||fj(x)− f(x)|| ≥ ε for an infinity of j}
then V (µ;A;E;X(ε)) = 0 (ε > 0). ©
We may wish to extend the theory to convergence in measure.
If ||fj || ≤ F we can take a sequence (Xj) of sets such that (181) for hj = fjµ
need not hold while x ∈ Xj , and such that
V (µ;A;E;Xj)→ 0 as j →∞.
The absolute continuity of the integral of F seems to lead to Theorems 81, 84, 86
for this case.
28 The Denjoy Extension
In one dimension, an open set G is the union of a sequence of disjoint open intervals
(aj , bj). When the integrals over the (aj , bj) exist, possibly by the Cauchy exten-
sion, and when the Lebesgue integral over [a, b] \ G (closed) exists, we can some-
times define the special Denjoy integral over [a, b] to be the integral over [a, b] \G,
together with the infinite sum of the integrals over the separate [a, b]∩ [aj , bj ]. This
idea is applied transfinitely to give the Denjoy integral.
We turn to the corresponding theorem in generalized Riemann integration.
Does not know whether the result holds in higher dimensions. The following
example of open sets could not be dealt with by an analogue of the proof for one
dimension: [CIRCLE: half, quarter, eighth, ... (halving each time). In the final
quarter the proof fails.]
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Theorem 87 In Euclidean space of one dimension, we use intervals [u, v) with
associated point either u or v. If G =
⋃∞
j=1(uj , vj) is an open set in a finite
interval (a, b), where the (uj , vj) are disjont, if h(I, x)χ(\G,x) is integrable over
each [uj , vj) (j = 1, 2, . . .), and if, given ε > 0, there is an integer J such that for
every finite collection Q of intevals [u, v), each contained in a [uj , vj), for some
j ≥ J , no two intervals [u, v) lying in the same [uj , vj), we have∣∣∣∣(Q)∑
∫ v
u
χ(G,x)dh
∣∣∣∣ < ε, (191)
then there exists ∫ b
a
h =
∫ b
a
χ(\G,x)dh +
∞∑
j=1
∫ vj
uj
χ(G,x)dh. (192)
Proof: Subtracting the first integral on the right of (192), from the left hand side,
we have to prove that there exists
∫ b
a
χ(G,x)dh =
∞∑
j=1
∫ vj
uj
χ(G,x)dh. (193)
We therefore define
H1(E) :=
∞∑
j=1
∫
[uj ,vj)∩E
χ(G,x)dh (E ⊆ [a, b) ) (194)
and our first task is to show that the series is convergent. As E is an elementary
set, [uj, vj)∩E is either empty or [uj , vj), for all but a finite number of j for which
(uj , vj) contains a boundary point of E. (This property fails in two dimensions,
but the failure is not crucial.) Thus from (191), the sequence of partial sums
for (194) is fundamental (Cauchy) and so convergent, and H1(E) exists in [a, b).
Next, there is an Sj ∈ A, defined by δj(x) > 0, and dividing [uj , vj), for which
S(χ(G,x)h(I, x);Sj ; [uj , vj)) lies in the circle with centre H1(uj , vj) and radius
ε2−j , (j = 1, 2, . . .). Hence VS(χ(G,x)h(I, x)−H1(I);A; [uj , vj)) lies in the circle
with centre the origin and radius ε2−j . From the separate Sj we construct an
S ∈ A defined by a function δ(x) > 0, and dividing [a, b), in the following way.
Let J be an integer satisfying (191). If x ∈ G we have uj < x < vj for some j,
and we take the largest δ(x) > 0 such that
(x− δ(x), x + δ(x)) ⊆ (uj , vj), δ(x) ≤ δj(x). (195)
On the other hand, if x ∈ \G we take the largest δ(x) > 0 such that
(x− δ(x), x) ⊆ (uj , vj), δ(x) ≤ δj(x) when x = vj for some j; and (196)
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(x−δ(x), x)∩(uj , vj), is empty (1 ≤ j ≤ J−1) when x 6= vk for any k, (197)
(x− δ(x), x) ⊆ (uj , vj), δ(x) ≤ δj(x) when x = uj for some j (198)
(x, x+δ(x))∩(uj , vj), is empty (1 ≤ j ≤ J−1) when x 6= uk for any k. (199)
Let D be a division of [a, b0 that is compatible with this δ(x). If x is the associated
point of [u, v) ∈ D then x = u or x = v. By the construction (196), if x = v = vj
then uj ≤ v < vj . If x = v 6= vj , x ∈ \G, then by (197), [u, v) can only overlap
with (uj , vj) when j ≥ J . If x = v, x ∈ G, then [u, v) ⊆ [uj , vj) for some j.
Similarly when x = u
[A] Using (197), (199), the sum of H1(u, v), for [u, v) with x ∈ \G, x = u 6= vj
or x = v 6= vj (all j), is the limit of a sequence of sums over various Q satisfying
(191), and the modulus of the sum is ≤ ε. Here x /∈ G, so that
H1(I)− h(I, x)χ(G,x) = H(I), I = [u, v).
[B] If x = u = uj or x = v = vj (when x ∈ \G), or x ∈ uj, vj), then by (195),
(196), (198),
([u, v), x) ∈ Sj .
Thus we see that
[u1, v1), . . . , [uJ−1, vJ−1)
are each divided by partial divisions of D, using these [u, v); and partial sets of
[uJ , vJ), [uJ+1, vJ+1), . . . are divided by such [u, v) ∈ D. Using (194), the results
for
S (χ(G,x)h(I, x);Sj ; [uj , vj)) , VS (χ(G,x)h(I, x) −H1(I);A; [uj , vj)) ,
and the preceding remarks [A] and [B], |(Dx)∑χ(G,x)h(I, x) −H1(a, b)|=
=
∣∣∣(Dx)∑ (χ(G,x)h(I, x) −H1(I))∣∣∣ ≤ ε+ J−1∑
j=1
ε
2j
+
∞∑
j=J
ε
2j
< 3ε,
proving the result. ©
An interval-point functin h(I, x) is of bounded variation (VB*) in X relative to
E if V (h(I, x);A;E;X) is finite. We say that h is of generalized bounded variation
(VBG*) in X, relative to E, if X is the union of a sequence (Xj) of sets with
V (h(I, x);A;E;Xj ) finite for all j.
Theorem 88 If there is a positive function k(x) > 0 for which
V (k(x)h(I, x);A;E;X)
is finite, then h is VBG* in X relative to E, (T,T ,A) being a division space. If
(T,T ,A) is a decomposable division space, the converse holds.
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Proof: If V (k(x)h(I, x);A;E;X) is finite, let Xj be the set where
1
j
≤ k(x) < 1
j − 1 , j = 2, 3, . . . .
Then in X we have
h(I, x) =
k(x)h(I, x)
k(x)
≤ jk(x)h(I, x),
V (h;A;E;Xj) ≤ jV (kh;A;E;Xj) ≤ jV (kh;A;E;Xj)
which is finite. Conversely, if (T,T ,A) is a decomposable division space, and if
V (h;A;E;Xj) = aj is finite, then give ε > 0 there is an Sj ∈ A that divides E
such that
V (h;Sj ;E;Xj) ≤ aj + ε.
We can assume that the sets Xj are disjoint, for otherwise we can replace them by
X1,X − 2 \X1,X3 \ (X1 ∪X2) , . . .
in each of which h is still VB*. By decomposability there is an S ∈ A dividing E
such that
S[Xj ] ⊆ Sj [Xj ], j = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Also let us define
k(x) =
{
(aj + ε) 2
−j (x ∈ Xj , j = 1, 2, 3, . . .),
1 (x /∈ X).
Then
V (kh;A;E;X) ≤ V (kh;S;E;X)
≤ ∑∞j=1 V (kh;S;E;Xj)
≤ ∑∞j=1 (aj + ε) 2−jV (kh;Sj ;E;Xj)
≤ ∑∞j=1 2−j = 1,
giving the result. ©
29 Cartesian Product of Two Spaces
From two spaces T x, T y of points we construct the product space of points z =
(x, y):
T z = T x × T y = {(x, y) : x ∈ T x, y ∈ T y} .
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We put the extra index t on objects connected with T t (t = x, y, z). To obtain a
division space for T z, let T t, At be the respective families of all t-intervals It ⊆ T t,
and of (It, t), (t = x, y, z), where z-intervals are the products Iz = Ix × Iy. We
can write
(Iz, z) = (Ix, x)× (Iy, y) .
Stable Families: A is stable relative to the associated points if, for each elemen-
tary set E, and all S ∈ A that divide E, {x : (I, x) ∈ S, I ⊆ E} is independent of
S, depends only on E, and is the set
E∗ = {x : (I, x) ∈ T x, I ⊆ E} .
(E8 will usually be the closure of E.) We use stable families At of St, these St
being sets of (It, t), (t = x, y, z).
Ax,Ay,Az have the Fubini property in common if two properties14 hold:
First, let Ex, Ey be arbitrary elementary sets and let Sz be an arbitrary mem-
ber of Az that divides Ez = Ex×Ey. Then, to each x ∈ E∗x there is an Sy(x) ∈ Ay
that divides Ey. Further, to each collection of divisions Dyy(x) of Ey from Sy(x),
one division for each such x, there corresponds an Sx ∈ Ax that divides Ex, such
that if
(Ix, x) ∈ Sx, (Iy, y) ∈ Dyy(x), then (Ix, x)× (Iy, y) ∈ Sz. (200)
As this property is unsymmetrical in x and y, we assume also the property in
which x and y are interchanged, keeping the product space as T x × T y
If Ax,Ay,Az have the Fubini property in common, and if the (T t,T t,At)
(t = x, y, z) are division spaces, we call (T z,T z,Az) a Fubini division space.
Theorem 89 Let (T z,T z,Az) be a Fubini division space15. Let the real- or
complex-valued hx(Ix, x), hy(x; Iy, y) be defined for (It, t) ∈ T t, (t = x, y), re-
spectively, and for all x ∈ E∗x. If
hz(Iz , z) = hx(Ix, x)hy(x; Iy, y), for (Iz, z)× (Iy, y) = (Ix, x)× (Iy, y), (201)
has a generalized Riemann integral H(Ez) in Ez = Ex × Ey, then the function
J(x) =
∫
Ey h
y(x; Iy, y) exists, except for the set of x ∈ Xx with V (hx;Ax;Ex;Xx) =
14Note by P. Muldowney: The notation here is a bit confusing. Subscripts x, su-
perscripts x, and arguments (x) have different roles in the definition, and the reader is
expected to assign the appropriate role in each case. (Likewise, of course, in notation
Dx = {(I, x)}, the first x indicates that the partition D has linked tag points, while the
second x indicates a member of the set of tag points; and a similar mental distinction has
to be applied by the reader in that case also.)
15and let (T x, T x,Ax) be decomposable.
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0, and if we put J(x) = 0 in Xx, the generalized Riemann integral of J(x)hx(Ix, x)
in Ex is
H(Ez) =
∫
Ez
hxhy(x; ·) =
∫
Ex
(∫
Ey
hy(x; ·)
)
dhx.
Proof: (In earlier proofs it was assumed that hx is VBG*. Saks (Theory of the
Integral, second edition, pp. 87–88) gives three examples to show that, for Lebesgue
integrals, the measure has to be VBG*. However, in the first two example the
measure of an interval is +∞, while the third example depends on a peculiarity of
measure spaces not shared by division spaces.) Denoting the integral of hz over Ez1
by H(Ez1 ), given ε > 0, let S
z ∈ Az and dividing Ez be such that for all divisions
Dzz of Ez from Sz,
(Dzz)
∑
|hz(I6z, z) −H(Iz)| < ε. (202)
By the Fubini property nthere are suitable Sy(x) ∈ Ay dividing Ey, divisions
Dyy(x) of Ey from Sy(x), and an Sx ∈ Ax, dividing Ex, that satisfy (200). Let Dxx
be a division of Ex from Sx. By (200), (202) and the finite additivity of H,
(Dxx)
∑∣∣∣(Dyy)∑hx(Ix, x)hy(x; Iy , y)−H(Ix × Ey)∣∣∣ < ε. (203)
Let Xxj be the set of x where there are at least two divisions Dyy1(x),Dyy2(x) of Ey
from each Sy(x), for which
∣∣∣(Dyy1(x))∑ hy(x; Iy, y)− (Dyy2(x))∑ hy(x; Iy, y)∣∣∣ > 1j . (204)
Then, from (203), (204), we have
(Dxx)
∑
j−1 |hx(Ix, x)|χ(Xxj , x) < 2ε, V (hx;Sx;Ex;Xxj ) < 2jε,
V (hx;Ax;Ex;Xxj ) = 0, V (hx;Ax;Ex;Xx) = 0 (205)
since Xx is the countable union of sets Xxj . In \Xx, J(x) exists as an integral,
and we make the following construction. Let Szj be an S
z for which ε = j−1 in
(202), and let Syj (x) be an S
y(x) from Szj , by using the Fubini property. As J(x)
exists, there are Syj1(x) ∈ Ay, dividing Ey, such that
|fj(x)− J(x)| < 1
j
, fj(x) := (Dyyj(x))
∑
hy(x; Iy, y), (206)
where Dyyj(x) is an arbitrary division of Ey from Syj1(x). By taking intersections
of Syk(x) ∩ Syk1(x) for 1 ≤ k ≤ j, if necessary, we can assume that the sequence
(Syj (x))j is a monotone decreasing sequence of families with respect to j that satisfy
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(206). Then Dyyk(x), chosen from Syk(x), is also from Syj (x) when k ≥ j. By (203)
again, for ε = j−1 and Dyy(x) = Dyyj(x), we have
(Dxx)
∑ |hx(Ix, x)| |fj+1(x)− fj(x)| < 2j ,
V (|fj+1 − fj| hx;Ax;Ex; \Xx) ≤ 2j .
As |fj+1− fj| is a k(x) as for VBG* function, we see that hx is VBG*, relative to
Ex, in the set Xx1 contained in \Xx, where fj+1 6= fj for some j. In \(Xx ∪Xx1 ),
fj(x) = f1(x), fj(x) = J(x) all j. (207)
We now split T x into disjoint sets Xx, Xx1 , \(Xx ∪Xx1 ). By (205) we can ignore
Xx. For x in the last set, we can in (203) replace
(Dyy(x))
∑
hxx(I
x, x)hy(x; Iy, y) by hxx(I
x, x)J(x). (208)
The rest of the proof shows that we can do the same for x ∈ Xx1 , on changing
ε = j−1 to 2.j−1. Now, hx is VBG* relative to E∗ in Xx1 . Thus, by Theorem 88
(which requires (T x,T x,Ax) decomposable), there are a k1(x) > 0 in Xx1 , and
an Sx1 ∈ Ax, dividing Ex, for which
V (k1(x)h
x;Ax;Ex;Xx1 ) < 1, V (k1(x)hx;Sx1 ;Ex;Xx1 ) ≤ 1. (209)
By (206) we can choose r = r(x) so high tat
|fr(x)− J(x)| < 1
jk1(x)
. (210)
By the Fubini property there is an SX to satisfy (200) with
Dyy(x) =


Dyy j(x)(x) (x ∈ Xx1 ),
arbitrary (x ∈ Xx,
Dyy1(x) (x /∈ Xx ∪Xx1 ).
By (205), (209), (210) we can make the replacement (208) in (203) and obtain
(Dxx)
∑
|J(x)hx(Ix, x)−H(Ix × Ex)| < 2
j
,
completing the proof. ©
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• The original Fubini is got from: hz(Iz, z) = f(x, y)hx(Ix, x)hy(Iy, y).
• A result of Cameron & Martin & Robbins & Rodgers uses
hz(Iz , z) = f(y)hx(Ix, x)F (x; Iy),
F being finitely additive for Iy ⊆ Ey and each fixe x, and hx(Ix, x)F (x; Iy)
being integrable over Ex for each Iy ⊆ Ey.
• Lee gives a Fubini theorem on more general hz(Iz , z).
Theorem 90 et (T z,T z,Az) be a Fubini division space. Let the real- or complex-
valued hz(Iz , z) be defined in Ex × Ey = Ez. Let
H =
∫
Ez
hz, G(Ix) =
∫
Ey
hz (Ix × Iy, (x, y)) (211)
exist for each Ix ⊆ Ex. Let µ(Ix) be of bounded variation in Ex. If, given ε > 0
there is an Sy ∈ Ay, dividing Ey, such that (Note: “ uniformity”)
|G(Ix)− s(Ix)| ≤ εµ(Ix), s(Ix) := (Dyy)
∑
hz(Ix × Iy, (x, y)), (212)
for all divisions Dyy of Ey from Sy, with fixed Ix, then
H =
∫
Ex
(∫
Ey
hz
)
=
∫
Ex
G(Ix).
Proof: Apply (212) to (203). ©
From families At (t = x, y), we now construct Sz, and a suitable Az. Given
an elementary set Et, for each z ∈ T z let there be an St1(z) ∈ At dividing Et
(t = x, y). Then Az is the family of all finite unions Sz of families
{
(Ix × Iy, (x, y)) : It ⊆ Et, (It, t) ∈ S1 ((x, y)) , t = x, y
}
,
the finite unions being taken over disjoint products Ex × Ey. Such a space
(T z,T z,Az) is called the product division space of the (T t,T t,At), (t = x, y).
Theorem 91 The product division space of the fully decomposable division space
(T t,T t,At) with stable At, (t = x, y), is a fully decomposable Fubini division space
with stable Az.
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Proof: Let St1(z) ∈ At, dividing Et (t = x, y), give rise to Sz, connected with
Ex × Ey. For fixed x ∈ E∗x and all y ∈ E∗y (stability) we take Sy1 ((x, y)). As
(T y,T y,Ay) is fully decomposable and Ay stable, there is an S2y(x) ∈ Ay, dividing
Ey, such that
(Iy, y) ∈ Sy2(x), (Ix, x) ∈ Sx1((x, y)) =⇒ (Ix, x)× (Iy, y) ∈ Sz
since Sy2(x)[{y}] ⊆ Sy1((x, y))[{y}]. (The set {y} is the singleton of y.) For each
x ∈ E∗x let Dyy(x) be a division of Ey from Sy2(x), and let y1, . . . , yn be the
associated points in Dyy(x). As Ax is directed in the sense of divisions there is
an Sx2(x) ∈ Ax, dividing Ex, that lies in Sx1((x, yj)), (1 ≤ j ≤ n). As Ax has
fully decomposable families there is an Sx3 ∈ Ax, dividing Ex, that has the same
property. Hence the Fubini property is true with Sy(x),Sx, respectively, replaced
by Sy2(x) and S
x
3 ; and since we can interchange x and y in the proof. To show that
Sz divides Ex×Ey, we have a division Dx of Ex from Sx3 , and for each associated
point x in that division, a division Dyy(x) of Ey from Sy(x). The products of the
(Ix, x) ∈ Dxx, (Iy, y) ∈ Dyy(x),
lie in Sz, and together form a division of Ex×Ey. Similarly for finite union of dis-
joint products of elementary sets, so that Az divides all elementary sets. Finally,
Az is directed in the sense of divisions, is stable, additive, and has the restric-
tion property, as Ax,Ay have these properties; while Az is fully decomposable by
construction, and
(Ex × Ey)∗ = E∗x × E∗y. (213)
30 Division Spaces for
Cartesian Product Spaces
Let a space T (b) correspond to each b of an index set B, and let TB be the union
of the T (b) for all b ∈ B. Then the Cartesian product space T = XBT (b) is the
set of all functions f : B 7→ TB with f(b) ∈ T (b), b ∈ B, and∏
(X(b) : b ∈ B) := XBX(b)
denotes the Cartesian product space contained in T with
X(b) ⊆ T (b) (b ∈ B1), X(b) = T (b) (b /∈ B1),
where B1 ⊆ B. Further, we write
T (B1) := XB1T (b), X(B1) := XB1X(b), (B1 ⊆ B).
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For each b ∈ B, let (T (b),T (b),A(b)) be a division space in which
T (b) ∈ T (b), (214)
each I(b) ∈ T (b) is a partial division of T (b), (215)
A(b) is stable. (216)
When B1 is finite, B1 ⊆ B, we can obtain analogues of the preceding results for
products of two spaces; in particular, we can construct families S(B1),A(B1) like
Sz,Az, respectively.
If E(b) is an elementary set for each b ∈ B1, (213) and (216) give
E(B1)
∗ = E∗(B1). (217)
For T we consider the family T of generalized) intervals I = ∏ (I(b) : b ∈ B1) for
all finite sets B1 ⊆ B and all I(b) ∈ T (b), (b ∈ B1).
To construct S dividing an elementary set E of T we associate with each f ∈ T
a finite set B1(S, f) ⊂ B and, for each finite set B2 ⊆ B, an S1(B2,S, f) ∈ A(B2),
dividing T (B2).
We also suppose given a sequence B0 = (bj) ⊆ B that depends on S, with
B1(S, f) ⊆ B0, (all f).
Then S is the family of all (I, f) with
I =
∏
(I(b) : b ∈ B2) ⊆ E, B2 finite, B ⊇ B2 ⊇ B1(S, f), (218)
XB2 (I(b), f(b)) ∈ S1(B2,S, f), (219)
f(b) ∈ T (b)∗, (b ∈ B \B2). (220)
If A is the family of such S, for all sequences B0 ⊆ B, all B1(S, f) ⊆ B0, all
S1(B2,S, f) ∈ A(B2) dividing T (B2) (all finite B2 in B ⊇ B2 ⊇ B1(S, f), then
(T,T ,A) is the product division space of the division spaces (T (b),T (b),A(b)),
(b ∈ B).
By construction, A has decomposable families that are not fully decomposable
only because of the use of B0.
Lemma: If B3 is finite and I =
∏
(I(b) : b ∈ B3) then I∗ = I∗(B).
Proof: Let f ∈ I∗(B). Then f(b) ∈ I∗(b) for all b ∈ B. Because of (220) we need
only consider
b ∈ B2 ⊇ B3 ∪B1(S, f)
We can choose J(b) ⊇ I(b), J(b) ∈ T (b), so that
XB2 (J(b), f(b)) ∈ S1(B2,S, f),
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by (216 to (219). Then(∏
(J(b) : b ∈ B2) , f
)
∈ S,
∏
(J(b) : b ∈ B2) ⊆
∏
(I(b) : b ∈ B3)
Hence f ∈ I∗, the set of all f satisfying the latter. Conversely, if f ∈ I∗, there is a∏
(J(b) : b ∈ B2) ⊆
∏
(J(b) : b ∈ B3) ,
(∏
(J(b) : b ∈ B2) , f
)
∈ S.
By (217), (219), (220) in the construction of S,
f(b) ∈ J(b)∗ ⊆ I(b)∗, (b ∈ B), f ∈ I∗(B),
as required. ©
If intervals I1, . . . , Im are disjoint we call the union F of the I
∗
j (1 ≤ j ≤ m)
an elementary *-set. If E is the union of the Ij (1 ≤ j ≤ m) then E∗ ⊇ F , but we
need not have equality.
A family B of sets has the finite intersection property if every finite subfamily
of B has a non-empty intersection. An elementary set E has the *-intersection
property if for every family B of elementary *-sets constructed from intervals in E
with the finite intersection property, the intersection of all F ∈ B is non-empty.
Theorem 92 If T (b) has the *-intersection property for each b ∈ B, then so has
T .
Proof: Let B be a family of elementary *-sets with the finite intersection property,
and let F be the family of all elementary *-sets not in B. By the well-ordering
principle we can well-order B and F , putting the sets of F after those of B. Let
≤ denote the well-ordering relation. We construct a family C of elementary *-sets
with the following property. An elementary *-set H is in C if and only if H, the sets
of B, and all K ∈ C with K ≤ H, together have the finite intersection property.
Clearly
B ⊆ C (221)
Further, if H =
m⋃
j=1
I∗j ∈ C, then, for some j, I∗j ∈ C. (222)
For if I∗j /∈ C, there are Hj1 , . . . ,Hjpj in C and before I∗j , such that
Hj1 ∩Hj2 ∩ · · · ∩Hjpj ∩ I∗j
is empty. If true for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, there is a
K :=
⋂{
Hjk : 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ pj
}
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such that K ∩ I∗q is empty. But of the sets H, Hjk (1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ pj) of C,
there is a last set, say L, in the well-ordering, and as L ∈ C then K ∩H cannot be
empty. Hence (222). By (222) we can take E ⊆ C such that if H ∈ E then H = I∗
for some interval I, and conversely; and E has the finite intersection property. If
b is fixed in B ten by the Lemma the set of I(b)∗, for all I∗ ∈ E , has the finite
intersection property. As T (b) has the *-intersection property, the intersection of
the I(b)∗ is not empty (?“projection”?), and so contains a point, say g(b). Being
true for each b ∈ B, we can define a function g : B 7→ TB such that g takes the
value g(b) for b ∈ B. For each I∗ ∈ E there is a finite B1 ⊆ B with
I =
∏
(I(b) : b ∈ B1) .
As g(b) ∈ I(b)∗ (b ∈ B), the Lemma gives g ∈ I∗ for each I∗ ∈ E . Thus g ∈ H for
each H ∈ C and so for each H ∈ B, by (221). Hence the result. ©
We now show that an S defined for an elementary set E divides E when certain
simple conditions are satisfied. It is sufficient to consider the intervals J ⊆ E with
J = J(B) =
∏
(J(b) : b ∈ B) .
Theorem 93 Let T (b) have the *-intersection property for each b ∈ B.
(223)
Let there be a sequence B0 = (bj)j of points b ∈ B, depending only on S, such that
B3 consists of b1, . . . , bm, say, and that there is a least intege p = p(S, f) ≥ m,
such that B1(S, f) is a subset of b1, . . . , bp, for all f ∈ T .
(224)
Let a sequence (Dn(b))n of divisions of T (b) exist with the properties:
If I(b) ∈ D1(b) then either I(b) ⊆ J(b) or I(b) ∩ J(b) is empty.
(225)
Dn+1(b) ≤ Dn(b) (i.e. each K(b) ∈ Dn+1(b) lies in an I(b) ∈ Dn(b) (n ≥ 1).
(226)
For each f ∈ T and each B2 with bj ∈ B1, (1 ≤ j ≤ p(S, f)), there is an integer
N = N(S, f,B2) such that, if n ≥ N , I(b) ∈ Dn(b), I(b) ⊆ J(b), f(b) ∈ I(b)∗,
then I(b) is an interval L(b) or a finite union of disjoint intervals L(b), (b ∈ B2),
with
XB2 (L(b), f(b)) ∈ S1(B2,S, f). (227)
Then S divides J .
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Proof: We suppose the theorem false, and use (114) repeatedly.
(114): If I ∈ T is divided by bS, and if D is a division of I, then there is
an interval K ∈ D such that K is not divided by S. (Because the union
of divisions from S of the K ∈ D would be a division of I.)
Let B ⊇ B4 ⊇ B3, B4 finite. For all I(b) ∈ Dn(b) (b ∈ B4), the
∏
(I(b) : b ∈ B4)
form a division Dn(B4) of T . By (226), Dn+1(B4) ⊆ Dn(B4), and by (225) each
I ∈ Dn(B4) is either in J or is disjoint from J . By (114), as J is not divided by
S, there is an I ∈ D1(B4) not divided by S, with I ⊆ J . If I ⊆ J , I ∈ Dn(B4) for
some n ≥ 1 is a K ∈ Dn+1(B4) not divided by S, with K ⊆ I ⊆ J . If En(B4) is
the union of all I ∈ Dn(B4) not divided by S, and if
E+p (B4) =
p⋂
n=1
En(B4)
it follows that each E+p (B4) is a non-empty elementary set. Similarly
Epq =
q⋂
j=m
E+p ((b1, . . . , bj))
is a non-empty elementary set. Hence Fpq, the union of the I
∗ for I ⊆ Epq, is a
non-empty elementary *-set. By construction, any finite number of the Fpq have
a non-empty intersection. By (223) and Theorem 92, there is an f ∈ Fpq for
all p, q. Let B2 = (b1, . . . , bq) for q = p(S, f) and let N be the integer of (227)
corresponding to S, f , B2. Then f ∈ FNq, and yet by (227) the ∏(I(b) : b ∈ B2)
constructed from the DN (b), with f(b) ∈ I(b)∗, is divided by S. This contradiction
proves the theorem. ©
Note by P. Muldowney: This proof does not work; see citation [107] of MTRV
page 512, [6]. A correct method of proof is given in Theorem 4, pages 121–124 of
MTRV, [6].
Theorem 94 The (T,T ,A) of Theorem 93 is a decomposable division space.
Proof: We have already seen that it is decomposable by construction. By Theorem
93, if S2,S3 ∈ A both divide an elementary set E, there is an S4 ∈ A that also
divides E, with S4 ⊆ S2 ∩ S3. For we need only put
B1(S4, f) = B1(S2, f) ∪B1(S3, f),
S1(B2,S4, f) ⊆ S1(B2,S2, f) ∩ S1(B2,S3, f),
and take the (bj) for S4 to be such that (b2j) is the sequence for S2, and (b2j+1)
the sequence for S3. Hence A is directed in the sense of divisions, by (218), (219)
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(220). To show that A is additive we use a similar proof, since the S1(B2,S, f)
divide T (B2). Each point f might be in several I
∗
1 , . . . , I
∗
k , but as these are only
finite in number we need only take the unions of the separate B1(S, f) to obtain
a suitable new B1(S, f), and by direction in the sense of divisions, we obtain a
suitable S1(B2,S, f). As each S1(B2,S, f) divides T (B2), (218) and Theorem
93) show that A has the restriction property. Thus (T,T ,A) has the required
properties. ©
Theorem 95 Let the conditions of Theorem 93 hold, let B = H ∪K with H ∩K
empty, and let B be ordered in such a way that
U = XHT (b), V = XKT (b), U × V = T.
If the S1(B2,S, f) are constructed from product division spaces using S
b
1(f) for
b ∈ B2, then Fubini’s theorem holds.
Proof: Let f = (u, v) with u ∈ U, v ∈ V , and first fix u. For various v ∈ V , there
are intervals IU ⊆ U , IV ⊆ V , with (IU , u)× (IV , v) ∈ S where S is as in Theorem
93. Here, for some finite B2 ⊇ B1(S(u, v)),
IU =
∏
H
(I(b) : b ∈ B2 ∩H) , (I(b), u(b)) ∈ Sb1(f) = Sb1((u, v)), (b ∈ B2 ∩H),
IV =
∏
K
(I(b) : b ∈ B2 ∩K) , (I(b), u(b)) ∈ Sb1(f) = Sb1((u, v)), (b ∈ B2 ∩K).
(For each (u, v) we can suppose that B1(S((u, v))) contains certain points of H
and of K.) We have written
∏
H ,
∏
K for products over b ∈ H, b ∈ K, respectively.
The (IV , v) form an SV for V that is like S, except that T,B are replaced by
V,K, respectively. Hence, by Theorem 93, there is a division D(u) of V formed
by intervals JV ⊆ V with associated points y, say. The corresponding finite union
of the finite subsets B1(S, (u, y)) gives a finite subset B3(S, u), while there is an
Sb2(u) ∈ A(b) that divides T (b) and lies in the
⋂
Sb1(u, y) for the finite number of
y. Hence there is an SU of pairs (IU , u) with the property that that for some finite
set B4 ⊇ B3(S, u),
IU =
∏
H
(I(b) : b ∈ B4 ∩H) , (I(b), u(b)) ∈ Sb2(u), (b ∈ B4 ∩H).
This SU for U is like S except that T,B are replaced by U,H respectively, and S1
by S2. Hence, by Theorem 93, SU divides U , and the first Fubini property is true.
Similarly for the second Fubini property; and Theorem 89 shows that the present
theorem is true. ©
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31 The Special Case
The origins of integration in function space occur in A. Einstein, “Zur Theorie der
Brownschen Bewegung”, Ann. d. Physik 19(1906) 371–381; and M. Smoluchowski,
Ann. d. Physik 48(1915) 1103. For example, see S. Chandrasekhar, “Stochastic
problems in physics and astronomy”, Dover, New York (1954).
We consider the event that a free, spherical Brownian particle, starting at time
b = 1 from position x = 0, will satisfy at time b = bj ,
u(bj) ≤ x < v(bj), (1 ≤ j ≤ n),
with u(bj) < v(bj), a < b1 < b2 < · · · < bn ≤ c, (a, c] = set B.
If B5 = (b1, . . . , bn) the probability of the event is taken to be
P (I) =
∫ v(b1)
u(b1)
· · ·
∫ v(bn)
u(bn)
p(x1, . . . , xn;B)dx1 . . . dxn
where
I =
∏
([u(bj), v(bj)) : b ∈ B5) ,
p(x1, . . . , xn;B1) := p(x1; b1 − a|0)p(x2; b2 − b1|x1) · · · p(xn; bn − bn−1|xn−1).
In the Brownian case p(y; t|x) = g(y − x; 4Dt) where
g(x; t) =
1√
pit
e−
x2
t , i.e. p(y; t|x) = 1√
4piDt
e−
(y−x)2
4Dt .
Wiener integration uses D = 12 ; and the functions f ∈ T satisfy
A|y − x| 12+ε ≤ |f(y)− f(x)| ≤ B|y − x| 12−ε,
i.e. continuous but not differentiable.
Feynman uses complex-valued g with D = ι4 =
√−1
4 . The Feynman measure
is complex and not even VBG*. (Note by P. Muldowney: See MTRV Section
6.7 pages 282–284, [6].)
Cameron and his pupils define Feynman integration as the limit as σ → 0+ of
the Lebesgue-type integration got using D = σ + ι/4.
****
For functionals F of f , we integrate h(I, f) := F (f)P (I) over T . The p(x1, . . . , xn;B5)
is taken to be continuous in x1, . . . , xn for fixed B5. Then we can replace P (I) by
p(f(b1), . . . , f(bn);B5)
n∏
j=1
(v(bj)− u(bj)) .
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Theorem 96 Let K be the integral of the bounded F in T with respect to a finitely
additive
P (I) =
n∏
j=1
Pj (I(bj)) where I =
∏
(I(b) : b = bj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n)
Given ε > 0, let S in Theorem 93 (?) be such that
(D)
∑
|K − FP | < ε. (228)
Let C(q) = (b1, . . . , bq), Dnq = Dn(C(q)), = Dn(b1)× · · · × Dn(bq)×Xb/∈C(q)T (b).
Let p(S, f), N(S, f, C(q)) be the functions of Theorem 93. Let Yq be the set of
f ∈ T with p(S, f) ≤ q, and let Yqn be the set of f ∈ Yq with N(S, f, C(q)) ≤ n. If
ech Yqn is measurable with
V (P ;A;T ; I∗) ≤ V (P ;A; I) <∞, (I ∈ T ), (229)
then
lim
q→∞
∫
T (C(q))
F (f8 + f
∗)dP =
∫
T
F (f)dP (230)
for almost all f∗ ∈ T (C∗(q)), C∗(q) := B \ C(q), where
f∗(b) =
{
f(b), b ∈ C(q),
0, b ∈ C∗(q), f
∗(b) = f(b)− f∗(b).
Proof: As Yq is monotone increasing in q to T , and Yqn monotone increasing in n
to Yq, and as (T,T ,A) is a decomposable division space, we have
lim
q→∞V (P ;A;T ;Yq) = V (P ;A;T ) <∞,
lim
n→∞V (P ;A;T ;Yqn) = V (P ;A;T ;Yq).
Thus for ε > 0 there are a q = g(ε) and an m = m(q, ε) = m(ε), with{
V (P ;A;T ;Yqn) > V (P ;A;T )− ε2,
V (P ;A;T ;T \ Yqn) < ε2 (n ≥ m).
(231)
The latter inequality is by measurability of Yqn and the expression
16 of the variation
as an integral. If Z(C(q), f∗) is the set of all f∗ with f∗+ f∗ ∈ Z (some given set),
then by Fubini’s theorem (using P (I) =
∏
Pj(I(bj)))
V (P ;A(C(q));T (C(q)); \Yqn(C(q), f∗)) < ε
except in a set X ⊆ T (C∗(q)) with (232)
16If h is integrable to H and of bounded variation, then |h| and |H | are integrable to
V (h;A; ·).
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V (P ;A(C∗(q));T (C∗(q));X) < ε. (233)
For fixed f∗ ∈ X let Q be the set of all I ∈ Dmq such that there is an f∗ ∈ T (C(q))
with f = f∗ + f∗ ∈ Yqm ∩ I∗. Then f is an extra associated point of I. Let R be
the union of the I∗ with I ∈ Q. Then
R(C(q), f∗) ⊇ Yqm(C(q), f∗). (234)
As Dmq only uses the b ∈ C(q),
V (P ;A(C(q));T (C(q));Yqm(C(q), f∗)
= V (P ;A;T ;Yqm(C(q), f∗)× T (C∗(q)))
≤ V (P ;A;T ; I∗) ≤ (Q)∑ V (P ;A; I).
(Dmq \ Q)∑ V (P ;A; I) = (Dmq)∑V − (Q)∑ V
≤ V (P ;A;T )− V (P ;A(C(q));T (C(q));Yqm(C(q, f∗))
= V (P ;A(C(q));T (C(q)); \Yqm(C(q), f∗)) < ε.
If |F | ≤M , then, as P is finitely additive, so that |P | ≤ V , we have
(Dmq \ Q)∑ |K| ≤ M(Dmq \ Q)∑ V < Mε,
(Dmq \ Q)∑ |FP | ≤ M(Dmq \ Q)∑ V < Mε.
As Q is from S, though Dmq need not be, we have
(Dmq)
∑
|K − FP | ≤ (Q)
∑
+(Dmq \ Q)
∑
< ε+ 2Mε.
By Fubini’s theorem the first integral (= l.h.s. of (230)), call it K(C(q), F ∗), exists
for almost all f∗. Also, we can choose the S1 to satisfy
S1(C(q);S; f) ⊆ S∗(C(q);S;F ∗)
where S∗ is such that, for all divisions D of T (C(q)) from S∗,
(D)
∑
|K(C(q), f∗)(I)− F (f∗ + f∗)P (I)| < ε.
By a similar proof we have
|K(C(q), f∗)−K(T )| < 2ε+ 4Mε,
giving the result outside X. ©
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******
If P (J) (=
∫
j p∆x) exists for some interval J in T we can replace P (I) by
p(x1, . . . , xn;C)∆x1 · · ·∆xn, (235)
where xj = f(bj), ∆xj = v(bj)− u(bj) and
I =
∏
([u(bj), v(bj)) : b = bj ∈ C) , C = (b1, . . . , bn)
for some S(C) ∈ A(C) dividing J(C) and for all (I(C), (x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ S(C) with
I ⊆ J . But in general there is no g with
(J(C), (g(b1), . . . , g(bn))) ∈ S(C)
so that we cannot always take I = J .
The continuity of p bridges the gap. Fixing C, the continuity and positiveness
of the Wiener density function
w(x1, . . . , xn;C) =
1
(2pi)
1
2
n∏n
j=1(bj − aj)
1
2
n∏
j=1
e
− 1
2
xj−xj−1)
2
bj−bj−1
in x1, . . . , xn implies that there is in T (C) a nbd N of each (x1, . . . , xn) in which
w(y1, . . . , yn) >
1
2
w(x1, . . . , xn) > 0 ((y1, . . . , yn) ∈ N) .
By continuity of p(x1, . . . , xn;C) in (x1, . . . , xn), given ε > 0, there is in T (C) a
nbd N∗ ⊆ N of (x1, . . . , xn) in which
|p(y1, . . . , yn;C)− p(x1, . . . , xn;C)| < 1
2
εw(x1, . . . , xn;C)
for (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ N∗. There are intervals I of T with
I(C) ⊆ N∗, I =
∏
([u∗(bj), v∗(bj);C) , u∗(bj) = uj, v∗(bj) = vj,
and with f(bj) = xj,= u
∗(bj) or v∗(bj), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, with a suitable (I, f) when
f(bj) = ±∞ for some j. Such (I, f) form an S ∈ A, and
|P (I)− p(x1, . . . , yn;C)∆x1 . . .∆xn|
≤ ∫I |p(y1, . . . , yn;C)− p(x1, . . . , xn;C)| dy1 . . . dyn
≤ 12εw(x1, . . . , xn;C)∆x1 . . .∆xn
≤ ε inf w(y1, . . . , yn;C)∆x1 . . .∆xn
≤ W (I),
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W (I) being Wiener measure
∫
w(I), the pieces adding up to ≤ 1.
This being possible for all C ⊆ B and all ε > 0, it follows that (235) is
variationally equivalent to P (I), and there is a theorem to show that (235) can
replace P (I) in the integration.
Then Fubini’s theorem will go through for all collections C of points of B if
p(x1, . . . , xn;C) =
∏n
j=1 p(xj, bj).
Note by P. Muldowney:
Henstock commented at this point that the Wiener integrator w = p(x1, . . . , xn;C)
involves factors xj−xj−1, and does not resolve into a product of terms ∏nj=1 p(xj, bj),
so Fubini’s theorem does not work as he envisaged it. Actually, this version of Fu-
bini’s theorem turns out to be quite serviceable in this subject area.
At various points Henstock also suggested that the Feynman integrator is not
VBG*. If this were strictly true it is hard to see how routine mathematical analysis
could be applied to it. But the Feynman integrator is essentially based on “very
nice” functions such as sin and cos. This issue is addressed in MTRV ([6] pages
282, 283, and 288).
These notes conclude with the following remarks showing that his concept of the
limit theorems (“integral of limit equals limit of integrals”)—as he envisaged them
at that time—do not work for Feynman integrands.
To show that the Y -sets are useless for Feynman integration, suppose that they
are open nbds. Then they contain open circles and so can be taken to be such
circles.
Then (Fm − F )p∆x1 . . .∆xn ∈ Y j(I) implies
|(Fm − F )p∆x1 . . .∆xn| < ε(I)
for a collection of ε(I) > 0 with (D)∑ ε(I) ≤ ε and
|p| = pi− 12n ((b1 − a)(b2 − b1) · · · (bn − bn−1))−
1
2 := s−1
in the Feynman sense. Hence for m ≥ k(ε(I), ε, f),
|(Fm − F )∆x1 . . .∆xn| < ε(I)s.
The set X where |Fm − F | ≥ 1r for some m ≥ k(ε(I), ε, f) has
|∆x1 . . .∆xn| < rε(I)s, V (∆x1 . . .∆xn;A;T ;X) ≤ rε sup
D
s.
As the supremum of bj − bj−1 tends to 0 we will have
V (∆x1 . . .∆xn;A;T ;X) = 0, V (p∆x1 . . .∆xn;A;T ;X) = 0,
so V (P ;A;T ;X) = 0 and Fm = F almost everywhere.
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